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CHEMISTRY

IMTRODUCTORT

Tbb history of dvilisatioii verwit tlM ImI
that all highly developed nations in the course

of their evolution have passed through ph;^f^

characterised by the culmination of various

hfltnan aetivitiet, |diyiieal and istdlectiul*

Not that it is implied by this statement that

the manifestation of extreme activity of a
particular kind at one period was accompanied
by a decline^ or wit dcvdop<d at the eKpanie
of all other forms of activity. The lesson of

history is that, concurrently with the general

national activity, certain ages have witnessed

special activities n have attained particular

maxima of development which have served
to stamp the age with some general charac-

teristic. Thus, there was an age of Philosophy
in ancient Greece of WMHtaim in aaotait
Rome, of Sacred Art in mediaeval Italy, and
of Dramatic Poetry in England during the
Elizabethan period. The influence of such
epoda has extended peveqytiUy m imper*
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ceptibly from a remote past down to the
present time ; the recognition of this influence

is embodied in the fanuHiar adage that we
are the heirs of all the ages. The special

activity of the present time, Science, is one
that we beUeve is destined to influence the
future more profoundly than any of those
activities which xeached their culminating
points in former ages.

In stating that we are now living in an
age of Seioice, it is meant that we are getting

into closer communion with Nature than has
hitherto been possible. From the time when
man became an observing and thinking being,

he must have been impressed by natural

phenomena ; but at no former period, so far

as history has preserved records, has there

been such intense activity in the questioning

of Nature— the systematised observaticm

of facts, and in th6 endeavour tc arrive at a
knowledge of causes. It may be said that,

among the more advanced nations, mankind
is gradually beginning to grasp that great

truth which in former ages was realized only
by a few specially gifted individuals—the truth

that the human race, although the intellectual

crown and summit of terrestrial life, is not
detached from and indepmdent of its

iurroundingt. The anthropoomtrio nt^ioDt
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which dominated thought in early times are
slowly being replaced by that broader view
which makes man a part of Nature—^an

organism adi4>ted to his environment just
like any other organism, but having the
supreme advantage of practically unlimited
adaptability by virtue of his intellectual

development. It is now beginning to be
perceived that this power of adaptation is

synonymous with a knowledge of Natvure's

methods—in other words, that the present
well-bemg and the future progress of the
human race is dependmt upcm the develop-
ment of Natural Science.

The recognition of the principle that man's
dominion ie inseparably bound up
scientific progress is embodied in Tennyson**
lines :

—
" The crowning race ; Of those that

eye to eye shall look on knowledge ; Under
whose command it Earth and Earth's ; And
in their hand is Nature like an open book."

This recognition has been brought about in
modem times by the labours of those wha
have devoted and are devoting their lives to-

the study ci Nature at first hand. It is the
active army of original investigators who,
in the first place, have become cognizant ol
the supreme importaaoe td thdr wmk to the-

present and future welfare ol the raoe.
~
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realisatioQ of the truth that Nature is to the
earnest student " an open book " has become
the trumpet call of the present age. The
wc^er in the dranain of Scioioe is prompted
by the knowledge that his results, directly

or indirectly, immediately or prospectively,

may be utilized for the benefit of humanity.
His achieviraMnta, althoiigfa strictly humaai-
tarian in their ultimate bearing, cannot,
however, be weighed and measured by a
narrowly practical standard. The level of
natural knowledgewhichhasnowbeen readied,
and which is annually being raised, is the
result of patient and laborious research, often
extending over many years, sometimes over
« lifetime. But only a imall proportkm <rf

the work accomplished is of immediate
utility; and that which is obviously useful

to man is but the final stage of a long series

of anteoedoit gropings after truth. Tb»
popular appreciation of Science, to be of real

value to the nation, should, therefore, be
independent of the spirit of narrow utilitarian-

inn, f<Nr no investigator who atters npcm a
definite line of work can foresee when or how
his results may become of practical value,
or whether they will ever lead to any practical

applicatioiis. If the progress of the nation
ki depmdeiit—as irt aie mnr begianinf to
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realize—upon its genetal appredaticm ci

Science, that appreciation must be of the
highest and broadest character—it is Science

in the abstract, and not purely utilitarian

concrete knowledge, ^f^ch most be nused to
the level of one of the most wrftltfd bnndies
of human culture.

The modon awakening of the spirit of

scientific inquiry has resulted in «a aetiv^
which is in itself responsible in some measure
for the slow progress towards the attainment
of that hig^ standard of popular scientific

culture which we desire to see wtaWished.
The active workers are a mmierous and ever

growing body, andthe boundaries of knowledge
are being extmded with such rapidity in every
direction that the educated layman who can
follow with intelligence the various develop-

ments of Literature or of Art finds himself

unable to cope with the progress of Science.

Nor is this surfnising wfam we find that evea
the workers themselvet, having necessarily

to specialize in order to achieve results of

value, are tmable to keep pace with the
progress of discovery in domains oolite their

own field of research. Moreover, the constant

discovery of new facts and principles, and the

concurrent revision or extension of scientific

doctrine is «pt to diaoo«m^ tiw woold-be
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learner who, without any special scientific

training, has had his mind deprived of plas-

ticity by an inelastic education in subjects for

whidi the materials are gathered entirely ficmi
books and not directly from Nature's records.

Another obstacle in the way of the general
diffusion of scientific culture is the technical

language which every branch ot seimce has
found it necessary to invent in order to give
precision to the description of new facts, and
for the formulation of new principles. But»
while admitting that the technicalities (rf

modem scientific language from the popular
point of view interpose difficulties, it must
be borne in mind that for the actual workers
they are labour^avip^ccmtrii^uioes. Although
the terminology may appear formidable
to the uninstructed, it must not be for-

gotten that every term and every symbol
c(»Tespoiids with homo natural reality, or
with what according to existing knowledge
is believed to be a reality. The reality is

generally capable of being expressed in
dmpler terms than would appear frmn its

symbolical expression ; the imderlying idea
is generally less complex than the language
which has been found necessary to define it

with seieatifio precisi<m.

But, i^Mttt frwtt all gnch difflcolties, to view
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of the daily increasing importance of S<^noe
as a prime factor of national development,
the educated layman can no longer afford to
ignore the adhievanoits of that groat inter-

national army which is waging perpetual
warfe-e against ignorance of Nature's methods.
In this quest for knowledge, there is no dis-

tinction of race, or creed, or country—all

workers are co-operating for the general
cause ; a truth wrested from Nature becomes
the common property of mankind. Such
truths cannot be lightly set aside, or crushed
out of existence by the older learning ; they
are revelations to man as distinct, as eternal,

and as far reaching in their consequences as
any proddmed by the seers and prophets of
former ages.

Granting, therefore, that the reader wishes
to be put in possession of the existing state
of scimtific knowledge, it must at the
outset be realized that Science never pauses
on her onward march ; there is no " existing
state " of knowledge in the sense of finality.

She has no dogmatie creed to proclaim ; she
is aware of her fallibility ; and her ttrengtii
lies in her knowledge that it is Nature which
is infallible, and man but an interpreter with
limited power erf obMrvation and reasoning.
Th» grottod e&rmd by Sdense is, msatavn.
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so vast that it must also be recognized that,

for the practical purposes of study and re-

search, sub-divudcm into departments is abso-

lutely necessaiy. Not that tiiese sub-divisions

are representative of any natural reality

;

they are expressive rather of the imperfect
state oi our knowledge. In view of the
limitations of human faculty, it is both necess-

ary and expedient that the worker should
confine himself to some particular department

;

but, in accepting this principle as a matter
oi convenience, the student must not commit
himself to the belief that this sub-division

indicates a want of unity in Nature. On the
contrary, the most advanced thinkers have
come to believe in the unity of Nature and
to recognize that the ideal towards which
research is tending is the unification of know-
ledge into one general Science or system of

Philosophy. There may be work for coimtless

generations before this ideal is reached, but
even now there are indications in every
direction that natural knowledge cannot be
confined in water-tight compartments ; the
barriers, confessedly artificial, are being broken
down, and the inter-relations between the
various scimoes are becoming both more
niunerous and more intimate with the progress

of discovery. The t^ulnu^ towards eoaies-
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cence is %hown by the creation in modem
times of such subjects as thermodynamics,
astrophysics, chemical physics and physical

I

chemistry, etoctroehanisfary, theimochemis-
try, biochemi'fiTy, and biophyncs.



CHAPTER I

THE SCOPE OF CHEMISTRY—^THE NATUBE OF
CHEinCAL CHANGE—CBEMISTET AN EX-
PEBIMENTAL SCIENCE

The Scope of Ckemistry.^The Science of
Chemistry, as is, no doubt, already known to
the reader in a general way, is essentially a
materialistic science in so far as it deals with
matter. It bdongs to a divisimi known as the
physical sciences, a designation applied in

order to distinguish such subjects from those

which, like Zoology, Botany, Physiology, etc.,

deal with life^ and which are, tha<rfore,

grouped as the biological sciences. This
classification is convenient as representing

the existing state of knowledge; whether
mch sub-division conre^nds witii stmie
underlying fundamental reality is a debate-
able question concerning which no dogmatic
pronouncement can at present be made.
But as with all attempts at rigid cla8sifi<!ation,

so here it will be found that no absolute

barrier can be erected between the two
1«
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groups. Living matter, whether lowly or
highly organized, is as subject to physical
and chemical 0(mditi<Mi8 as lum-liTing mattor.
The Physics and Chemistry of the living
organism are no longer regarded as impene-
trable mysteries beyon:! the scope of legitimate
scientific investigation. Modnn Chemistry
does not recofniize that rigid definition which
in former times restricted its scope to " dead
matter "

; in that borderland between the
two main groups of sdoiees, there is now at
work a new school of investigators who are
attacking the mysteries of vital chemistry
in the same spirit as that which has prompted
research into every ether department oi
science. It is realized that the living organism
has solved chemical problems which we have
as yet been unable to approach by our known
methods—but this is rq^uded as an incentive,
and no longer as a deterrent, to further
inquiry. On the other side, the biologist

deals with living organisms not only from
the point of view of classification, distribuiicm,

bionomics, evolution, etc., but he also con-
cerns himself with their physical and chemical
activities, with the inner mechanism of the
life processes. Vhynclogy, in the bxoad
sense, has now become the meeting^ground
of the physical and biological frofftiMm
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In placing Chemistry in the front rank as a
science concerned with matter, we thereby
associate it with <Muft scwnoes whidi also

deal with matter, and especially with Physics,

its nearest and natural ally. In view of what
has been said concerning the conventionality

ot our seiiemes ct ftlasifflcatiop, it is perhi^
unnecessary to insist up<m the impossibility

of drawing a sharp line of demarcation
between Chemistry and Physics. No other

branches of science furnish sudi numeioiis and
such striking examples of interpmetratimi.

Physical methods of studying the properties

of matter are used by chemists, and chemical

methods are being adopted by physicists.

All that can be said definitely is that those

general properties of matter, such as gravity,

which are independent of the specific nature

or compositicm of the substrnce, belong more
exclusively to the domain ot the physicist.

But even in this case, the chemist is dependent
upon gravitational effect for the determination

of weij^t—the most important of known
methods for dealing with matter quaatita>

tively.

Whenever we pass from the general to the
special, and 'consider in detail the dianges
in matter brought about by the action <rf

physicid forces, it will be seen that the nature
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or amount of change is geni.x'ally influenced

by the inherent properties of the substaaccr

or, in other words, by thoie speeifie dumetm
which are as truly chemical as physical. Thus,
heating and cooling cause bodies to expand
or contract, a change which, in general terms,

may be said to be physical. But in this

case it cannot be said that the change is

independent of the inherent nature of the

substance; for, when the expansion or

canttraction is measured quantitatiyely, it is

found to be a specific diaracter, and theref'ne

of chemical significance. Again, a ray of

light is bent or refracted in p» '^sing from one
medium to another of diflerent density;

here, also, the general effect is said to Ini

physical. But the actual amoimt of bending,

as measured quantitatively, is found to be
determined by the spedfie diairaeter or
composition of the medium ; and the relation-

ship is so close that in certain classes of

cases the measurement of this quantity gives

information to the chemist cmicaiung the

nature of the substance. One of the most
striking illustrations of the association of

Physics with Chemistry is furnished by the

results obtained by the study of the action

of dectricity up<Hi matter in the gaseou»

state, a fidd of leseaieh which Sias led in
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recent times to suggestions of fundamental
importance conoeming the constitution of

matter. It is evident that such qnesticms

are of equal significance to Physics and to

Chemistry; but the modem developments
in this direction are as yet hardly mature
enough to incorporate with the estaUiahed
body of chemical doctrine. As an earlier

illustration, however, nothing is more instruc-

tive than the history of the development
of spectroscopy. A gas or vapour when
raised to a sufficiently high temperature to

glow or become self luminous emits light

which appears to have colour. In purely

physical terms, this is explained by the
statement that the colour is the result of the
impression produced upon the eye by ether

waves of particulw lengths or oscillation

frequencies. But," here again, when we go
to details, and analyse the light emitted

y such glowing gases, we find that the
particular kind of n tiation is a specific

character of the radiating matter—Bu£Bciently

specific for diagnostic purposes, so that
particular kinds of matter can be identified,

whether here, or in the sun, or in the most
distant stars and nebuls. The chemist and
physicist and astronomer here join hands

;

the science based upon this property of
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matter is both astro-chemical and astro-

physical.

It hi obnout horn muk eonsideratkms that

Chemistry is all-embracing in its scope ; its

branches ramify in every direction, and its

roots ^oerlie the most diverse departments
ofscienoe. Since it cwioems itsdfwith matter
wherever it exists and can be brought within

the ken of its methods, it may be regarded as

the common meeting-ground of all the natural

scienoes. From the purdy utilitarian point

of view, no other science can be said to be

more intimately bound up with the immediate
welfare of man. The prime needs of civilized

nati(m»—the fciang 61 crops for lood-stulEi,

the utilization of fuel for the generation of

power or for warmth, the manufacture of

useful products from raw materials, the

prodttcti(m at tb» multifturkms neeesmy
materials required in every-day life, all depend
at one stage or another upon a knowledge of

the principles of chemical science and their

practical implication.

The Nature of Chemical Change.—Chemistry

does not restrict itself to the study of matter

simply as it exists, either natursJly or arti-

ficially; it is, above all, the stnenoe

concerns itself with the changes or trans-

formations of matter brought about by the
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agency of physical forces, or by the action of

one form of matter upon another. In so far

as the mere ccmsideration of change in matter
is concerned. Chemistry and Physics ov^iq>
to a very large extent. For practical purposes
it is, however, convenient in the present state

of knowledge to distinguish between physical

and chemical change. If, under the influence

of physical agencies such as heat, light,

electricity, etc., matter undergoes some change
which is not permanent, it is o(msid»ed to
be a physical change. If these or other
agencies bring about a permanent change or
transformation of one kind of matter into

a totally differait substance, the action is

claimed as coming within the provinee of
Chemistry. Following up the illustration

previously given concerning the action of
heat, a bar of iron is longer when it is hot
than when it is cold ; but the change, ».«.,

the increase in length, is not permanent,
because the bar regains its original length on
cooling. This is an example of physical
change, and, even if the expansion woe
permanent, it would not be regarded as a
chemical change, because there is no trans-

fwmation of material-^e bar is the same
substance, ircm, both hot and ookL If the
iran is heated to a very high temperatun^ it
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undergoes further changes, first becoming
soft, and then, as the temperature rises,

becoming liquid, so that it can be poured out
of the containing vessel. These, again, are

physical changes of state, because the material

is still iron ; by the process of fusion its

form may be permanently changed, but its

substance is unaltered.

Although such properties of matter are

described as " physical," they become of

chemical signifioaace ynhiai we pass tnm
the general to the special—^when their study
is made comparative. Thus the expansion

of iron at a given temperature as compared
Mrith tiie expanskm of ctiuat substances at the
same tempoature, or the temperature at

which iron melts, i.e., passes from the solid

to the liquid state, may be claimed as physico-

chemical properties, because they axe spedflo

and not genoal ; other forms of matter may
or may not have the same degree of expansi-

bility and the same point of fusion. When,
however, inttmsdy heated ixoa a htdy
exposed to the air, or is plunged into wator,
it undergoes a change in appearimce ; the

surface becomes covered with an incrustation

or SMte of something which is no longer ixtm.

In this cut, the chai^^e b petmaimit so kng
as the new substance remains under ordinary
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conditions ; iron is there» but in a disguised

form, and can only be recovered from the new
substance by violent treatmert, such as

heating to an extxranely high temperature in

contact with coal or carbonaceous matter.

The iron in this case has undergone a chemical

change ; it has become transformed into a
different substance. Eveu without the appli-

cation of heat, iron on exposure to air and
moisture, as every one knows, becomes
** rusty," i.e., converted into a reddish sub-

stance vAdciit like the " scale ** Just described,

contains iron, but is no longer that material

;

in rusting, iron loses all its original physical

and physico-chemical properties. It is changed
in hardness, tmacity, specific gravity, dectrks

ctmductivity, fusing point, magnetic character,

colour, and so forth. It is with transforma-

tions of this kind that Chemistry is especially

concerned.

£ amples illustrative of chemical change
might, of course, be multiplied indefinitely

;

the case selected on account of its familiarity,

viz., the transfmrmatifm of inm into other
substances, will, however, serve to put the
reader into the position of an inqiJrer wishing
to know what happens to iron under the
circumstances specified. Now, the first im-
pressicm produised wIum such cases are
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thought over seriously is one of marvel at

the thoroughness of the change. The more
extensive one's experience—^the larger the

number and variety of tiie tranrformations

studied—the more wonderful does the

phenomoum appear, even to those whose daily

occupaticm has familiarized them with such

manife8tati<m8 ot the properties of mattor.

Then follows naturally the questiim whether

chemical change really is, as it may appt^ar

to be at first sight, the actual transmutati<m

of (me form of mattor into another—is inm
scale or iron rust simply transmuted inm ?

This last question may appear a very simple

one ; but it took more than a century's work

to answer it, and it ma not untO the answer

was given in general terms that Chemistry

began to emerge from the empirical and to

pass into the scientific stage. It is impossible

within the compass of the presoit wcMric to

attempt the historical treatment of the

subject : suffice it to say that the answer to

the above question is in the negative. Iron

rust or iron scale is not simply transmuted

iron, but iron in combination with something

else. That something else is supplied by the

air or water ; and the proof of this is furnished

by the fact that the iron gains in wdi^t when
it is chanssd into rust or scale. The nature
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of the other component need not concern us
just now ; it is the general principle which is

of prime importance : that which at first sight

might appear to be a case of transmrtation
turns out to be a case of transformation due
to the combination of the iron with another
form of matter. Two further questions thus
suggest themsdves:—^Is transmutation in

the strict sense of the term known or con-
ceivable ? Is all chemical change the result

of the combination between different kinds
of matter ? In answer to the first question,

it may be said that the theoretical develop-
ment of modem Physics in connection with
the constitution of matter has made the
noticm of transmutatifm eonodvaUe, but the
decision from this point of view must be left

to the physicists. Whether cases of trans-

mutation are actually known is a chemical
questicm whidx is now under considoaticm.
The answer to the second question is of

n.jre immediate importance for the adequate
conception of the nature of chemical change.
It has already been stated that the change
in the case of iron under the conditions
described is the result of combination—of the
addition to the iron of some other substance.

otiia component oi mm not and iztm
Male ii fuppUed by the air or water with wfai^
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the iron is brought into contact, as is proved

by the fact that iron may be heated or exposed

for any length of time in a closed vessel from
whk^ air and water are absokt without
being transformed into scale or rust. It may
at once be stated that this other component
is a form of matter known to chemists as

oxygen, a substaooe which imd» ordinary

conditions is a coloiirless gas, but which
condeD;v->s to a liquid at an extremely low
temperature. The transformation wrought
by chemical change i^pears in » more striking

light when it is considered that from solid

iron and gaseous oxygen there arises a black,

brittle scale, or a reddish, earthy rust, both
sidid, differing txom each c^her, and abeolutdy
unlike their generators. Moreover, underlying

the fact that two different forms of matter

can when combined give rise to two distinct

substances is anotli«r great chonkal truth, the

bearing of which will be considered subse-

quently. The would-be inquirer will also want
to know in what form the oxygen exists in air

and wtttor rmpeetivdiy, tioM it has been
described as a gas, and, although air is a gas,

water is a liquid until its temperature is raised

sufficiently to convert it into vapour or steam.

So that the msj^eioa. tam» that titt oxygen
may not be in same oonditioii m air as it
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L in water ; and another point is thus raised

for future consideration. And if the reader

is prompted by that spirit of active inquiry

which is the prime instigator of all tci«:itific

progress, he will demand a more direct proof

of the statement that iron rust and iron scale

contain oxygen, because the mere gain in

weifl^t proves nothing more than that the
iwMi has taken up something else. But the
proof of this assertion necessitates a broader
grasp of facts, and must be postponed until

the geaeni outlook has been widoted. In the
meantime, the main point—whether all chemi-
cal change is the result of combination
between different kinds of matter—must be
dealt with.

In order to prepare the way for further

developments, it may at once be stated that
the answer to this last question is in the
negative. The reverse procen, the un-
doing of the combination between different

kinds of matter, may also lead to trans-

formations which are as distinctly chemical
as those resulting from combinotitm. And
when we come to inquire more deeply into

the process of combination, even in the most
familiar and apparently straightforward cases,

such as the rustling of ircm, it is found that
the conditions am in xealit^' vary ocnnpk

—
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so complex that the most delicate methodt
have recently had to be employed by expert

experimenters in order to determine the nature

of the transformation, and whether that which
at first sight appears to be a simple case

of direct combination between iron and
oxygen may not be a case of indirect com-
bination. In fact, the formation of new
substances by direct combination as known
to chemists is generally an artificial process,

i.e., the result of experimental conditiims

imposed by the «cperimenter. Indeed, the

very forms of matter which have been referred

to for the purposes of illustration are, humanly
speaking, artificial products, since iron,

although found to a limited exteat, as such,

in nature, is for all practical purposes obtained

by chemical processes from its naturally

occurring ccnnpounds ; and the fact that the

substance of iron scale is found in large

quantities as a natural mineral, magnetite,

suggests interesting lines of inquiry respecting

the past r./editions of the earth, unda which
r; iitm ^ r,u oxygen were enaUed to combine

so as '• duce in some cases magnetite,

and in ^vuer cases the substance of itaa rust,

which is also found as the mineral haematite,

or, in combinaticm with water (hydrated),

as Umoaite. Wm magnetite fonned by tbe
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direct combination of iron with oxygen, by
the action of water upon hot iron, or by some
other process ? Was heematite formed from
inm by some process Mialogous to that ot
rusting ? These questions are not raised for
the purpose of answering them, because in the
present state of knowledge no decisive answer
can be givm, but in oida to ilhistrate ttOl

further the all-embracing scope of chemistry.
From the simple observation that iron forms
certain compounds with oxygen, there arise

questions ^idiich bring Chemistry into the
domain of Geology. There is, in fact, a science
of Geo-chemistry yet awaiting development.
Although chemical change by direct com-

bination is now a rare ph«i<«iencMi in nature,
it may have been and, no doubt, was the
predominant mode of material transformation
during that period of the earth's history when
our globe was cooling dxmn from an igneous
condition. But high temperature chemistry
at the present time is, excepting under
volcanic conditions, an artificial chemistry,
i.e., brought about by human artifice; and
the study of chemical change in all its phases
enables us to state that direct combination
is but one out of many possible modes of
bringing about such transformations tit nutter.
The further considen^icn <rf these various
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modes may for the present be deferred

;

but it must at once be realized that there are
in operaticm in nature processes of chemical
change other than by direct omntMnation,
which are everywhere going on, subtly,

silently, and generally imperceptibly—flight,

air, and water on the surface of the earth,

and heat and pressure bdow are dondy
effecting such transformations of matter;
every living organism is an active centre of

chemical change. In other words, the con-
sideration of the nature of fth^nicwl duMige
must not be allowed to lead to the belief that
the process is purely artificial. There is a
natural chemistry both of non-living and of
living matta v' lich our knowledge is still

very imperfec id towards the better

understanding oi Arhich our laboratory studies

are gradually leading us.

Chemistry an Experimental Science.—A v&y
erroneous impression would be gained if it

were imagined that the data of chemical
science can be obtained by direct observation

as ia the case of AstRHunny, or ot the Incdogieal

sciences, in which large bodies of ready-made
facts are offered for investigation. Natural
chemistry, as already indicated, is both
c(Hnpli»^ed tad lee^idite. Tl^ mineral

comp<mrat8 of our globe represent the ptodaetB
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of chemical changes which may have taken

ages for their completion; the chemical

{nooesies which go on in the living organism

«re still shrouded in mystery. We can

produce artificially in our laboratories large

numbers of these products of Nature's labora-

tory, mineral, animal, and vegetable; but,

great as are the achievements of modem
Chemistry in this direction, it must not be

concluded that we have thereby disclosed

Natuze*8 methods. We cannot cmnpete with

Nature in her scale of working—either in time,

in mass of material, in temperature, or in

pressure. We do not, therefore, go to Nature

in the first place for ready-made facts in our

endeavour to penetrate the inner secrets of

those properties of matter upon which depend
its capabilities of imdergoing chemical change

;

but we impose oiur own oooditicms—^in other

words, we cross-examine Nature by experi-

ment. By experiment, we mean trial

—

the observation of facts obtained under

c(mditi<»u whidi are und» ctmtrol, and which
can, therefore, be varied in known ways.

The principle involved in this method is that

which is responsible for the development of

all those l»anches of scieiioe iHiich are not

diq>endent upon the direct observation of

uncmtrollable phaicmifiaa. By studying
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simple cases under controllable oonditioos,

and observing the effects of changed con-
ditions, we endeavour to connect phenomena
such as chemicai dbange with their antecedent
phenomena, «.«., to connect effect with cause

;

and so, from the simpler and known relation-

ships established by the experimental method,
we pass to the man emapkx and unknown
relationshqM wMdi eadit mdor natunl oon*
ditions.

In this way there has been acquired such
knowfedge of the inherent properties ol
matter as could never have been acquired bs'

the direct observation of ready-made facts.

Chemistry—the most typical of the experi-

mental Kienoee—has so far penetrated the
inner mysteries of matter as to have called

into existence an infinitude of new compounds,
i.e., of forms of matter absolutely unknown
in nature. In claiming the adiiemnents of
synthetical chemistry as triumphs of modem
science, it must, of course, be understood
that no claim is made to our having mastered
Nature in the sense d oonqnmi^f matter.
Our chemistry is not an unnatural chemistry

;

all that has been achieved has been made
possiUe only by our having learnt those

potoitialitia ofmatt»which, mthdr ultimito
essence^ may lor evor #Bde oinr methods of
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investigation. Every artificial substance pro-

duced in our laboratories or factories is but

the materialiittfcMm of potentulitiei alraidy

inherent, and which, so far as we know, may
have been present in matter from the begin-

ning of the existing order of things :
—" Yet

Nttfeuxe is made better by no mesn, bat Nature
makes that mean : so, o'er that art, which,

you say, adds to Nature, is an art that Nature
makes."

It most be eleariy nndnstood, thereiote,
that Chemistry as a science cannot be leamt,

in the strict sense of the word, by merely

reading about it. The would-be student may
be inlnnud <rf the ezistii^f state (rf knoidedge
through books of a descriptive or historical

character; but he must realize that all the

information given—all the general principles,

all the laws and generalizati<»s that we are

enabled to enunciate, have been based on facts

gleaned by laboratory work. That is why the

foundations of modem Chemistry are said to

be "wdlaiMl truly laid. The a]^MientIy liiiq;^

observation from which we set out—the

rusting of iron—^is in reality an experiment,

because the transformation is under control.

For instanoe^ we eaa modify the stale of

•l^regation of the iron by reducing it to fine

jpartides by a file, or, if brittle, we can grind
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it to a fine powder (iron swarf) ; and if some of

this finely divided iron is exposed for some
days in a confined volume of air, such as is

contained in a bottle inverted ovw water, tre

can find out that the air as a whole is not
absorbed, but only a certain proportion of it,

about one-fifth of its volume. So that the
oxygen whidi eomlMiiei with tlie iron if picked
out by the latter by a selective process, and
anything that is not oxygen is left uncom-
bined, and the rusting ceases as soon as all

the oxygen is used up. Aa experiment oi
this kind teaches us, therefore, that chemical
change ia preferential, inasmuch as the iron

combines with only one form of matter present
in the air, mod, vnder the e(»ditkMU of the
experiment, refuses to combine with any other

substance contained in the bottle. From this

it further follows that air contains some-
thing besides oxygen ; and the quettioa as
to the condition in which oxygen is present

in the air, which was previously raised (p. 28)
is thus answered to the extent that it is

pormissible to state that it is in a form eadly
removed by iron at ordinary temperatures.

The bearing of this will be seal subsequently.

It must be luyted, rJso, that it has htai
throughout assumed as a condition of rustiiv
that the air murt be mmst, ie., that it eon*
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tains the vapour of water. That statement is

based upon experiment, because if we remove

all the water vapour from the air by absorboit

substances, of which many are known to

chemists, then no rusting takes place, although

there may be oxygen present. So that

oxygen and water vapour are both essential

for the production of the chemical change in

this case. Moreover, there is also present

in air a small quantity of another gaseous

substance, which is known as carbtm dioxide
—^the gas which is familiar to all as giving

rise to the evolution of bubbles, i.e., the effer-

vescence when a bottle of mineral water

m "sparkling** wine is (^)«ied. This gas

is pr^nt oidy to the extent of three or four

volumes in ten thousand volumes of air, so

that refined and delicate methods of measur-

ing its quantity have to be adopted. It is

believed by some experimenters that the

co-operation of this gas with oxygen and water

vapour is also essential for the rusting of iron,

while others have come to the condusicn that

the iron itself can exist in either a sensitive

or insensitive state with respect to its power
of combining with oxygen, and that carbon

dioxide is not essential. All these facts are

mentioned in further illustration of the

importance of the experimental method, and
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to enforce the lesson already inculca' that

the apparent simplicity of a familiar » heiuical

change disappears when Nature is rigidiy cros!»-

examined vaadet controllable eoi^itions with

the object of finding out how and why such

transfonnaticHi takes place in any particular

case.

It must not be imagined that the resources

of experiment are exhausted when, as in the

foregoing illustration, the chemical trans-

formation of iron has been traced to its

faculty of combining with oxygm. In addi-

tion to the facts, a principle has been revealed

—the principle that iron, regarded as a form

of matter, has its likes and dislikes, since it

selects the oxygen from the air, and leavra

four-fifths of some uncombined gas behind.

That gas, it may at once be parenthetically

noted for future reference, consists mainly of

another form <A matt» known as nitn^rm.

As a deduction from the facts already

observed, the question next arises whether

iron shows preference for other substances.

Thus we might proceed to test this question

experimentally by mixing iron with other

familiar substances, such as sand, or sugar, or

charcoal, or chalk, or sulphur. To make the

questkm more ifarohing we iboudd natnnlly

in mob A case ghre tbe farni efwy fliiKioek 1^
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using the finely-divided substance in the form
of filings or dust, and we should grind this up
with the other materials. Under these cir-

cumstances, we should find that nothing more
than mixtures would be obtained—the pro-

ducts would not come within the conception
of chemical change, because the inm is still

present as such, and could be separated tnm
the sand or sugar, etc., by means of a magnet

;

or the sugar could be dissolved out by water,

leaving tibe iron behind; and so with the
othar mixtures, separation could be effected

by appropriate methods.

But if iron is ground up with that metallic

looking solid known as iodine—a substance
obtained from the ashes of sea-weeds, and
familiar in pharmacy—we find that, if a sufii-

cient quantity of iodine is used, a grey product
is ol^ained from Which ircm cannot be readily

separated ; the iron and the iodine have kwt
their individuality through chemical change.

Thus, under the conditions in which iron

reuses to combine with sugar or charcoal

the other substances, it combines with
iodine, and the principle of preferential action

is thus extendi. This is what in old time
dbemistry would be expressed by saying that
the iron had an " affinity ** for oxygen and
iodine^ but not for nitiogai, or saod, or ohalk»
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or any of the other substances. An now,

prosecuting the inquiry still further, we
should find that the implication of heat may
bring about combination in the case of tfaA

sulphur-iron mixture, but in no other of the

mixtures referred to, although we should

discover incidentally that the sugar was

totally transformed on heating, with the

production of charcoal, that the sand and

charcoal were unchanged, and that the chalk,

although apparently unaltered in appearance,

had, if strmi^ heated, become transformed

into another substance, lime. When heated,

the mixture of iron and sulphur suddenly

begins to glow—developing heat by the

combination of the materials—and the pro-

duct, when cold, consists of a d. xk coloiu%d,

brittle solid from which, provided sufficient

sulphur has been added, ircm cannot be zeadily

separated. Hoe a^pun, chemical change has

taken place

It will be obvious from these illustrations

that Chemistry is an art as well as a science

;

the canrying oat even of simple experiments

necessitates manual dexterity, skill, judgment,

iind a knowledge of the various contrivances

or forms of apparatus avMlable for particular

purposes. And so we are brought back to the

fundamental piqpoutioa that our scieptifio
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knowledge has been built on a foundation

furnished by ttv. art of the experimoitalist.

We can leam from books what are the genoal
scimtifie conclusions at any particular period

;

but no amount of reading ndll make a learner

into a proficient chemist



CHAPTER II

CHEMICAL COMBINATION AND MECHANICAL
MIXTURE—AItt A MIXTURE AND NOT A
COMPOUND—^PHYSICAL 8EPABATION OF
THE COMPONENTS OP AIB

Chemical Combination and Mechanieal Mix-
ture.—The consideration of those profound

modifications in matter which result from
chemical change will have made it evident

that s clear distinction most be made betwera
the products of chemical combination and
mechanical mixtures. This point is very

generally misunderstood by the uninstructed,

and is ohea, a stumbling-block to the student

on his first introduction to chemical science.

The difficulty arises from the circumstance

that the product arising from a combination

of two different substances does not, as

common sense might lead us to suppose,

partake of the characters of both components,

but is a totally distinct form of matter. The
c(Hnm<»i sense noti<m ^pliet to mediMucal
mixtures, for these do {mitake ot the characten

41
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of their components—their prqporties are

intermediate between those of the substances
mixed, and can be made to vary ind^nitely
by varying the proportions of the ingredients.

But these ingredients, whatever they may be,

are always present as such in the mixture.

However finely we may grind up a mixture of,

let us say, iron dust and chalk, we can always
pick out the iron by a magnet, because it is

a property of iron to be attracted by a magnet,
whUe chiJk is not thus attracted. Moreover,
a mechanical mixture is never hom<^[eiieous

:

such mixtures may be made apparently
homogeneous by grinding to a very fine

powder, but, if we examine some of this powder
under a microscope, the different particles

of the components can easily be distinguished.

The product of chemical combination, on the
other hand, is always homogeneous—its

partides, however finely divided by mechani-
cal means, are all alike in appearance and
properties. The mixture of iron dust and
sulphur referred to in the last chapter is

visibly a mixture when sufficiently magnified

;

but if, after heating, the product of com-
bination is ground up to a pov/der, no
magnification will reveal either iron or sulphur
provided the tnaterials wen preeent in Ae ri^
proportumt.
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This last condition introduces a new set of

considerations—^the quantitative relations be-

tween the combining materials. Herein vre

shall find a characteristic oi chemkal emn-
bination of such fundamental importance
that this part of the subject must be fully

dealt with at a later stage, when the general

nature of diemical change has been nu»e
thoroughly grasped. In the meantime, it

will be instructive to give one or two illus-

trations of the popular misconception of

chemical transformaticm. We <rften Me it

stated, for example, that metals are extracted

from their ores, or that dyes, perfumes, ex
plosives, etc., are extracted from coal-tar.

To the uninitiated, these rtatemwitg mi^t
convey the impression that the metal, say

iron, is present as such in the ore, or that the

dyes, etc., are contained in the tar, and that

the process of extraction is noting more
than a sort of mechanical separation of the

metal or the dyes from the other materials

with which they are mixed. Nothing could

be fluiJkor from the truth tiian this cooceptioa
of the process. There is no free iron in iron

ore ; there are no ready formed dyes or

perfumes in tar. The libation of iron from
the oxygm witli -wbkHx it is chemici^y eom-
bined ia» kt us say, hmnatite is the resuU ot
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chemical transformation which the ore is

made to undergo by heating it with some
other substance, such as the carbonaceous

fuel referred to in the last chapter, iriiidi

enters into chemical combination with the

oxygen. That is why iron was previously

declared to be a product of artificial chemistry

—in this case we call it a metalhirgical

process, because iron belongs to a class of

substances known as metals. So, also, are

the dye-stuffs, etc., artificial products ; they

are obtained from certain substances c<m-

tained in and separated from the tar, but the
generating substances—^the raw materials

—

are not themselves dye-stuffs. The latter

arise from, thdr iMm-tinctorial gmaratcnrs by »
series of operations which involve chemical

transformation at every stage. This last

case is among the most striking illustrations

ot the marvellous transfomuitimii brou|^
about by chemical change. Even when a
naturally occurring ore does contain a metallic

substance which, like gold, has to be separated

from the otlwr materials with iHiieh it if

mixed, the extraction is very seldom a purely

mechanical process : chemical extraction it

generally resorted to.

Althoi^ the fondammtal dirtinction ^ >
tween chemical comWntlwi and mechanKad
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mixture has, no doubt, been made clear by
the illustrations given, it is not always easy

todedde <rff-hnid^niiellMraay gireii sxibrtaiMStt

is a mixture or a true chemical conipo^md.

Let it, in the first place, be realized that since

Chemistry has for its scope the study of the

tranafofinafti<MU oi matter in all its forms,

the particular state of physical aggregation of

the matter concerned in any case of chemical

change is of minor importance from the

chemical point oi view. From every day
experience the reader has been made familiar

with the existence of matter in the three

forms known respectively as solid, liquid,

and vapour, cx gas. The intereonvertibility

of these forms is generally dealt with from the

physical side in works on Physics, although,

as has already been pointed out, the specific

pr(q}aties ot diflerait forms ot matta with

respect to the conditions which determine

their state of aggregation are also of cxiemical

significance. Illustrations of chemical change

resulting ftom o(nnbinati«m between dillerent

kinds of matter in different states of aggrega-

tion have already been given. Thus, solid iron

combines with gaseous oxygen and with solid

iodine givmg rise to diemical compounds.
The selection of the oxygen from the air by
iron when it rusts has been referred to as a
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fact indicating that tiie oxygen is present in

the air in an easily removable form. But
this fact does not in itself decide the question

whether the oxygen in the air is chonically

combined with the nitrogen or the other

substances which are known to be present in

air. It does not answer the question—^Is air

a dmnical o(nnpoundt or a nwdianieal mix-

ture T We know of many trae chemical

compounds which are gaseous at ordinary

temperatures, and we know also that iron

and other substances can decompose some of

these com^ -nds, i.e., can undo the chonieal

combinatic. jy taking out one of the com-

ponents and leaving the other. This will be

made clearer as we proceed ; but the bare

statement of these facts will suffice at present

to enforce the ?'^on that the scientific inter-

pretation of perimental evidence requires

both caution and judgment.

Air a Mixture, and not a Compound.—^It is,

of course, well known that air is not a chemical

compound, but a mixture of oxygen and
nitrogen with nnall quantities oi other gaseous

substances, such as carbon dioxi^ water

vapour, and traces of a few other gases, which

will be spoken of in a later chapter. If,

thaticiK, the obsovatiim that mating inm
withdraws the oxygen n not dedsive, how.
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then, it may be asked, has this ccmdusimi
been arrived at ? So far as mere homo-
geneity is concerned, the air answers to the

definitioii a diemieal compound: it has
the same properties from whatever part of

the world it comes. The rusting iron experi-

ment gives within quite narrow limits the

same quantitative nwnlt with tkt from Miy
quarter of the globe, if the volume of oxygen
withdrawn is measured. The conclusion that

air is a mixture is based upon convergent lines

of evidence, the eonnderaticm <rf evory one
of which will introduce us to new general

principles. Two or three of these lines may
be advantageously followed up now.

In the first place, let us ask whether there

is any criterion of chemical combination

beyond that general change in character of the

transformed substance which has so far been

considefed. To put Mut case in another way
—is there any method of ascertaining, apart

from the appearance and properties of the re-

sulting product, whether two substances when
mixed tofeliier enter into diemieal cmnbina*
tion, or remain simply in admixture ? There
is one such indication of chemical combination

which, when observed, is a very sure sign

that sotnethli^ Baore than meehiwii^ mixture
has taken place, and that it Um» deffdopmeal
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of heat. This is a point of fundamental

significance, and will require further dabora-

tkm. It not ttrrvys pomUe to detect the

heat of chemical combination, because in

many cases the transformation takes place

very slowly, and the heat is dissipated too

rapidly to cnaUe us to meeraie it. The com-

bination of iron with oxygen is a case in point.

There is no doubt that heat is c eveloped when

iron rusts, but that is a case of slow chemical

ccHulniiatioD. Now, atthoni^ the stale ci

physical aggregation of the matter entering

into combination is, as already stated, of

minor inqMitance so far as concerns the

nature of the final product, yet it ii obvious

that the state of physical i^gregation may
influence the rate of combination. In the

case of a solid cpmbining with another solid,

or with a liquid <»r a gas, it is evident thi^ the

more intimately the combining materials are

brought into contact the more rapid will be

the chemical combination. That is why, in

sudi expwim«its with inm as have befai

described, it was thought desirable to use the

metal in a finely divided form. It is simply

a case of presenting as large a surface as

possible to the othor substMioe. But, how«

ever finely we may divide iron by mechanical

furocesses, it is .<< v possible to increase the rate
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of its combination with oxygen to a sufficient

extent to enable us to detect the rise of

temperature on rusting. AH that ean be said

is that iron sheet would rust more rapidly

than a solid block, and that iron filings or

ir(m dust would rust more rapidly than either

block or dieet iron. It is poewble althomi^
not easy practically—to prove this experi-

mentally by measuring the rate of absorp*

tion of oxygen from air by iron in different

states of diTMMi. It is possible, AlaOt bST *
chemical process to obtain iron in such an ex-

tremely fine state of division that it possesses

what are known as " pyrophoric " properties,

becoming red hot on being shaken into the

air from the tube which contains it. In this

case, the combination between the micros-

copic particles of iron and Hne alinoqaherie

oxygen takes place so rapidly that the cnralo*

tion of heat produces a visible effect.

The development of heat as a criterion of

chemical combination is thus likely to be
most observed in cases where the combiimg
materials are brought into the most intimate

contact. No state of physical aggr^;i^ion

can insure mcwe intimate c(mtact than the

gaseous stat<^ i t this is tbe most mobile

condition of matter, and gases mix freely

with each other in all proportions. Now, tira
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nuun constituents of the air, oxygen and

nitrogen, are gases ; they can be obtained in

various ways by chemical processes, and they

can be misrad together in the same proportimiB

as those in which they exist in the air, viz.,

four volumes of nitrogen and one of oxygen.

The resulting product is a gas having all the

properties (rf air ; no dwoge of tempentine

takes place, and the characters of the mixture

are intermediate between those of its compon-

ents. That is one reason why air is regarded

as a mixture, and not as a compmmd.
The homogeneity of product in this case,

therefore, is in a sense accidental—^it is the

restilt of the extreme mobility of the gaseous

formofmatfca. It may beasfcad, now, if tfw

homogeneity of air—^which is supposed to

be characteristic of a true chemical com-

pound—is thus a violation of that criterion

ci dmnical unicm which has been pvevioady

set up. Is the homogeneity real, or is it

only apparent ? This question may, in the

first place, be answered hypoUietically.

Sui^xMmg, by some magnifioatkm of the

power cf vision, it were possible to see the

actual particles of which a gas is made up,

different gaseous forms of matter might be

expected to present differait uppmtwaem.
The particks mii^ be quite diiriniflw to an
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imaginary being with such an eicalted sense

of vision—^they might differ in size or shape or

weight, or they might be moving about with

different vdooities* Tbns, our hypothetkal

being might be supposed to know an oxygen

particle from a nitrogen particle; and if a

sample of air were submitted to him for

examinsticm, what would he find f HewouM
see the oxygen particles and the nitrogen

particles mixed up, moving about among
each other, and bombarding the sides of the

containing vessd, eoBiding and rebooading—

all in a higgledy-piggledy way ; but the two

kinds of particles would throughout their

evolutions remain distinct, each after its

kmd ; there woold be bo tenon together ct

combination, and each kind, even if tem-

porarily deformed by collisions, would preserve

its weight as well as its average rate of

movement.
This ideal piotare of the inner state of affairs

in gaseous matter is a physical conception, and

is in harmony with all those general propoties

of gases whk^ the student learns ftpoin the

scieiMie of Physics. If the picture be a true

representation of the facts, it follows that the

homogeneity of air is apparent, and not real

;

its pertidei, oonld wt Me them, wmdd net

be tB alflw m thejr mid be it ^ ivm •
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true compound. The only approach towards

homogeneity that could be realized by such

a mixture woaM be the possession by equal

vcdumes taken at random of absolutely the

same number of particles of the two gases.

It is for the sake of simplifying the argument

that attmtion has been ctmcentrated upon
these two components, because the oxygen and
nitrogen together make up the nuin bulk of

the air. But what has been said with respect

to these two gases is true tox the other minor

components, such as water vapour and carbon

dioxide, and all the other gases which exist

in mere traces. Our imaginary being with

supernatural power of vision woidd be likewise

capable of distinguishing between and follow*

ing the migrations of the fewer particles of

water vapour and carbon dioxide in the course

ci thdr wanderings among the gieata crowd
ot oacygen and the still greater crowd of

nitrogen particles. With these other com-
ponents, there is no combination in the

chemical sense.

So much for the hypothetical answer to the

question whether air is really homogeneous.

Of coturse, the ideal supernatural viaon is

unattainable by any human etmtrivanoe, so

that direct proof of heterogeneity is not to

be looked for by any such means. But if
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heterogeneity can be proved experimentally,

then it will be admitted that there is justifica*

tion for the hjrpothetieal answer. There aie

many such proofs—^that which is unrealizable

visually, viz., the discrimination between the

different kinds of particles, can be realized

by other means; and it is of the utmost

importance to note that the means about to

be indicated are non-chemical. The import-

ance of this reservation will become apparent

when it is restated that any attempt to

separate the compcments by the action of some

other form of matter which exerts a selective

action—as in the case of rusting iron—is

always open to the suqneion that tiiere may
have been chemical deocmiposition. As al-

ready pointed out, the removal of the oxygen

or nitrogen or of any other constituent gas by

chemicdUy combining it witii some other

substance leaves the question of the original

condition of the oxygna, etc, in the air an

open one.

A simple observaticm will serve to diow that

(Hie of the components, viz., the wator

vapour, is not chemically combined. It is, no

doubt, a familiar fact with those who wear

spectacles or eye-glasses that, cm onnfaig

from the cold outer air suddenly into a warm
room, the passes beeome dimmed by a d^KMit
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of mcHstuie—a deposition of dew upon the

glass. The same thing is observed if we take

a glass of iced water into a warm room ; the

otUtidt of the f^aat beeranes covered with

moisture. That means that our supernatural

being was right when he observed particles of

water vapour moving about among the oxygen

and mkxogm paitides. The interinetatkm of

the observatiaa is that the water vapour is

only retuned in the air because the air is

warm; warm air contains more water than

edd titt to that, when wann mr is cooled by
contact with cold glass, it deposits some of its

watec vapour on the glass in the form of

droplets of Uquid water or dew. The separa-

tion of wator ni^ from the air by the mere

lowering of tonperature indicates that the

water was there, although in an invisible

or vaporous state: had the water been

diemieally cnnbined with any other eon*

stituoit of the air it could not possibly have

been liberated by the simple process of cooling.

The proof that the nitrogen and oxygen

in air an not dira^aHy eondtuned involves

tlM if^lication of methods which are probably

unf<»-jiliar to the general reader. Their very

unfamiliarity makes them instructive, because

their ccmsideratkm will bring us into contact

wilk ottiev fttn^hHuflirtal js^i^sttties of wuSittst*
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Let it be borne in mind that, in this particular

case, we are dealing with matter in the gaseous

form. The particles ci matter in this state

possess, M we h«re alfeedy eaqplained, perfect

freedom of movement ; and our imaginary

being has been supposed to see the different

kin^ of particles mo\ ing about with different

velocities. Mow, the srerage speed of these

particles is a property \vhich is dependent

upon the nature of the gaseous substance;

it is, in fact, a physico-dwmical property,

and is oooaeeted with the relative weights

of the partides. We shall have to consider

later how these weights are ascertained ; but

it is easy even at this stage to torn a mental

picture of light and heavy partides all mixed

up together, the lighter particles moving more

rapidly than the heavier partides. If, there-

fore, the oxygoi and nitn^n partides aie

indepmdmt iutities, and not chemically

combined, and if the two kinds of particles

have different weights, and are within a givta

volume of air moving with diffemt Tdodties,

then a piooess of maohaniffal seating seems

conceivable.

The foregoing conception can be verified

experimentally, because it happens that the

nitrogen pallidas aie a little li^iter than the

Qxygin paTtinlm in fnit, m nitrogm partide
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has seven-eighths the weight of a comparable

oxygen particle. If we could pass air through

a sieve with very small meaixu—small enough

to hear eomparisoB with the tubtual size of the

partides, and not large enough to allow the

whoie mixture of particles to pass en nuuse

through the interstices—then more of tlw li^t

Uum of the heavy parikdes would get throv^jh

in a given time, because the lighter particles

are moving the more rapidly. The air which

passed through such a sieve ought, c(mie>

quently» to be richer in nitrogen, and the air

which was left behind ought to be richer in

oxygen. Now, the fine-meshed sieve which

enables this conception to be verified may be

any substance with extremely nubnite poces.

such as unglazed porcelain, or plaster of

Paris. Of course, the reader is familiar with

the physical fact that air cannot be confined

m a porous vessel if it is under pressiire, or if

there is no air outside the vessel to balance

the pressure of the aii within. If, Uierefore,

air be drawn through a glass tube ooatahiing

a plug or diaphragm of some fine-pored

ma^rial, the proportions of the gases will be

altered—^we should draw out of the tube an

air cootaining more nitrogen than the normal

pR^xnrtion, and there woold be left behind an

ab emtaininfmora tiun0B»^Sfth of tta vohiBW
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of oxygen. Such a purely mechanical separa-

tion as this is another proof that the nitrogen

and oxygen in fur are not dkonically combined.

It will be noted that, throughout this

discussion of the question whether air is a

mixture or a compound, it has been assumed

that the gaseous substances, oxygen, nitrogen,

etc., emisist oi ** particles." This conception

of the constitution of gases has been referred

to as a physical conception, and the further

development of the idea in its physical

aspects must be pursued in works on Physics.

We are here brought face to face with one of

the most striking examples of the inter-

dependence of two branches of science. So

far as the ooneeptioa has been made use of

in this chapter, the main object has been to

introduce the reader to the ciurrent view that

the substances, nitrogen, oxygen, etc., although

gaseous under mdinafy oonditioiis, are not

to be looked upon as continuous, but as

discontinuous in structure. The supposed

magnification up to the stage of vinlulity has

htea inMigiaed to leveal a discrete or graanlar

constitution—^the gases have been supposed

to consist of extremely minute particles.

This is the modon view c/l the eonstitutioa of

matter fai all rtates of aggr^fatkm.

It is» luitdrfealy speaidng» • voy ancient
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conception, but it has been put uponmidentific

basis in modem times by the joint labours of

chemists and physicists. All forms of matter,

solid, liquid and gaseous, if m eonld bat Me
into their inner constitution, would be foimd

to consist of particles, these having perfect

freedom of movement in gases, more res-

trained powers <^ movement in Ikpiidi. and

comparatively Uttle freedom of movement in

solids. It will be seen subsequently that

these minute components of matter which

have hitherto bem defhied by the iotenlioii-

ally vague term particle" must, from the

chemical point of view, be defined with much
greater precisi(m. The broad physical con-

oqptioa of matter as cwnposed of diseiete

particles has been translated into more

concrete terms by modern Chemistry with

such marvellous success that we may be said

to have made some progress towards the

realisation of those supematiural powers of

vision which have been ascribed to our

imaginary being.

Pkyrieal SepanHan of ike ComponeiOi of

Air.—^The transition from the solid to the

liquid, or from the liquid to the gaseous form

of matter, or the reverse series of changes, are

physical phenomena made mort Ua^&u to

w in the case ol water, wUA ipb all know in
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the forms of ice, water, and steam, or water

vapour. The precise temperatures at which

these changes of state take plaee aie physico-

chemical characters of the various substances,

and are dependent upon the heat imparted to

or withdrawn from the substance, the heat

so imparted or withdrawn bdng generally

measured on the scale of a thermometer.

Thus, the point at which a change of state

takes place is said to be the melting-point or

point of fuskm d tiie sobstamoe if it passes

from the solid to the liquid state, or the freex-

ing-point or point of solidification if the change

is from the liquid to ihe solid state. The

temperature at whidi a liquid ovwoMiies tiie

atmospheric pressure and passes suddenly

into the state of vapour is known as the

boiling-point. The measurement of tempera-

ture, the determination of melting-points

and boiling-points, the various thennameters

and their scales, the effects of pressure, etc.,

are all dealt witix in books on Physics and on

practical Chemistry. It will suffice tot the

present to state that in Chemistry the Centi-

grade scale is always used, and on this scale

the zero-point (0°) is the freezing-point of

water, and the bdUng-point of water under

the average atmospheric |mssniie of 70 etoti-

mdttM is ouriwd 100*.
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Thus the descriptkm of Uie Tsrioot statM

of physical aggr^atkm of matter is made

more definite when we are enabled to asso-

ciate with each substance its specific physico-

diemical characters ci mdting-pointm bfuling-

point. We ny, for example, that above 100**

water exists as vapour, and at 0° as ice. And
what is true for water is true for other liquids

and for other gases ; for it is now known that

those fonns of matter which, like nitrogen or

oxygen, are gaseous at ordinary temperatures

are really the vapours of liquids whose boiling-

points are so low that they are never readied

tmder any natural te rrestrial conditions. In

other words, we should have to cool air down

to a temperature of more than 190° below the

freezing-point of water in order that ill

piqnkal ytate mif^t be changed and the

gaseous mixture condensed to a liquid. Now,

the liquefaction of air and of other gaseous

forms of mattw lias been effected on the large

scale in recent times—a feat that must be

regarded as among the great achievements

of modem science. The principle made use

of is essentially physical, and cannot be

considered in detail here. All that need be

said is that it is a self-cooling process, for,

when a highly compressed gas is allowed to

escape suddenly fnHn its ecwataining vessel.
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it cools itself by expansion, and the cooled air

can then be made to cool another lot of

escaping gas, and so on by a summing-up of

cddnen in a oootinuoady coding cycle until

the point of liquefaction is reached. Air is

thus obtained as a limpid liquid not unlike

water in appearance.

Starting, Um&, with air reduced to a liquid

in some suitable apparatus by the method

described, it is obvious that, when such a

liquid is allowed to rise in temperatore

exposure to the atmotphrrie temperature,

which in this country averages about 200*

above the boiling-point of liquid air, the latter

will begin to boil, and so resume again tiw

gaseous state. But if the oxygen and nitrogen

of the air are not chemically combined, then

liquid air must consist, not of a definite

compound, but of a mixture of liquids ; and

if the Tarious ooostitumts have difhrait

boiling-points, then, as the liquid air passes

into gas, it might be expected that the

constituent which passed most readily into

gas, «.«., which had the lowest boiling-poiat»

would boil off more rapidly than the con-

stituents which had the higher boiling point.

To make this point quite dear, the reverse

process may be considaed, viz., the cooling

down ol a niixtiixe <d fMCS to the point of
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liquefaction. In this case, the most e«sUy

condcnsible gas would be timt wUeh had the

highnt boilintr-point, so that the liquid

obtained from uch a mixture would be richer

in that component. Now, th« boiling-points

of the main conilitoenta ol «he air, oxygen

and nitoogen, are about 188* and 196° below

the freezing-point of water res{>ectivejy ; m
other words, nitrogen boils about 18° lofrer

than oxygen. CooMqoentiy, on «*^_JJ^P-
tkm Hiat air is a mixture ana not a cMiptund,

the mere physical act of liquefaction mi^t

be expected to upset the compoMtkm, owe

the oxygen wiA tiie boMBtf***

mid condense more reaiily tfean thr-

nitrogen with the lower boiling-pomt. This

is actually found to be the case—the gaseous

air recovered from Mqoid tm lUiiiiM meuly

doahfe the quantity of oxygen contamed

in normal air. Moreover, if liquid air is

allowed to boil by exposure to the ordinary

temperature, the n^egeii bafls off mote

rapidly than the oxygen, and there is

finally left a liquid residue which, on being

allowed to gasify, is foimd to be ?^iiM "dig

in oxygen, so ^a* a eontianoas pcoeeai of

eparation is effected witfaout calling in the

agency of any other fortn of m^ter csp^e of

ranoving the oxygwi or the marogcn by
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(hemiwi coniMa«tiop. It is a eMe ai

separation by purely physic 1 m'*a!

scparat m which Wv^uld have been impos-

sible ii the oxyj^ asd nitri«f;en had

been chcmicaiy oooafe^ied This there ^
furnished unotl^ r proof timt the ir

mixture, and not a chemieal aoiapoiJid.



CHAPTER III

CHEMICAL CHANGE IN ITS QUANTITATIVE

ASPECT—THE DEFHOTENESS OF CHEMICAL

CHANGE—^THE CONSERVATION OF MASS

—

WATER A CHEMICAL COMPOUND

Chemical Change in its Quantitaiive Aspect.—

Air has been selected as a type of a mechani-

cal mixture because of its familiarity as the

medium in which we live. All the chemical

processes which go on in the world of life,

animal and vegetable, and which are mani-

festations of " vitality," are dependent upon

<»M fat another of the conititi^ts of that

gaseous envelope which enwraps our globe.

Thus, animals require oxygen and plants

carbon dioxide, and both forms of life require

nitrogen, nHii^ is supplied directly or in-

diiectly from the atmosphere. We speak

now of the gaseous components of the air as

forms of matter with the same confidence that

we refer to • sc^ such as a himp of iron,

or a liquid such as water, as forms of matter,

n&e (»ly ctmsideration that afiects the

M
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chemist in this case is the purely practical

one of difference in methods of manipulation
^diieh, whm dealing with gaseom matter,
at first presented difficulties not met with
when dealing with solids or liquids ; and the
early history of our science will be foimd to
contain mogtingtnictive teecHfdgaf tiie groping
after the truth not only that gases were to be
considered material substances, but that

there were different kinds of gases or ** airs
"

as dktbiek ttom one aaotiwr irmi from
chalk, or as dialk from sulphur. The difficulty

arose, of course, from the circumstance that

gases such as oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon
dioxide, being all eoloinless, transparent,

and invinble lubstances, do not dixeeyy
reveal to our senses their individual characters

or specific properties. The modem student

leams at » very eariy period to distinguish

between sudb gases, a jar of oxygen, for

example, causing a splinter of glowing wood
thrust into the gas to burst at once into flame

owing to its energetic character as a promote
of combustion, while nitrogen and ewbon
dioxide extinguish flame. The latter gas

also has the property of producing turbidity

in a dear solution ot lime in water, which
property b not possiisid by either oxygen
ornilioteB. Aaifatiiis
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the student will become acquainted with

various other gases to which diagnostic tests

eaa be app&ei, smne, which bum in the air,

being said to be combustible, and others

possessing characteristic colours and odours,

and so forth.

Admitting, thnefme, ooee and finaUy, that

the physical state of aggregation of matter

is of secondary importance to its study from

the chemical point of view, we may now pass

on to the coEisideration of some of the other

characteristics of chemical change. In many
of the cases already referred to, such as the

combination of iron with sulphur or with

iodiue wliiiib. it wffl be ramonbend, requires

the application of heat in the case of sulphur,

and which takes place spontaneously in the

case of iodine—the condition laid down for

the produetioB ei a new aad homogeneous

product was that the materials should be

brought together in certain proportions (p. 42).

A quantitative notion of diemiosj change is

timi iBtioiueed ? aad witt tUs Botkii the

student of Chemistry must become thoroughly

imbued. When chemical change occurs, either

as the result of combinaticm, or of deoom-

podtiea, or by my otiier of the pioeeiiei

knoum to diemists, it is found that the actual

miantiliw o| mattn oqnpeinod in the ohange
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bear a definite relationship towards each
other. Hodn will be fom^ one <A the prime
characteristics of chemical change as dis-

tinguished from mechanical mixture. It is

obvious that, in a mixture, there is no such
restsjetkm witii respect to qtumtities. Gaaea^

liquids that are miscible, and sdid powders
may be mixed together in any proportions,

and the product partakes of the character

of its eoBqxmeiits. The dmnist is concerned^

therefore, not only with the quality, i.e^

the specific properties of the substances, but
also with the relative quantities of the

materials -whidi undergo transformatiim.

In physical terms, quantity <tf matter means
mass ; and for practical purposes the most
convenient measure of mass is t'le gravi-

tational meMure—weight. In dealing with
gases, and, under certain dremmiuioes,
also with liquids, the bulk or volume is

a convenient measure; but in such cases

the vvrfume measure is generally for ultimate

purposes expressed in terms of weight. TIm
reader who studi ^ the history of Chemistry
will learn that our science only bogeok to take
rank at an exact sdenoe from the time when
chemioal change vn^ lied quantitativdy
by means of that dei wei^^iing nMwrhiiw

known as the chemica» alauoQ,
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The process of weighing, the description of

the balance, and of the standards of weight

m use, are all dealt with in works on |»aetH»l

Physics and practical Chemistry; and every

student is now familiarized with weighing

operations at the outset of his practical work,

lite chief points whidi the geaenA reader

must realize are thi^t the weighings carried

out by the chemist are with smaller quantities,

and with a degree of precision unknown to

those who are accustomed only to the com-
paratively rough scales or weighing madiines
in ordinary use. For scientific purposes,

also, the metric system of weights and
memmma is universaUy emidoyed. In this

system the standard of length is the metre,

equal to 89-37 inches, and the imit of weight

is the gram, which is the thousandth part

of a standard mass of metal (platiinim) ke^
in Paris, and known as the kilogram. The
kilogram of pure water at its maximum
density of 4° Centigrade occupies a volume of

1000 culm centiiiwfcres (one litre), so tliat

the unit weight of one gram is the weight of

one cubic centimetre of pure water at 4°.

Those who are familiar only with our cumbrous
^gUdi MytUm of wi^^ and Boaasmes "vr^

acquire more definite notions when it is

pointed out that the gram is equal to 15*48
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grains, the kilogram to 2-2 pounds, and the
litre to 61 08 cubic inches = 0-22 gallon.
In ordinary quantitative chemical work,
we sddom deal with quantities exceecL ig

100 grams—generally with much less, and a
good chemical balance will weigh accurately
to l-10,000th of a gram. Such refinement in
the process of weighing would have appeared
incredible to the eariy {WMwers of quantitative
chemistry, whose most accurate operations
in the eighteenth century were carried out
with baltmces which would now be regarded
as relatively coarse.

The Definiteness of Chemical Change.—^By
means of the btJance the results of chemical
tnuisf<»mation can, therefore, be followed
quantitatively. In statingthat thematokd or
materials which undergo such change bear a
definite quantitative relationship towards each
othn, it is meant that, when a new substance
is formed or when subrtanoes arise fnxa the
combination or from the decomposition of
other kinds of matter, the relative weights,
both of the original materials which imdergo
transformation and of tiie new i»oduct or pro-
ducts, are always constant for each particular
kind of matter. Since combination and de-
composition are generally reversible processes,
it will be smpkr at this stage to consider
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oombinaticm only. ¥nm fMt «l viw
the actual weight of one substance which can

combine chemically with another substance

to produce a different kind of matter is as

ondli a wpea&B chemical tiiU|iMiji of

substance as any other character. The only

qualification that must be borne in mind is

that different substances may have the

property of comlnning iwith eadi otlmr in

more than one proportion by weight; but

this fact does not contravene the principle of

definite combination—it only enlarges the

ddSnitum of the principle so as to inside

tatxt than one possibility.

An example illustrative of the foregoing

statement has already been furnished in the

case of iron (p. S8). It win be waeabend
that this substance forms " scale " when the

heated metal is acted upon by water or air,

and rust when it is exposed to moist air at

ordmary tempomtmes. Now, iron **Mflle
*'

and iron rust (when dry) comdst ci the same

two substances, iron and oxygen, so that we

have here two dissimilar compounds arising

from the combinaticm of the same two

materials. There is, of course, no mystery

about this ; the balance can be made to prove

that the difference is due to the fact that,

in ** scale," tlw inmmd oxygen are presea* tft
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different proportions from those in which they

are present in rust. And, in order to render

the story more complete, it may be mentikmed

that we kaow a third compound containing

only iron and oxygen which is easily obtainable

by chemical methods, and which is quite

distinct as a form of matter frcnn both scale

and rogt, aai ii the propovtioot of ixoQ

aad oxygen are again different. Since com-

pounds formed by the coi;:bination of oiqrgen

with other substances are generally known

in ChMiaftiy as omdM, tiie ease wffl be made

more definite by stating that there exist

three oxides of iron—^three different sub-

stances all arising from the combination of

the nme two materieis in diUnent pro-

portions. It is quite easy to ascertain by

methods which must be considered hereafter

the relative proportions of iron and oxygen

contained in the thteeoaddes; and it will give

greater precision to the notion of chemical

transformation in its quantitative aspect if

it is stated that the iron oxide of rust contains

70 per oiBt ol iron, ttie iron oaddt of seate
'*

72-4 per oent^ aad tlie th»d oadde 9T-t par

cent, of iron.

The main principle—^the definiteness of

dmeMk duuai^—is Vsm nphm» Uaaam
whenever iron is made tn mpMbs ^irilk



oxygen, directly or intoeUy, we alimys

gel one another of these three substances.

There are no definite intermediate substances

;

the definiteness is chemically rigid. It ia •

chemical truth expwMed in mmiectcal tanss

that eamiot be tampered with. If it were

desired to produce a substance containing

iron and oxygen in some other proporUons

than those indicated, it could not be done

by diemical means, but only by makmg a

mechanical mixture of some or all of the three

oxides to each of which Nature has attached

the brand of individuality.

It will now be understood why the pro-

duction of a definite homogeneous substance

by chemical change is conditioned by ^e

relative quantities of the materials bioii|ht

into combination. The relative weights of

the materials which combine being fixed m
the sense indicated, if too much or tooUttle

of one of the componente is used the pfodnet

of the transfonnatian i» neoessa :!y a mixture

consisting of the new compound, i.e., the

chemical product, plus the excess of unchanged

material. For example, the compound formed

by heating iron with sulphur (p. 89) is a

ndphide (note the analogy of the term with

oxide) of iron containing ir«i and sulphur

in the ratio 4:8. If more iron is put into
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the original mixture, the product would

consist of the sulphide mixed with the excess

of unconverted iron. Again, the iron iodide

formed by the diraet moan of iron wtth

iodine (p. 88) is a product resulting from

the combination of 7 parts by weight

of iron with 81.7 parts of iodine. These

mstemb oannot be oukIs to oorabine ia the

chemical toise in any other proportions;

any excess either of iron or of iodine would

be left uncombined, and could be separated

from iiw mixtufe by ^ppropiiate methods.

The very definiteness of chemical change

thus prohibits a gradual transition from one

form of matter' to another. There is neces-

sarily aa abraptaess about the transfwrmap

tions; there can be no half measures

—

each material must have its full complement

of its associated material. If it is not supplied

witii as much as it can eomlmae with, there

is a residue of xmappropriated and unchanged

material. In speaking of chemical change

as abnq>t, it is not meant that the transforms*

tion takes place sodkkaily. There aiediemmti

changes of every degree of velocity, from a

practically instantaneous explosion to a trans-

lormation which may take days, weeks, years,

or geoloipcal periods. Dheet oombfaiatioa k
geamSfy, but not invariably, ft iaj»d pioeess.
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But, whether rapid or slow, the definite

character of chemical change is universally

maintained. Indeed, the measurement of

the TdoeHy ot rate of diemical diange is

only made possible in those cases where it is

measurable by the definiteness of the result,

because the quantity of chemically trans-

formed material (as distinguished from the
umshanged material) which is produced at

measured intervals of time can be determined
either directly or indirectly by means of the

Some of these points are illustrated by the

examples of chemical change already cited.

Thus, the rusting of iron is a slow process;

the oonvenioa <^ inm into ** §c«le ** by tin
action of water or oxygea upm the heated
metal is a sudden change. When a mixture
of iron and sulphur is heated to the point

at ifbk^ combination takes place, the whde
mass suddenly glows, and the cwivenion into

sulphide is so rapid that it may practically

be considered to be instantaneous. In some
CMBS, boiUi of ilow and of nqrid diange, it has
beoi observed that the final stage is readied
through a series of intermediate steps, but
the definiteness of the transformation is not
in any way interfered with—eadi irtage is

M d^nite m ita fuoeetior; ft » mmpfy m
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case of a definite, lUbie, ffaud ftage htkig
reached through one or more unstable hvA
equally definite intermediate stages. In some
cases it is possible to arrest the process at
an intermediate stage, and to isotele tibe
intermediate product. The latter is in aD
cases the result of combination (or of decom-
position) in as definite proportions by weight
as is the final prodiiet--t]» end result hi
other words, the course of the uhemical
change can in many cases be followed through
suooesrire phases, each perfectly definite;
and it has accordingly been suggested witii
much plausibility that all chemical change
takes place in stages, these stages in the
majority of oases being passed through too
raplily to enable them to be detected by oar
present methods. Chemical change has tlms
been aptly compared to a drama, the scenes
of which axe shifted with great rapidity, the
spectator seeing only tlio final aet Applying
this metaphor to the present discussion, the
main point to be borne in mind is that
eadi scene in the drama—even if passed
through with oqalosiTe Tdodty-^ a perfeeHy
definite picture from the chemical point of
view, although the eye of the chemist may
not at present be capable of appreciating it.

A giwil atep la the development of tiie



adenoe of Chemistry will hmrt been made

when new methods are discovered or known

methods applied to the study of what may

be called transition phases.

The Comenadm 0/ Jfaw.—It will have

been made evident to the reader that, although

chemical change is characterised by those

general criteria which have been discussed,

thexe it «till •& indivkhiality about the

process which makes it essential both for

scientific and for practical purposes to study

particular cases in detail. It is, in fact, by

such detailed stedUea that ma generalized

statements have been made possible. The

vastness of the prospect thus opened out to

the gaae of the student of Chemistry will now

begin to loom. Before prooeedinf to further

developments, however, there yet remains an

aspect of chemical change of fundamental

importance which the student will be brought

to face at the very beginning ol h» ifcudies.

It will have been realized that Chemistry is

concerned with the transformations of matter,

and that these transformations are, so far as

concerns the relative mamet of the muftwrials

which undergo transformation, of a perfectly

definite character. It is but another step to

the condusion—based, of course, upon experi-

mental evideaoe-^hafc during «ck tram-
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fiwmations there is neither gain nor loss of

material. This is tantamoimt to the proposi-

tion that matter is indestructible by any 1 ; .own

chemical procen. Theie k ]Hofmmd madifi-

cation or transformation as the result of

chemical change, but the whole quantity of

matter, »'.«., the mass, remains constant ; the

sum total of fiM wvq^ of tho iiwliwriili

employed is the same a' the end of tiM

transformation as it was before the change

occurred. Seven unit weq[hts of iron heated

wilii flow mit ivoi^its of ndplnu giw dovw
unit weights of iron sulphide with the aritti-

metical accuracy expressed by 7+ 4= 11, and

so on for all othn c&.«s of chemical change,

either hf oonlifaMtioik «r hy deeeupMHieB.

If, Imr canmple, the above process could be

reversed (as it can by indirect methods), and

the inm sulphide resolved into its CMnpcmaits,

elewi p>fti 4f iiw nlpUAo woidd ittvon

parts of iron and four of footer or, mMi
metically, 11 = 74-4.

The statement that you only get out ol a

given wd|^ of matter as muA m you start

with may appear at first sight such a self-

evident proposition that no special proof need

be adduced. But there is a deeper significance

in the otelcBienl ttea wai^ be imagfaMd on
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it involves the great principle that matter can

nather be created nor destroyed by chemical

aireneies. In the next place, it opposes what

miffht be considered the common-sense view

that such deep seated and startling trans-

formations as are wrought by chemical

change must necessarily be accompanied by

loss or gain of material. That such a view

should have been entertained in former times

is not surprising when it is remembered that

the truth of the doctrine can only be de-

monstrated when aU the Products of the

change are collected and wei#wd. If, a» iS

often the oose, <me of the products is gaswus

and escapes in an invisible form, it is under-

standable that, at a time when the matwal

nature of gases had not been tt««>^y

xeeogniwd, it should have been beheved that

chemical change might be accompanied by a

destruction of matter. Although t^scfP^

of this work does not admit of tt» tkianc^

tnatment ol tb* subject, it must be recognued

as marking an epoch in the history of Chenus-

try, that the conversion of the scientific world

to the doctrine of the indestroetibility of

mnnt* waa brought about mainly by the

researches of the illustrious French nhemist

Lavoisier (1748-1794), who fcU a victim to

the Revolution. The stocUn* of^ Wrt«»y
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of our science wUl learn that, although the

materials for the establitthment of this doctrine

wera in hand, its aocqptanoe had been

retarded by the prevalence of certain erroneous

theoretical views which were only finally

overthrown by the experiments and reasoning

of Lavoisier and his disciples.

A principle so fundamental as that of the

indestnictibility of matter, which now per-

meates every branch of science, must enter

into the mental conskitiitkm oi the wowld-be

chemist. Through every phase of chemical

change it is known that this principle holds

good, although in ordinary practical work

it is never realised unless the most relfawd

methods are employed for ascertaining the

weights of all the products. In every-day

laboratory or factory experience, there is

always more or less loss due to the impnfee-

tion of metliods ; and the theoretical ideal

that the sum total of the weights of the final

product r>r products is equal to the sum total

of the weights of the initial materials is

addomiealiaed. But the losi arising from un-

avoidable manipulative causes no longer shakes

faith in the doctrine, although, for certain

philosophical reasons, it hat been thought

neoenaiy to ntcat its truth with tiie utmoat

refin«a»fiit ol modamsow^ ifaowroea.
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fFoter a Chemkal Compound.—In the light

of these principles—the definiteness of chemi-

cal change, and the indestructibility of matter

—all chemical transformatiOTis may be con-

sidered and illusfcrative examples multiplied

indefinitdy. One other case may be introduced

at this stage, both on account of its historical

interest and because it will enable freA

materiab to be added to the small store of facts

vrhich have thus far been found to furnish a

sufficient basis for the discussion of the broader

generalities. Attention is invited to anoHier

^«ry ftuniliar substance, water, which, since it

forms iron scale when brought into contact

with the heated metal (p. 28), may be con-

sidered to have been proved to be a substaaee

containing oxygen. Tfce qneilkm whether

the oxygen in air and water may not be

present in a different condition in the two

substances has abready been radsed (p. 27).

Air has been proved lobe ABiixtaM; witer

has been proved to contain oxygen and,

since water differs so fundamentally from

oxygen in all its properties, chemical and

physical, it is evident ^flt tt most contain

something in addition to oxygen. What is

that other constituent, or what are the other

constituents if more thwa one; and is tte

oxygen simply mixed wiUi ttie ettiV •liH
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stituent or constituents, or is it chemically

combined? The answer to these questions

will furnish further hutmefcivie fflwlMtioM«f

facts, methods, and principles.

The fact that heated iron takes oxygen out

of water suggests the use of this metal in order

to find out what is left after tiw oxygen

has beas wmoved. In forming iron scale by

plunging red-hot iron into water, it might be

noticed that with the escaping steam there

is a gas which, unltta tlie steam* dbss not

ccmdense on cooling. This gaseous produst

of the action of water upon hot iron is not

easy to detect by such a rough and ready

experiment ; but by a retemMBt of method,

and iHthoot in any way interfering with the

l)rinciple by altering the materials, this gas

can be readily ofeUwncd in any desired

quantky. In piaotice, instead of wiif "Witert

we use itiasn. which is the same rabstanee in

a different state of physical aggregation ; Mid

the iron, in coarse fr^proents, such as wire

or naib, is encloili ii » tl^ of ipatctMm

or any ilMMi MMltrisI that will stand ths

heat. The stearr* is passed through the heated

tube, and the emergent gas c<*siH«d by

appropriate methods m any syltrfti resssL

belflMil9iiW«iil»«M«tMf
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into scale ; and the new gas, on comparison
with oxygen at nitrogen, will be found to
pomtf qirite diftnent properties—it is a
diflnrent kind of gaseous matter. Hit gas m
known as hydrogen ; like nitrogen or carbon
dioxide (p. 86), it is colourless and transparent,
and il extinguishes flame, but, unlike these
gases, it is combustible, buma^ la tlM aa
with a barely perceptible, but very hot flame.
Hydrogai is the lightest form of matter known
on this mt&k, being, bulk for bvlk, 14i times
Ulster than air, 16 times lighter Hmm cb^VHw
and 11,000 times lighter than water. In
view of this fact, the gas is d^ikult to deal
wilii ]»actiQaIly, since il tends to escape
from all vessds, tabm, fiM, ate., terfay the
slightest porosity.

Water m thus shown to contain hydrogen
at ml nt oxygen ; and, since by no physical
pRMSss, such as <fiffusion (p. 9^ is it po3s8de
to separate hydbogm frwn water, it is evident
that tfas gas is ohrmiffaliy combined. The

ifce wygen in air and water
may not ba pMssnt in diflsn^ states is tes
definitdy answered. Moreover, a mixture of

hydmtm w^ oj^gen is not water, but a
fM telvmaAifte in properties between its

two components. The oxygen fai wmIct is

ikmmc$Sty ooarfwnnd, and ite snpnrafion by
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hot iron is a chemical process. It will be
noticed that the removal of oxygen from water
by iron differs materially as a process from
that whidi takes plaee when iron rusts in air

:

in the first case the iron has to be red-hot,
while in the second case the combination
takes place at the ordinary temperature.
Cheiaitil oendMaation has to be overcome
m the tarn of water, and not k the case ot
air, which is simply a mixture.
P^om this illustration we can develop

far^r a» principle of preferential combina-
tion (p. 89), because there are other metals
besides iron which liberate hydrogen from
water, while many other metals exert no such
deeomposing actfon. Thm, a familiar ^letal,
zinc, when heated in steam libemtes hydrogen
at a lower temperature than iron, and another
less familiar metal, magnesium, at a still

lower tempetatiHe; wiifle some metals, which
are not generally familiar, and wUeh win be
afterwards referred to, will decompose even
liquid water and liberate hydrogen at the
<»^inMy t«flqMt«fcaiie. So we could con-
struct a giadiiated serie of pwtonucea
for oxygen as measured by the temperature
at which the hydrogen is liberated from
^»»*«r.^Oii meh a scale the inverse prefer-
ential cnfor mrid be

'
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and then those metals which decompMe odd
water.

Then agam, as abeady stated, tmne metals

do not liberate hydrogen from water at all,

although they are capable of combining with

oxygen. Such a metal is the familiar sub-

stance coppor, wfaidi, like iron, when heated

unitra with oxygen to form an oxide, a black

substance totally unlike the red lustrous

metal and the gaseous oxygen from which

it is formed. The removal of oxygen from

the air by passing the latter through a tube

conidiiiing heated copper is one of the

recognized methods <k obtaining nitn^n.
Tliese facts fumidi fortlier proof oi wator

being a chemical compound, because one

metal (iron), which has a sufficiently strong

liking for oxygen to combine with this

sdbrtance at the ordinary tonpmtiff^ hat to

be made red-hot before it can take the oxygen
out of water, while another metal (copper),

which has sufficient liking for oxygen to

kmtt an oxide wimk heated in][|o(mtact with

that gas, fails to remove the oxygen from

water even when red-hot. From which facts

it follows, also, that on the inverted scale of

pieiffenees for oxygm givea ccq^por

would precede iron.

And now there remains to be answered
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the question whethor water contains anything
besides oxygen—a question which, of course,

relates only to water as an individual form of

nuAUst, and not to water as we find it in

natiire, in rivers, or in rain, or in the sea,

because such water always contains other

substances dissolved in it. Natural water is,

in fact, an aqueous soluti<m at substances

derived from the air and the earth through
which it percolates. When a^. liquid like

water takes up other substances, either solid,

liquid, or gaseous, and tcMrms a honK)geneotts

mixture, the latter is technically described

as a solution; the water in this case is des-

cribed as the solvent and the other (dissolved)

substances Mtiie«oliile». This pdtat is raised

in a preliminary way now, in order that

it may be realized that we are at present

concerned only with water, and not with any
advoititaoas matter tbat it may e<mtain.

Returning now to the initial question, and
referring to the statement that a mixture
of oxygen and hydrogen is not water, it only

remains to be added ^at a mixtoie dk these

gases explodes when a flame is applied,

and the product has been found to be water
and nothing but water. This is an old and
now a wd! known fact, but the reader must
again be wmindM tliat » dkcovary of this
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importance wa» nuule only by skilful expcti-

taeat canned out with all the refinements of

method available at the time by Cavendish

(1781-1810). In practice, the gases are en-

closed in a strong glass vessel (eudkmeler)

with platinum wires sealed through the side,

so that the explosive combination may be

brought about by passing an electric spark

through the mixture.

Since oxygen and hydrogen give nothing

but water when combined, the question is

therefore answered—water as such contains

no other form of matter. So that, as the

result of chemical transformation, a gas,

hydrogm, of which the boiling-point is about

252* below the freezing-point of water, in

combination with another gas, oxygen, of

yAAeh the boiling-point is about 188** below

the freezing-point of water, gives a liquid

1,400 times denser than hydrogen and boiling

at 100° above the freezing-point of watCT.

The profound nature of chemical change is

again exemplified; but its definiteness has

not yet been made apparent in the case under

consideration. Supposing, then, that into a

sttitaUe vessd, such as a strong glass tube

graduated by marked divisions which enable

us to measure the volume of gas, and having

wires sealed through to «iabte an deetne
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tpuA to be passed, we introduce hydrogen

and oxygen in known volumes. It is not easy

—speaking strictly it is inqKMsabte—to fovm

•a aoeurate notton ol tlw method of conduct-

ing sudi an experiment as this by simply

reading a description of it. The student of

Chemistry, however, learns how to manipulate

gaseous matter with the same facility that

he deals with solids or liquids, and the methods

are given in practical works on the subject

But the principle is quite intelligible, for we

have only to ocmsider that we have a mixture

of hydiOfen and oxygen in which the actual

volume of each gas is known. The mixture

is exploded by an electric spark, and smne of

the gas disappean when the vend has cooled

down. In oUm words, there is shrinkage of

volume, because the water which is formed,

bemg Uquid at ordinary temperatures, oon-

denies to ft dvir on tte inside of the vemel.

But the whole of the gas does not disappear

in an experiment of this kind ; there is

always a residue, and, by testing that residue,

it is easily dwwn that it is eitiier oacygen or

hydrogen, according to the proportions of the

gases in tiie original mixture. By such obser-

vations it is found that, for every unit volume

of oxygen, two onit Tolnmies ol hy^wgip

disappear, or eoivmidy, that lor emy nift
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of hydvofMi htM * mil wiiiiiBff el ucyytB

disappears.

Hereby is onoe more illustrated the definite'

SMI of dMBiieal i&aage ; imdertheeuudiliuns

impATti^^ the gases refine to ccnribme in any

other proportions—^there are no intermediate

proportions; it is two to one, or nothing.

Any exoen of either gas oT«r and abofve Chew
proportions is left imcombined, and that is

why in such experiments there is always

some residual gas ; it is only when a mixtnre

of exactly two vohimm of hydrogen witii one

Tudume of oxygen is exploded that there is

po gas left—^the sole resiilt of the combination

is then water, and the vessel in which the

expkMioii tato' pUM»k toiind to be ptaetieally

acuoui when cold, beeanse the condensed

water occupies but a very small voliune. The

definiteness in this case manifests itself volu-

metrieally, but that isxeally theMBiethbgM
definfteness by weight, because the (mcs

have perfectly definite weights as compared

with each other under comparable conditions,

the relative weights ci equal vohmws of

oxygen and hydrogen bemg about 16 : 1.

As one volume of oxygen combines with

two volumes of hydrogen, the relative i^eights

of the two substances contaiwid in water a»
aoo(»dinfly 16 : 8 — 8 : 1.
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Other methods of determining the com-

position of water are well known, but these

involve new principles, and cannot be dit>

cxmed now. The eiiemied dmagt which

takes place when hydrogen and oxygm
combine is, like all other chemical changes,

a redistribution or rearrangement of matter,

but the we^t ol the materials remains

constant—^the principle of the Conservation

of Mass is maintained. If the vessel o(mtain-

ing the gases is weij^ied before and alter the

explonoD, there wiU be found neitiMr loss nor

gain—a fact which in this instance is made
more striking because of the total disi^pear-

ance of the gases as such when the mixtuit

oontaim the comet proportioDs.

The principle of the Conservati<m of Mass,

which lies at the root of the scienced Chemis-

try, will remind the student of Physics of the

analogoin fnmeqple of the Conservation oi

Energy. To the chemist, this last doctrine

is of equal importance with the first, but the

reader must beware of straining the analogy

between the two doeteinet. The different

forms of energy are interconvertible, but it

by no means follows that different forms or

kinds of matter are interconvertible. Were

sudk inteiooavertil^ity powible, we should

have leeliied ** txaasmatatkm " as distin-
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gonhed from transformation. Transmuta-
tkm was the moving {wmciide prompting
the work of the old alchemists, gold bdng
the form of matter striven for. It is now
recognized that alchemy failed in this particu-

lar quest, and the idea of transmutatkm
passed out of Chemistry when it became a
science. In modem times, and in the light

of new discoveries, the idea has been iein>

stated in anoUiCT form, and there is some
evidence in its favour—how much is a mattn
of judgment and a question for future investi-

gation. But all this belongs to another story
which cannot be narrated here, and the
reader must be referred for further informatim
to works dealing with Radioactivity, or to
the volume on " Matter and Energy " by
Ifr. F. Soddy, in this seriet.



CHAPTER IV

SUEMBMTABY AND COMPOUND MATTER—^THE
CHSmCAL SLmOEMTB—MXTALS AMD KOK-
MXCALS

EkmetUary and Compound Mail$r.^4UXb» k
comprised under the general term "stuff,"
an expression which finds its equivalent in
the German Sto^. Thus we speak of food-
stufb, AftMlBt ete., and the Genntn toe
hydrogen, Wasserttoff, indicates, like the
Greek roots of the English name for this
substance, that it is the stuff from which water
is inodnoed. For the purpose of iUnstnitfaig
the nature of chemical change, appeal was
made in the preceding chapters to a number
of well-known things, such as air and water,
inn, so^ifaur, kdfoe^ fiigar, diaiooal, and
chalk. By the chemical study of lome of
these " stufb," we have been made acquainted
with their less familiar components, such as
the gant oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen,
which do not come within the popular notloiui
of matter unlest attentioa is ^eoiafiy diraetod

n
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to thdr material nature. It is obvious that

many of the substances referred to are

compounds made up of at least two kinds of

matter, such, for example, as iron rust and
irrai snle composed of inm and oxygen, iron

sulphide made up of ixoa and sulfdnir, or

water composed of hydrogen and oxygen.

It thus falls within the pi-ovince of Chemistry,

which is concerned with the transformations

of matter in the sense which has now bem
made clear, to determine, in the first place,

whether a substance which is not a mixture

is composite—^whether other forms of matter

eaa be got out ol it bjr chemieal or f^yneal
processes. It may be well to take advantage
of this opportunity for pointing out that to

the chemist the various forms of energy, heat,

li^it, cicctticiiy, etc., we ai madbi dienieei

agencies as matter itself, in so far as these

forms of energy are capable of producing

chemical change. We investigate the com-
poritkm erf msttar boOk hy^fkyneti ftoomtu
and by purely chemical processes, meaning
by the latter the action of one form of matter
upon another. This last case is also ulti-

nwtely retdvable into terme of energy ; but
for the present the distinction will be found
convenient. The study of the composition of

matter can be conducted in two ways

—
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a subrtaaee mfty be nscdved by physical m
chemical means into its compon^ts, or the
components may be brought into combination,
and the substance built up. The first process
is, in a general way, described as amalynt, and
the compkmntary process as ^ii<A«m. Very
often the composition of some particular stuff

is proved in both ways. Thus, when watw
is Aamk by tiw aetkm of hot iron to
contain oocygen and hydn^fen, its emnpositioB
is proved by analysis ; when water is formed
by the combination of oxygen and hydrogen,
its compositi<m is proved by synthesis. The
more complex the substanea the gvwler^
number of different forms of matter which
enter into its composition—^the more important
and, it may be added, the more difficult does
the proof of its oomporitkn hy bett rasOodi
become. In the case of extremdy complex
substances, it is often not possible in the
present state of knowledge to complete the
synthetical evidanoa; biit»asii«aiieappraaeii-
ing the subject gradually, it will be advisable
at this stage to concratrate attentioii i^kmi
the simpler cases.

For aft least a oeatiiry and m half, eiwuiists
have thus been trjring by every possible
method to pull all available materials to pieces.

The component parts which the has
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striven for are not simply proxinuite, but

ultimate—as ultainate as his methods can

carry him. The mineralogist, for instance, by

microscopic examination or by other methods,

can determine the proximate componwits d
a miiieral---lke may resolve graaite into quartz,

felspar, and mica ; the biologist may dissect

an animal or a plant into various organs and

tissues, and, by pushing his studies still further

into the domain of cytology, he may study

the individual cells of which all organisms are

emnposed, and, by the application of the

Ugfaest magnifying power and the use of

dyes wkidi stain the diUnent ooiiqKment

materials of the odl selsotively, he may effect

a microscopic analysis of even the minutest

organized units of animals and plants. Or

Um meGhaoie may separate a machine into

its oKopaamt parts to find out how it works,

and he may put the parts together again and

restore the mechfuaism to its working condi-

tion ; his analysis need go no further for his

purpose than the separation of wheels, cranks,

levers, and so forth. But the chemist pushes

his inquiries deeper than this ; he can tell the

mineralogist what the components of gnaite

axe themsdves composed of, he can supply

the biologist with information concerning the

different complex forms of matter of which
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the orgamaed units axe ocHnpoMd, and he eaa
resolve the component parts of a machine
into a few metals, upon the specific properties

of which the efficiency of the machine depends.

The general result of the study of matter
from this chemical pdnt of view has been
the discovery that the process of resolution

in every case reaches a limit. From whatever
materials we set out, there are finally obtauMd
some forms of matter which cannot be further

decomposed—^from which nothing (different

can be produced by any known process of

lesdutkm ; subttanees ^iHidi are sa*d to be
elementary. So that from the diemist's

standpoint all matter is either resolvable or

unresolved; the Universe is built up of

elementary and eompound matter. Whether
donentary mcktter fai in its ultimate natme
unresolvable is a question for the future to

decide ; the point is raised in connection with

recent researches in Radioactivity. But for

all practical purposes it may be assumed that,

whether further decomposition of elementary

matter is possible or not, no such resolution

takes place in the course of any ordinary case

of chwnical change.

The Chemical Elements.—^The component
parts of anything may, therefore, be said to

be its dements, the degree of resolution
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depending very much upon the P^^^
bwmch of science. Thus, to the anatoodj*.

the limbs, orgMis, skeleton, etc., are the

elements of an animal; ^^^J.JTf
elements of the skeleton; the hwtolojpst

separates tissues into elementary odb
;
tBd

to the cytologist the Tarfow components of

the edl constitute its elements. Or, to the

engineer, the wheels, cranks, etc., of a m«chme

are its elements. The separation ol matttr

by chemical methods is evidently more

toidamental; and the chemical elements are

recognized in every department of somm*.

The evolution of the idea of an eiemenft in

Chemistry fonn. an inteierting chapter m ^e
histmy a the tcienoe, and the student ^
find the story most fascinating. 1*^^
re T,derstood that, with the Oiwsofveary

oi hods of deoompoting matter ch«m-

cah .ahstances apparently elementary were

««;ived. In this way, the list^el^^
was from time to time revised by the snbsfcittt-

tion of new dementi lor their previously

omesolved compounds. Then, again, with

increasing activity in the study rfraw

minerals and out-of-the-way materialMnth

refinement of methods of separation, and

with improvements in physical and chemical

Qiethods of detection and discrimmation—
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the munber of demento hM been inoreMed

until at the present time abcmt dghty—
according to the latest census eighty-two

—

of these unresolved "stuffs" are known.

When the reader hears of ** new " dieniioal

elemmts beiiig discovered, he will, of course,

understand that what is really meant is the

detection of some element that had previously

escaped notice by virtue of its rarity, or on

aocouBt of itt htiag diffieolt to separate from

associated matter, or because of its lacking

obtrusively distinct characters. No chemist

has ever done more than bring to light those

raw materialt of the Univme whidi were

already in existence aget belote the advent of

man upon this earth.

It is the business of the chemist to know
as much as posaUe about these donents;

to acquaint himself with their mode of occur-

rence in nature, with the methods of isolating

them, and with their charact^stic properties

as individual f<Hnns ot mMtx—m shmt, with

their natural history. The student need not

be appalled at the magnitude of the field

thus opened out ; he will not be called upon

to commit to maaxay kmg Ukika of iaofei and
figures—all has been systematized «id simpli-

fied by scientific generalization. The chemical

elements play very different parts in the
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economy of natute, and in their utility in tiw

arts and manufactures. Some are abund-

antly distributed both in the free and combined

state; others are also abundant, but occur

only in combination ; others tie ran in the

free state, while their compounds are common

;

and others, again, are extremely scarce in any

state. It is not proposed, even if it were

possible, in this little volume to set forth mote

than » few generalities oonoeming the eighty-

two elements known to science, since any

uividious selection would necessarily convey

a false impressicm of rdative importance, hk

npfdied chemistry, in the economy of life,

in their capability of forming multitudinous

compounds, every set of elements has its order

of importance ; in the light of pure sctenoe,

there is no absolute scale of importance;

every element has its own story to tell, and

one which occurs only in infinitesimal traces

—

the newly isolated radiumr-has (q)«ied up

gome of the most fundamental questions

concerning the ultimate constitution of matter

that have ever been raised since the individ-

uality of the elements became a recognized

scientifte doctrine.

Acquaintance with some of the chemical

dements has already been made in the pre-

ceding chapters ; and it will have bean
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realized that the conception of an element as
an unresdved fonn of matter h quite inde-
pendent of the physical state of aggiegitkin.
Thus, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen are
gaseous elements under ordinary conditions

;

sulphur and iodme are scdids. Iron, copper,
zinc and magnesium are all elements, and
have been mentioned as belonging to the
category of metals—they are metallic elements,
and aie aD solid bt oidiiUHy tenqMnitans,
but have definite points of Uquefaction,

melting-points. The familiar metal mercury,
or quicksilver, is an element that is liquid

under ordinary conditions, but it wcXUSBea
at— 89-SX., and is a colourless vapour above
857°. It would be possible to make a classifi-

cation of the elements based on their physical
state as lamiliariy known to us ; but nothing
would be gained by such a dassificatiCHi

beyond mnemonical assistance. C hemical clas-

sification naturally goes deeper, raid is diie<^ed
towards the establishment of chemieal rda^
tionships—^the association of elements wlrit h
are allied in their chemical characters. Solid

sulphur and gaseous oxygen, for exunpte,
hsw many dwimeal proper^s in eommoB.
No classification of the elements based oa
any set of purely physical characters is of any
use from the chemictd point of view, althougl^
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as will be seen subsequentiy, the chemical

diMsifioatioii is of the gieatesfc vahie liom the

physical point of view.

The reader is inv'ted to consider another

example which wilt serve to introduce a let

of four closely rdated ^mentt, oat of which,

iodine, has already been made use of in illus-

tration of chemiciEil change (p. 88). Of these

four elements, the most trbundant is chlorine,

which is a eompcment of oonunon lalt ; and,

as common salt is contained in and was

originally obtained from sea water, the group

has received the name of Halogens, which

simply means geamiUm d saU like seft-salfe.

The halogens, then, are fliK»rine, chlorine,

bromine and iodine. Fluorine occurs in

combination as a constituent of the minerals

fluorite (fluor spar) and cryolite, the other

constituents of these minerals being certain

metallic elements which may stand over for

further consideraticm. Chlorine occurs m
combinati<m in common salt, vas': C'spoats t

!

which are found " bedded " in ce^ ,ain geo-

logical strata ; this salt is also the main com-

ponent of the solid residue left by the drying

down (evaporation) of sea wat«r. "BwaoM
also is found in combination as a salt in the

same geological deposits with common salt

;

and iodine is found in combination in the
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earthy imidue or ash kit when eft>weedt am
burnt. There are also found in Chili depositi

of a certain salt known as Chili Saltpeter,

which is largely used as a fertilizer for crops

;

with tiik laH oe, ; i compounds oi iodine aie
found in adip:>vi o Thus, the halogens are
found in natm. ..y in a state of combina-
tion; they have been "discovered,"
isdated, by dmnkal methods, and their

elementary character has been estaUished by
chemical research. The question now arises

—

why are these four elements grouped together ?

That the dasdfieation is indqtendent <rf

physical considerations is shown by tiie

fact that fluorine and chlorine are gases at
ordinary temperatiures, bromine a deep red
heavy liquid, and iodine a metaHic looking
"olid. The relationship between the members
f this faniily is primarily chemical ; with

lae same element they form compounds of

absohitdy similar types and charactm. To
simplify matters at this stage, it may be
considered that the element which is most
commonly found in combination with the
halogens under natural ocmditions is the
metallic donent known as sodium. Conunon
salt is a compound of chlorine and sodium

;

and, just in tiie same way that we speak of

compounds of oxygen as oxides (p. 71), we
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say that salt is sodium chloride. The other

halogens fonn similar compounds—sodium

fluoride, bromide and iodide respectively. It

may be mentioned incidentally that fluorite

is a compoimd of fluorine with another metaUic

element, calcium, of which quicklime (p. «»),

is an oxide ; while cryolite contains, in addi-

tion to the fluoride of sodium, the fluoride of

the metallic element aluminium, of which

element the mineral substance day is one of

the most familiar compounds. Now, all the

sodium compoimds of the halogens are alike

in their general properties; they are all

colourless salts, crystallizing in the same

cubksal form, and haviu ' the same chemical

characters. What is true for sodium is true

for calcium and for other elements, metallic

or non-metallic, so far as concerns the simi-

ler^ of the four cmnpounds in each set

Thus the foiu: halogens form a series of four

compounds with hydrogen, all colourless

gases at ordinary temperatures, and all having

ffi
ima» diaBucal piopartks; the fluocide,

ddoride, bromide and iodine of hydrogen are

as comparable among themselves as are the

sodium compounds.

Thus, in the halogens we have a natural

group or family of elements which are asso-

ciated together because of their cl^emioal
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relationship. The profound significance of

chemical relationship will be more and more
realized as the studmt beecHiiM mom and
more familiar with the natural history of the

individual elements. All the elements can be

grouped into families, the members of which
possess among themselves oortain characten
in common. Such classification is the first

step towards the systematic study of the

elements as a whole. It is unnecessary now
to adduce othn fllustratkms ; Imt this same
group will enable us to lay hold of another

principle of great importance—^the principle

of gradation of character. To the chemist,

this meaas gradatami ci dioBUcal dianefeer.

We can, for instance, arrange the halogens

in a series in the order of their chemical

activity. Some notion of what is meant by
chonical activity has already been ipven

(p. 88). The order from this point of view is

(1) fluorine, (2) chlorine, (8) bromine, (4) iodine.

Fluorine is the most energetic, iodine the least

;

flu(Mnne ocnnbines so mergetieaUy with othor

elements, and forms such stable compounds,
that it is one of the most difficult elements to

isolate, the difficulty arising from the circum-

stance that it attaeks all the oidinary materiab
of which diemical vessels are made ; and its

isola^imi inw cml^ made ponible b^ using
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an apparatus constructed of the metal plat-

inum, which is so inert towards all the chemical

elements that it resists the attack of the

intensely active element (Moissan, 1886).

The relative activities can be illustrated by

the statement that fluorine decomposes chlor-

ides, bromides and iodides, tamii^ out the

halogen from these compounds and forming

fluorides ; chlorine similarly displaces bromine

and iodine ; and bromine displaces iodine.

From considerations of this swt we axe thm
enabled to form the graduated series given

above. Having formed this series on chemical

gromids, then, physical properties reveal them-

sdves as also gradational. Take the boiling-

p(Mnts for example : fluorine, — 187**
; chlorine,

- 85°
; bromine, 59°

; iodine, 184°. Or the

melting-pointK : fluorine, about — 228° ; chlor-

me, - 102°; bromme, - 7-8°; iodine, 114'.

Or the colour : fiuorine, pale greenish yellow

;

chlorine, deeper greenish yellow ; bromine,

deep red ; iodine, violet vapour. From such

facts as these—and other chemical famities

also show gradation of chanustm—it fdlows

that chemical relationships are expressive of

some deep-seated properties inherent in the

ultimate constitution of matter. What these

ultimate properties are may be Inoagfat to

by fntara leieMwh ; i& the pneeait state
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of knowledge we simply deal with them as

they are presented to us. The gradation,

as win be seen lator, is also assodated witii

another fundamental attribute, mass, as

measured by weight ; but this belongs to

another chapter in which the classification of

the whole body of ehonieal draients has to be
dealt with.

It will be now seen that there is justifi-

cation for the statement made above that

the ch«nical elassificatkm ci the elements
is of importance in Physics, because in a
graduated series the physical properties can
be inferred within certain broad Umits from
the position of the dementm the series. Thus,
knowing the boiling-points of fluorine and
bromine, it could be predicted that the boiling-

point of chlorine would lie somewhere between,

or, knowing the descending order of boUing-

points from iodine to chlorine, it could have
been foreseen that the boiling-point of fluorine,

when determined, woidd be found to be the

lowest of the series. Still more potent as a
scientific weapon would be any Uoger scheme
of classification which comprised all the

smaller natural groups of elements, and enabled
the prevision of properties to be made with a
greater d^ne of aoearaey—with a p^ecisicm

measured by narrow instead of by broad
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limits. That such a scheme exists ivill be

made dear in a later chapter.

Mdaii and Non-Melals.—la the ooune of

the pnoeding section, a general grouping of

the elements has tacitly, if not explicitly, been

adopted. Several elements, such as iron,

copper, zinc, magnesium, sodinm, <»l<aum,

fnA ahuninium, have been spoken of as

metals. It is customary to speak of the

elements as metallic or non-metallic—as

metals or non>metaIs. ^re again, we have

a dasiification in m^dk chemical properties

are expressive of some correlated phys cal dis-

tinction between the groups. It is not posable

to draw a hard and fast line belween tlie two

divisions ; but in a gmoral way, and as the

result of even the most casual observation,

the reader cannot have failed to have asso-

ciated certain characters with the tern m^al.

Of ooiine^ many familiar metals are not de-

mentary, but mixtures—so-called alloys—or,

to speak more accurately, either simple

mixtures or solid solutions of two or more

danoktary metab. Brass, for instance* is

an alloy of copper and zinc ; bronze, gun-

metal, tmd bell-metal are alloys containing

the elements copper and tin, etc. ; the

silver'* of the odnage is not the elemoit

i^v«r» but an alloy ot plver and eofptsi
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the "gold" of OUT coinage is an alloy con-

taining 2 parts of copper in 24 parts of gold.

Pewter and adder are alloys oontaining

the elements tin and lead ; steel, one of the

materials n< ;t widely used in constructive

engineering work, is the metallic element

inm ocmtahiinf a small peromtage of caibon.

The ph>sical properties of the metals are

profoundly modified by this physical associa-

tion with other metallic or non-metallic

elem^its, so that many of these alloys are of

enonncus industrial importance for purposes

for which the pure metals would be useless.

We are not specially concerned here with this

branch of i^i^died ehonistary—It bdongs to a
large and important subject wbioh is studied

imder the designations Metallurgy and Metal-

lography, and special works must be consulted

for detailed iiilcwmatMm.

From the chemical point of view, one of the

chief distinctions between the two groups is

to be found in the natiire of the compounds
which they fonn with oo^gen—thdr oxides

(p. 71). Ot the etonments already referred to,

hydrogen, nitrog"> curbon, sulphur, and the

halogens a • 3 non aIs. Now, these elements

can all be made to oombioA withoxygm (in^iidh

is also a lum-metal)—sometimes directly,

as in the onie of hydrofn, sulj^mrf carbon
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and nitrogen, and sometimes indirectly, as

in the case of the halogens. All these oxides

of the non-iiietals, however fcmned, are, witii

the exoqrtami ei water, which is a neutral

compound, possessed of certain properties

which are described as acid. Their solutions

in water are sour to the taste, and redden

the blue vegetabte colouring-matter litmu.

These acids, moreover, have the property

of combining with the metallic oxides by which

the said adds are more or less neutralised,

giving rise to the formation of those extremdy
important compounds known by the general

name of siUts, about which more remains to

be said. The oxides of the metals are knofvm

as hoses (in contradistinction to acids); so

that the general distinction between the

groups may be sununarized by the statement

that the non-metals form acid oxides which

in aqueous solution are sour and reddm
litmus, while the metals form basic oxides

which neutralize the acids to form salts and
which restore the blue colour of litmus. Of

course, the distinction is not absolute

—

ihen
are some acid metallic oxides, but there are

no basic non-metallic oxides. Neither must

it be inferred that the property of conferring

addity ezdusivdy pertains to toygm, sfaMe

the compounds of the halogens with hydrogea
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(p. 102) are also acids, although they contain no
oxygen. But in general terms the distinction

is sound ; it corresponds with the facts, and
is further borne out by another distinctive

character which will introduce a new set of

considerations.

Beginning, as b^ore, witJi a simile case,

common salt may be taken as a type of

the class of compounds termed salts. It has

already been stated that this substance is a
compound of the metal sodiiim with the naa-
metal chlorine. Although metallic and non-
metallic oxides combine as just stated to form
salts, sodiiun chloride is also a salt in the

chemical sens^ so that then may be satts

with or without oxystcn—haloid-siUts and
oxy-salts. The various methods by which
salts can be formed do not now enter into

ccmsidnation ; they can be produced by
other means than the combination of adds
and bases, but, however formed, they are

capable of being decomposed by electricity.

A salt, d^bm in soluti<m in wator or in a rt«te

of fusion hy heat—if it can be fused—^is

resolved by a current of electricity ; it is

said to be an electrolyte, and to imdergo
electrolysis. The same is true, it may be said

parenthetically, of adds and base:>; these

also are eledicolytos. Now, ekotniysfs is »
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process of chemical decomposition by physical

agency (p. 92) ; and the products of electrolysis

are the original components of the salt, add,

base^ or the secondary products of the

chen ical change resulting from the interaction

of the primary products and the solvent

Thus, if one of the products of chelroljrria is

a metal which deemnposes water at ordinary

temperatures, it is evident that we should not

get that metal by electrolysing an aqueous

solution of one of its salts, but the products

of the intoraotioa of the metal and water,

one such product being hydrogen (p. 88).

Sodium is one of the metals which decompose

water at ordinary temperatures, so that, if

a current of eleetricity is pasaed through an

aqueous solution of common salt, the products

are chlorine and hydrogen—'not chlorine and

sodium. If dry fused sodium chloride is

eieotrdysed, tiie products are sodhim and

chlorine.

The general result is that the primary

products may always be regarded as a metal

and the other oompooent of the salt, whatever

that may be. If we are dealing with a solution

of an oxy-salt, the products are hydrogen

and oxygen. But the oxygen is in this case

a secondary product, since the salt is rewlved

into melal (or hydragen, if tiie latter deoom-
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poses water), and the whole oxygen-containing

group, which latter group decomposes water

with the tiberatkm of oxygen. The oxygen-

containing group is the electro-negative

equivalent of the halogen in sodium chloride.

The details of electrolytic decomposition and
their titeOTetical exfribuuitkm aie dealt with
in works on electro-chemistry. The main
fact which this introduction is intended to

bring out is that the metal and the halogen

or oxygen-ocmtaining group always icravd in

opposite dixeefcioQS—the oob component of

the salt appears at one pole or electrode, and
the other component (or the secondary pro-

ducts) at the odier dectxode. And; in aoocnd-

ance with the principles of deetxieal science,

the metal, which always appears at the

negative electrode (or kathode) is said to be

electro-positive, and the halogen <nr odwr
acid group, which is liberated at the positive

electrode (or &node), is said to be electro-

negative. So that there is a physical classifi-

cation <rf the dements thus made possiUe
according to the bdiaviour of their compounds
on electrolysis ; and in broad terms this

classification agrees with the division into

metals and ncm-metals, the fomm being as a
group dectro-positive, and the latter deebo-
n^iative. It must be noted that tha non-
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metal hydrogen is an exception, since it is

distinctly electro-positive. But this excep-

tion has a spedal wgnifhwaine, because, in

most <^ its chemical relationships, hydrogen

is more closely idlied to the metals than is

any of the other non-metallic elements ; and

it woiild not be straining matters unduly even

now to dass hydrogen with the metals if

only its chemical duutarten axe taken into

consideration.

Out of the whole list of elements, eighteen

maybelabdkdnxm-mctals. Here, again, there

is an indiv'*.tion that chemical character is

expressive of something profound and inher-

ently constitutional in matter, because, as

groups, the metab and the non-metato differ

in many well-known characters. Thus, the

metals are opaque (excepting when in very

thin fUms) and, when in a massive state, as

distinguished from a pulvmilent condition,

possessed of "lustre"—a property well

exemplified by the familiar appearance of

polished silver, gold, or copper. Among the

non-metals, iodine is the most {nonounoed

exception, as its crystals are possessed of

distinctly metallic lustre. In contradistinc-

tion to the opacity of the metals, ten of the

noD-metab are transparent gases at ordinary

tunperatuies. The metals as a dass ace,
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in varying degrees, conductors of heat and
of electricity, vrhile the non-metals are bad
conductors or non-conductors. Among the
solid ncm-mfltallic ctementi, sudi metaUk
properties M malleabflity or temdty are not
met with.

With respect to the distribution of the ele-

mottt, it is of intefett to note that vaxm iimn
three-fourths of the aooesiibte crust of this

globe upon vrhich we live is madeup of the two
non-metals, oxygen and silicon, about one-half

bdnjr oxygm. Nothing affordi nravB ftrikii^

evidence of the marvel of chemical change
than the contemplation of this geo-chemical

fact, that the superficial " solidity " of the
earth is dxxb to the predxmiiiuiiioe of those
mineral constituents into the compositkm
which gaseous oxygen and the non-metal
silicon enter to a preponderating extent.

The whde crust of the earth with ^diich

geology deals is composed to the extent of
more than 99 per cent, of only about twenty
out of the eighty-two elements. This will give
an idea of the rarity of some of tlw matoials
which the chemist has had to deal with.

Out of the twenty elements which predominate
in the earth's crust, four non-metals and seven
metals eidst in quantities idiidi have been
estimated to ocmstitute mote than 99 per omt.
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of the whole crust in the proportkns by weight

given below (F. W. Clarke) :—

Oxygen,* 49-98; Silicon,* 26-8; Alum-

inium,! 7.26; Iron,t S-OB; Calehim,t 8-51;

Magnerium,t 2-5; Sodium.f 2-28; Potas-

8ium,t 2-28
;
Hydrogen,* 0-94 ; Tit«uum,t

0-8 ; Carbon,* 0-21.

The actual mode of comlmiatioa ol the

ehemical elemoite as found in nature, «.«.,

the chemical composition of the materials

composing the crust of the globe, is dealt

with in works <m BGneralogy.

•Non-iiMtela fMitals.



CHAPTER V

CHEMICAL EQUIVALENCE—SELECT* JlCAh

EQUIVALENCE

—

^MULUPLE HECI7BO-

CAL SOmVAUmOt—THS A% ^'XC IHBOIY

Chemical Equivalence.—^From the principles

(A tiw defl^tenen of dwmiol dumge (p. 09)

and the Conservation of Mass (p. 76), it is

but a short step to the principle of chemical

equivalent \ As with all broad scientific

genoalixations, the oooo^tkn ivhidi the

reader is now asked to grasp is simple enough
s an abstract notion, although some tiifficulty

may at first be experienced in mastering it.

It is, perhaps, needless to repeat tibat by
laboratory work the principle has been
deduced, and by quantitative manipulation

only can its significance be fully realized.

It is instructive as a du^pter in tiie history oi

Chemistry to read how nearly some of the

earlier investigators approached without actu-

ally reaching the principle of equivalence.

The histozkal treahmnt, hcr^'ivc'^, cumot be
attempted here—it must tjffice tu T^>z^7f»m

iifi
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the meaning of the term as used now, without

going over the steps by which the present

position has been reached. Sufficient material

in the way of facts and illustrations has been
given to enable the subject to be dealt 'with

in a general way.

In the first place, it must be noted that the

terms "equivalence** or ** equivalrat ** are

expressive of facts only, and are independent

of any theory or explanation. The fact.> in

this case are those ascertained experimentally

and oiunciated in the prevkms diapter»—the
idiosyncrasies of the chemical elements, by
virtue of which each element has its own
special faculty of entering into partnership

with other ctonents only in certain ftsed

proportions by weight. Out of these facts,

there has, however, been developed one of the

most illuminating theories that has been
introduced into our sdmc^ so that the'

importance of equivalence has alwa^ to be
realized by the student at a very early

stage. In approaching this subject, it must
be pointed out that we are not dealing

with the likes and dislikes of the ^mmts—^why the elements show preferences such,

for example, as that of iron for oxygen while

this same metal refuses to combine under
similar omditioiu with nitrogen (p. 67). In
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considering the principle of equivalence m
have nothing to do with the question why in
particular eases chemical union is possible or
impossible, but only mtk tiie quantitalive
relationship between what we may call the
contracting parties, i.e., the elements and
compounds which can and do enter into
combination directly, or which can be made
to combine by indirect methods.
From the facts that combination does take

place in fixed proportions by weight, and that
the product of diemioal unkm is homogmeoiis
(Chap. II.), it follows that any such product,
or, in other words, any particular chemical
compound, however and whenever produced,
always consists of the same dements oom-
bined in the same proportions by w^it.
This appears almost a truism now, because
it is obvious that, if there were any latitude or
variability in the ratio in wludi two or more
elements combined to form a compound,
there would be no homogeneity—^we should
have a mixtiure of two or more compounds.
The prineii^ is genefaUy fovm^ated as the
law of Constancy of CompotUion ; andatthoa^
it may appear obvious now, it was at one time
the subject of much controversy, and this
chapter of history is well worthy of considera-
tion as aa iUustration of the method by whidi
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truth is wrung from Nature by rigid experi-

ment and logical reasoning. From the point

ol view of this law, it will be recognized that

a chemical compomid may be looked upon
as being as true and as definite an individual

form of matter as a chemical element. And
it will be further realized that, as the com-
plexity of chemical compounds increases, it

may become more and m^^re difficult to prove

the individuality in particular cases. But
the law is not thereby violated—^there may be

apparent indeflnitaiess, but this is the r^ult
of the imperfection of our practical methods,
and the modem chemiist still has faith in the

principle.

Far the duddation of the primai^ of

equivalence, a few simple cases m&y be
considered. Oxygen and the halogens all

form compounds with hydrogen, directly

or indirectly. Oxygen and hydrogm explode
when ignited to form water ; fluorine and
hydrogen explode spontaneously when mixed

;

chlorine and hydrogen explode when heated,

or €ta exposure to bright light ; and bromine
and iodine can also be combined with hydrogen
directly or indirectly. We are not now
concerned with methods, but with products.

The propcHTtion by wtif^t oi the elements

contained in tlwse oompounds are knoiwn
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with great accuracy, both from analytical and
synthetical evidence. In round numbers,

and referring all the weights to the standard

of <me part of h3^drogim, watm contuns 8

p; jts of oxygen, hydrogen fluoride 19 parts of

fluorine, hydrogen chloride 85-2 parts of

chlorine, hydrogen bromide 79-4 parts of

bromine, and hydrogen iodide 126 parts of

iodine. All these different weights of the

respective elements, therefore, satisfy the

same weight of hydrogen—^they are equivalent,

or equal in value, from the point of view of

combining with a imit weight of hydrogen.

Or take the case of those metals which
decompose water (p. 88). If this process is

followed quaotitativdy, it u found that, tux

every imit weight of hydrogen liberated, there

are used up 12*2 parts of magnesium, 21 parts

of iron, 28 parts of sodium, and 82*7 parts

of zinc. How, again, thete is equivalence

—

these various weights represent quantities of

different elementary substances which are of

the same chemical value as measured by
their capacity for displacing the same weight

of hyoht>gen. Moreover, since this same
weight of hydrogen is equivalent to 8 parts of

oxygen, these equivalent wei^^ts of the

meUb tn also equivaloit to 8 parts of

oxygen. And, since the compounds formed
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by the action of water upon these metals
under the eonditicHts specifled are (nddes,

or, as in the case of sodium, may be looked
upon as arising from the combination of the
oxide with water, it follows that the ratio

betwem the weights oi the metal and oxygen
can also be expressed numerically on the
oxygen scale :—^Magnesium oxide, 12-2 : 8 ;

iron oxide (" scale "), 21 : 8 ; sodium oxide,

28:8; one oxide, 82-7:8. And so, by
ascertaining the proportion of metal to oxygen
in other oxides, the equivalents of other
metals with reference to oxygen and (by
imfdication) to hydrogen cmild be found.

The doctrine of equivalence is, thei^tne,
nothing more than the numerical expression
of the definitoiess of chemical change (Chap.
III.). Porfai^ it would be more correct, if

yn were dealkig with the subject in hisfcMkal
sequence, to say that the definiteness of
chemical change is the expression of the
principle of equivalence, since the definiteness

was established by quantitative itiidiea <d ihe
kind illustrated above. But the order of

statement is immaterial so long as the principle

is understood. The "equivalent" is, thug,

in abstract terms, a number tscpxtuatg tbe
parts by weight in which an element combines
with or di^tlaces some (Aber donent; and
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since hydrogen jas the lowest equivalent,
it will be convenient at this stage to refer
these weights to ttie hydrogen standard.
It is obvious that the conceptimi as ^us
formulated is an idealized one, because
there are many elements which neither
combim with nor displace hydrogen; so
that in such cases the equivalent can cmly be
determined indirectly by reference to some
other element of known equivalence. It will
be shown, also, that the conception is not
restricted to elements : since emnponDcb we
formed by the combination of elements in
equivalent weights, it follows that if com-
pounds combine among themselves—such, for
example, a3 add oxidM and basic oxides
(p. 108)—there must also be eqioTBleoee in
such cases.

Eleetnhehemieal Equivalence.—^An electric
current from a chraikal point of view, and
not regarded simply as a stream of electrkaty
flowing through a metallic conductor, is a
decomposing agent (p. 109). In accordance
with the doctrine xA tiie Cmisnvation
Energy, a given quantity of electricity has
its equivalent in terms of chemical work. In
the case of electrolysis, the actual weights of
elemests liberated in a givoi time by a
measnred quantity of eieototeity measwe tbe
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chemical work done, so that the determination

of the weight of, let us say, a metal deposited

dectxolytically in a given time is also a
measure of the dectrical energy used up.

This is of importance in Physics as furnishing

a chemical method for the measurement of

dectrie quantity; and the electio-diemical

equivalents oi some of the metals such, e.g.,

as silver and copper, have from this point of

view been determined with extreme accuracy.

But the absoluteweight oi an element liberated
in a given time by a measuxed curtent aoquireB

also a chemical significance when we pass

from the absolute to the relative—^when

the xdative quantities of different dements

Iiba!ated in the same time by the same

current are considered. It is immaterial

in this case how the electricity is made to do
its work ; the current may deoMiqpose a salt,

or an acid, or a base in soluti<m or in the dry

fused state (p. 109). Fused common salt, for

example, yidds 28 parts of sodium and 85-2

parts €i dilorine; a solution in water of

hydrogen chloride gives for 1 part ot hydrogen

85-2 parts of chlorine ; water, made to yield

hydrogen and oxygen indirectly by an dectro-

lysable add in solution (p. 109), gives in round

numbers 8 parts of oxygm tor 1 part of hjrdro-

gen; tiie vdume n^io—9 of hydrogsn:! ot
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oxygen

—

is revealed electrolytically, as it is

proved by chemical synthesis (p. 88). It is

unnecessary to multiply examples at this stage.

The point ci supreme importanoe brouf^t out
is that these relative weights of electrically

liberated elements are identical with the
chemical equivalents, a discovery due to
Faraday (1888). The estaUkhment of this

law has led to some of the most fundamental
modem developments both of Physics and of

Chemistry ; but its adequate discussion cannot
be attempted within the limits of this woric.

Our consideration must be rt'stricted to its

chemical significance in the narrow sense.

Mvhiple and Reciprocal Equivalence.—^The

noti<m of eqoiyaleiioe would be a very
simple one if it could be stated in general
terms that the nimibers representing the
equivalents of» let us say, the elements
A, B, C, D wore ahrays representative of
reciprocal eqviivalenoe—that whenever any
pair of these elements combined to form a
binary compound {i.e., a compound containing
two donents) the lattor eould •hmy* be
formulated as AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CD, ete.,

in which the juxtaposition of letters may
be taken as indicatii^; chemical combination,
and the ^ten as rq>re8enting equivatait
weights. But this statement would be too
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sweeping—^it is not generally true, but only
partially true. The principle of reciprocity

ludds good for the simple cases referred to in

the preceding sections ; but, vrbm the whole
of the facts are taken into consideration,

complications arise owing to the circimistance

that many eltmaata can combine with each
other m more than one proporticm, eadh
compound so formed being a perfectly definite

chemical individual. One example of this

has already been adduced in the case of iron,

which can form three differait (»ddes (p. 71).
In all three oxides, the equivalent may hs
^nsidered to be the weight of iron which
inbines with one equivalent, t.^., 8 parts of

oxygen. On this standard, the eqidvatent el
iron in " scale " is 21 ; in rust (which contains
70 per cent, cf iron, and therefore 80 per cent,

of oxygen), the equivalent of iron is 18f

;

and in the other oxide, whidh contains 77>8
per cent, of iron and 22-2 per cent, of oxygen,
iron has the equivalent 28. Iron, therefore,

in relation to oxygen has not one equivalent,
but three equivalents.

Any number of cases could be adduced;
and, since the principle of multiple equivalence
is of fundamental importance, a few other
examples may be given. Twoity-three parts
d »)dhmi disirface 1 part (rf hydrogai i^m
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water, and combine with 8 parts of oxygen
(p. 110). The equivalent of soidium with refer-
ence to oxygen ( « 8) is in this case 28. But
when sodium is heated to about 800* in pui«
dry air, it forms another oxide in which 11}
parts of sodium are combined with 8 parts
of oxygen. This element has, therefore,
with reference to oxygen two equivalents,

11 J or 28. The oxide of copper formed when
copper is heated in oxygen (p. 84) contains
811 parts of copper to 8 of oxygen. By
chemical methods it is possible to prepare
another oxide which contains 68 parts of
copper to 8 of oxygen ; so that the equivalent
of copper may be 81| or 68. Carbon bums in
oxygen to fonn that dioxide which was
referred to as a c<mstitiMnt ot the atmosphere
(p. 86); this gaseous compound of carbon
contains 8 parts of carbon and 8 parts of
oxygen. When carbon dioxide is heated in
contact with more carbon, anothor (gaseous)
oxide is formed which contains 6 parts <A
carbon to 8 of ox>gen. Moreover, when
carbon ia intoisdy heated by an electric arc
in an atmosphere of hydrogen, it oomlunes
with that element to form a gas—^a compoond
of carbon and hydrogen, and therefore called
a hydrocarbon—which is known as acetylene.
In this gas 1 part of hydn^ is aotnbingd
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with 12 parts of carbon, so that this lail

element has the three equivaknte, St 9,

and 12.

It is dear, therefoiei that the eonoeptimt
of equivalence is not lo simple as might be
imagined on first approaching the subject.

The niunbers representing the equivalents are
not absolute, but relative; an dement A
may have towards some othor dementB a per>

fectly fixed equivalent, but towards another
element C, it may have ^he same equivalent
that it has with reference to B and likewise

anotiier cht (Ahu equivalents. A may hKft,
also, a certain equivalent wit*i reference to

B or C under one set of conditions of com-
bination, and other equivaloits under other
conditions of comlnnatiaii. AD th<f has
been established by quantitative analysis and
synthesis—by determining with the greatest

possible accuracy the rdative weights of the
oonqxment donents otmtained in chemieal
compounds, or the relative weights of the
elements which enter into combination in

syntiietical operations. That these numerical
results are expresrive ct some mideilying
physical reality is shown, also, by the co-

inddence of the chemical equivalents with the
electro*chemical equivalents; because wboi
•a etement has two equivalents, ie., fonns
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two distiiu^ oompouadf wtth anotlMr dmcnty
it has been proved to pofMM two deobro*
chemical equivalents in lUI those cases where
the two electrdlysable compounds could be
practieally dealt with.

But, although the conception of equivalence
is complicated by the multiple equivalence of
many of the elements, a glance at the numbers
given in the preoeding examples win show
that there is simplicity in the apparent
complexity. Thus, the equivalent of carbon
is 8, 6, or 12 ; of copper 81| or 68 ; of sodium
11J or S8, and so fottk Thiese numbers stand
in the relationship of simple mnltiidei, so that
the notion of equivalencr must be widened
by making allowance for the ratios of the
oomUning weig^ being not only A : B, but
also some simple multiple of A or B, or of both,
such as 2A : B, A : 2B, 2A : 8B and so forth.
This is what is known in Chemistry as the
law oi Mvkipb Proportiom; and in this
sense txofy is reciprocity of equivalenoe or
combining weight recognizable. Thus, the
weights A andB which combine with a certain
weij^t, C, <rf a thiid ^ment need not neces-
sarily be the nme weights as thoie widoh
exist in the compound AB, but may be
some simple multiple such as 2 A with Q 8B
withC,^
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One illustration should give a clear notion
of this principle o! Reciprocal Equivalence.
In one of the oxides of iron, the equivalent
weif^ts are kon: oxygen •SStS. In hon
sulphide (p. 72), this same weight of iron it

combined with 16 parts of sulphur. If there
were general reciprocity of equivalence, it

would be said, thoefore, that 8 parts of
oxygen should combine with 16 parts ai
sulphur; but, in fact, this is not the case.

Sulphur bums readily in oxygen to form an
osdde—the so-eaUed nilphnrous add gas,
or sulphur dioxide

—

wbkh is the oadde
containing the smallest proportion of oxygen,
viz., 8 parts of oxygen to 8 of sulphur.
No low«r oxide is known, so tiiat 8 parts <d
oxygen and 16 of sulphur aie nol 'a ^om ease
equivalent ; in order to express the actual
facts, we have to take two equivalents, t.«.,

8 X S parts of oxygen. Moreover, there is

another oadde of sulphur in ^fHbidl 10 parts
of sulphur are combined with 24 parts, i.e.,

8x8 parts of oxygen. The doctrine of

equivaleiuse is, tbnefore, only in harmony
with the facts when sufficient rlnsticity is

given to the conception to allow of the
inclusion of cases of multiple equivalence and
of multi^ reeipxoeid equivalence; and the
main point bcooi^t out for **"nniiltitfnn
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by the iwder is the simple and integna
character of the numben txpna^ng thie
multiplicity.

The Atomic Theory.—The doctrine of equi-
valenoe, even in itf mort dastie form, is still

nothing more than a quantitative expresskm
of the facts of chemical composition. Of
course, there must be aatao underlying prin-
ciple—some explaaatkm of this simplicity
of multiplicity. Such cxphuMtion was first

definitely formulated in 1807-08 by John
Dalton, who not only discovered the law of
Multi}^ PhifMrticms, but suggested a theory,
the introduction of which maiks one oi the
preatest epochs in the history of Chemistry.
The reason why combination takes place in
definite proportions by weight, and why,
when the same element has more than one
equivalent, the principle of integral multiples
is maintained is, according to Dalton's
cxplanatioii, because the combination is

between the ultimate partides of which
elementary matter is composed. This is the
notion of the discontinuity or discreteness of
matter lefcRed to in a former chapter (p. 57),
and now re-introduced in more exact terms.
The " particles " of which matter is composed
—whatever its state of aggregation—are,
from Dalton's point of view, ultimate in the
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sense of bdng incL ^ Isible For this reason
he called them atoms.

The definiteness of combination by weight
is attributable to the weights of the atoms

—

Uiose elements of the elements. The atomic
theory as thus introAieed into Chemistry was
the revival of very ancient views concerning
the constituticm of matter; but these
oldor speculationa had fafled to influence the
progress of science until given a d^iite
quantitative meaning by Dalton. From the
point of view of this theory, one atom
having a ootaia wei^t ean combine with
another atom having aUo a certam weigfat,

or one atom can combine with two, three,

etc., other . atoms ; or again, two atoms
can combine with three, three with four,

aiMl so forth. Any d^gprae of <x»ipl«sky
may exist ; but, the atom being (by hypo-
thesis) the ultimate unit, the passage from
one oompound AB to another containing the
same elements in differemi proporti<ms eaonot
take place but by whole multiples ; fractional
parts of A or B are inadmissible. It will be
noted thi^ at this stage the theory deals cmly
with cm fimdamental attribute <rf matter,
mass, as measured by weight. But, instead
of dealing with this attribute in the gross as a
general physical property of matter irrespec-
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tive of individuality, fhe conception of the
indivisible atom brings liie sciences of Physics
and Chemistry into an indissoluUb paitae»>
ship, for the atom of each element is, from
this standpoint, a partide of matter which is
indivisible, mod which hu a certain fixed
weight, which weight is specific foi cfwdi
kind of atom, and is, th«vdei«^ a pMoof
chemical attribute.

The atomie tiiMry as thus broadly outUned
IS, thescfcne, based entirely upon Hm nims iiud
facts respecting combination by weight. Ik
postulates homogeneity among the atoms in
the sense that the atoms of each element an
assumed to be all alike^ east ia one moold,
all possessed of the same weight, siae^ -hnn,
and structure. That is why our imaginary
being (p. 51), was supposed to be able to
follow the mommente of the diffoent ** |m»>
tiHes" in a mixture of gases. Of course,
tne atoms must on this view have absolute
weights, definite dimensions, shapes, etc
In its extreme fbim, the theory has been
jjushed so far as to daim that the atom is
tne ultimate component of the material
universe—nmperishable and eternal The
reader must, howeiw, dhwrfminahi faekMn
ascertained concordance of facts with theo^
and speculative developments of theoty.
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however plausible in principle or stimulating

in prompting further research. For the

general purposes of chemical study, the atom

nmy be regarded as indivisible. From the

purely chemical point of view, the absolute

weight is immaterial ; it answers all practical

purposes to deal with the weights, as did

Dalton, as rdativCi By physical methods,

it is possible to ascertain approximately the

absolute weights and dimensions of atoms,

but this part of the subject is beyond our

scope; sufiBoe it to say that the diemical

atom is a particle of matter infinitesimally

small—of a minuteness of size and weight

which, even if expressed niunerically, is

beycmd humaa c<nieepti<Hi.

The discussion of the truth of the atomic

theory—whether the atom is a physical entity

—^belongs to the domain of Philosophy;

we, as chemists, have only to dral with the

doctrine in so far as it is in accordance with all

the evidence which our science can produce,

and with the verification of deductions drawn

from it. It accounts for the d^niteiwss of

chemical combination by weight, and, as will

appear later, it correlates and explains large

bodies of facts which have been accumulated

since its introdiiotkm by Daltonu It is the

" head stone of the comer" in theoietical
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Chemistry; and yet, as it stands, we all

realize that it is incomplete—that vast

developments may yet be looked for from

both the physical and the chemical side. The

mysteries of chemical change, the absolute

transformation resulting from chemical com-

bination, the likes and dislikes of the elements,

their activities and inactivities, yet await

explanation in terms of the atomic theory.

The conception of the atom has simply shifted

the responsibility of individual idiosyncrasies

from matter in the gross to matter in detail

—from the bulk to the ultimate particle.

The possibility of the atom being itself

resolvable did not at first enter into considera-

tion ; it was antimed tc be the final limit of

the divisibility of matter. But the early

crude notions concerning the nature of the

atom have graduidly undergone development,

chiefly as tibe result ot the study ci the aetiim

of electricity upon matter in the gaseous state

(p. 19) inaugurated in this country by Crookes

and J. J. Thomson. Physical modes of deal-

ing with mattor undreamt oi in the time

of Dalton have led to the conclusion that

the atom is not a structureless particle, but

a complex, internally balanced mechanism,

capable und» cotain cmid^ons ci being

broken down into its uatiitt ccwnpommt
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parts ; and it is accepted by many physicists

and chemists as a plausible hypothesis that

the atom is built up of partides of dectridty

(** electnms '*). On this view, the conception

of the material nature of the atom would have

to be recast in terms of energy ; and it is

for this reason tlwt the posnbiUty of matter

coming into or going out of existence as the

result of chemical change ^^as considered

worthy of being re-tested (p. 79). So far there

is no direct evidence in support of this view

—the most oMefully conducted experiments

have only served to confirm the dof^rine of

the Conservation of Mass.

The history of the devdopmeat of the

atonuc theory wffl fomiah fatdnatiiig reading

for a future gencxation—experiments and
hypotheses are now being pushed forward with

a n^idity and with a boldness idiich entitle

tlie ctonJst to wy thaX the time a «it yet

ripe for attempting to complete the story.

But it is along these lines—^the study of the

inner mechanism of the atom—that Physics

and Chemistry ne moving tofwards their

pcrfnt of convergence. No single attribute

assigned to the atom during the early period

of the theory has remained unchallenged.

The idea ci absdute m^OTmity of we^t
has been caltod k qaertioa ; and it hm baen
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suggested that the property is an average one—^that there may be a certain range of varia-

tion in -vreigiit aaumgilie ateoM of an donent,
and that the apparent constancy in weight
is the statistical result of the practical

necessity of dealing with myriads in our
labomlory operations. Of audi irsriidiility,

however, we have at {Hxiient no experimental
evidence.

Of the shapes and textures of the atoms we
know iM)thing with oortainty. The questions

whether they are hard and rigid, or dartic,

compressible, and defonnable have been
discussed from time to time from the physical

side ; but no ocmdusiaa directly alferting the
chemical requirements of the theory has as
yet been arrived at. The notion of an
imperishable atom has also been challenged,

first bom the pmdy theoretical side regarding

the atom as a mechanism capable of reaching

a point of internal instability when a certain

degree of complexity has been attained, and
then from the observational side owing to
the discovery that one of the dements,
radium, is capable of giving rise to another
element, helium, by a process of spontane-
ous dismtqpration (Rutherford; Rainsay ai^
Soddy, 1908). Here we are, therefore,

brought again directly into the domain of
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Chemistry ; and the alchemical dream of
" transmutation "

(p. 26) has, at least in this

case, been realized. But tiw eminderatimi of
this subject belongs to a late chapter in the
history of Chemistry, and the reader must
accept this brief statement by way of pre-
liminary introductitm to tbe newly developed
science of Radioactivity. (See, for instance,
the volume on " Matter and Energy," by
Mr. F. Soddy, in this Library.)



CHAPTER VI

SYMBOLS AND KOTATION—ATOMS AND UOLE-
CULES—ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR WEIGHTS—*Hi3 DSnMITCMXSS OF CHEMICAL COM-
BINATION BY TOLDHX—nm HTTOTBEglS
OF AYOOADSO

Symbols and Notation.—Tbt tranaitioii hom
the crude and primitive notions concerning
the chemical atom to the current conception
and use of the stomic theory represents a
period of more than a century. It was »
period teeming with interest from the histori-
cal point of view; but we must perforce pass
over the developmental phases and deal
with the science of Chemistry as it itaods
to-day in the light of the theory. And,
before any substantial progress can be made,
It IS neeessMy that the reader should master
at least the rudunents of chemical language—
they are simple, easy to understand, and
replete with meaning. Our alphabet is no
more than a wt <rf shorthand symbols for the
atom of the diemieal daaratt. Symbols

1S7
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in the form of letters of the alphabet have
already been made use of in the last chapter
in order to give general expression to the
conception of equivalence; all that is now
required of the reader is to attach a specific

meaning to these symbols. The chemical
symbol as at present used is the initial letter

or letters in the name ct the element, mad *^hi*

symbol stands for one atom of the element.
There is no more mystery about this than in

writing W. for Walter and Wm. for William

;

the only difference is that there may be
multitudes of Williams and Walters, and that
each individual is distinguished by the addi-
ticm ai (me or more names. But we require
no tnaomiaJ system in Qionistry, beeanse
each symbol stands for one element only,

and for one definite weight of that element
—tlie wng^t of the atom with reference to
some common standard.

The chemical elements have not be«i
named on any coherent system ; some of the
names are survivals from a remote past, while
those isolated in later times h«re noeived
names indicating either some characteristic

property, the natural source, or the country
m iHiich the isolation was effected. All that
can be said is that the names of the more
receBtly di^V!»ed metals faftve giv^^
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termii»I syHable urn. Each name (Latinissed
in a majority of cases) is contracted into
an initial letter, or, if several elements
have the same initials, into two letters. All
the elements named in the previous chapters
could have been mo-ie to tell their story moi«
concisely if symbols had been used. A few
examples will serve to illustrate the use of
the <dMmieaI alphabet. Thus H, O, N, F,
I stand respectivdy lor one atom iH the
non-metals hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, fluor-
ine, and iodine. We cannot use C for chlorine,
beoauae there are several other elements
beginning with C, so we write a for chlorine,
C for carbon, Cu for copper (cuprum), Ca
for calcium, and so forth. We use Br for
bromine because B stands for boron; Bi for
bismuth, and Ba for barium. S stands f<»
sulphur, Si for silicon, and Se for selenium.
Iron is Fe {ferrum), mercury or quicksilver
is Hg {hydrargyrum), silver is Ag (argentum)^
gold is Au (aurum), sodram is Na (nairimn),
and so forth. The association of the symbol
with the name of the element is only a matter
of practice, and no great strain of memory
is required. A complete list is given ft»
reference at the end of this vohune.
Having mastered the alphabet, however,

the next stqp is to learn how to use it—how
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to read a chemical formula. Here» agpin, the
principle has already been made use of in
order to illustrate equivalence; the only
difficulty that the uninitiated reader is likely
to meet is the confusion arising from the mix-
ing up of chemical symbols with algebraical
expressions, because, in chemical notation,
the symbfds are used in a different way. Thus,
in algebra AB means A x B, but the dmnieal
formula AB stands for a chemical compound
in which one atom of A is combined with
oat atmn of B, each at<Hii having its specific
weight. So ABC in CSkonntry stands for a
compound containing one atom of each of the
elements A, B, and C, and not, as in algebra,
for A X B *x C. In algebra the numerical
coefficient multiplies any literal symbt^ that
follow; thus2 A= 2 x A; 2 AB= 2 x A x B.
J*\ Chemistry the number of atoms is

multiptied in the same way, so that 2A
means two atoms of A ; but in the case of
compounds the whole weight of the compound
is multiplied by the numerical coefficient.

Thus, 2AB in chemical language means twice
as much of the compound as is lefmsoited
by AB, SAB three times as much, and so
forth. It is as though we wrote the equation
2AB>>>2(A+ B) in which the + sign is made
to stand for chemical comiHDation. The
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number of indiTidiial atomf in compounds
IS indicated by a small number placed below
the symbol, to avoid confusion with the
algebraical system of indicating the " power "
by a smaU number placed above the symbol.
Thus A«B» means AxAxBxBxB;
A,B, means a compound containing two
atoms of A combined with three atoms of B.
A general ehemieia formula for a compound
containing three elements would be A^B C.

;

and the multiplication of the whole weight
represented by this formula would be
2A,ByC^ or «A^C„ or n A.B,C..

[

Atoms and Molecules.—The congeries of
atoms which elements form when they com-
bine with themselves or t/ith the atoms of
other elements ave termed moleeules. This
IS a point of fundamental importanoe in
modern chemical language?, because it is
impossible on this system to have an atom
of a compound, although we might conceive
the existence of an atom of an demoit The
justification for this distinction will be given
immediately

; but we are now concerned only
with notation, and it wiU be sufficient to point
out to the student erf the history of ChenUstry
that immense confusion was caused in the
early period of the atomic theory through the
faUure to lecogniae that atoms and molecules
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were different things. The atom is the
smallest weight of an element that liters
into Um eompoaitioii <rf the moliitnilu of *
compound, so that while A + B stands tot
one atom of A mixed (not combined) with one
atom of B, AB stands for one molecule of the
KMilting oompound, 2 AB for tiro aolecmles,
and so forth. And. since an atom can '^sia

bine with one or more similar atoms tt

a molecule of the elemmt. A, stands i%n

om diatomie moleoulo of A, A, lor one
triatomic molecule ; and 2A„ aA„ 2A«» ele.,

stand in these cases for two, three, and
two of the molecules represented by A,
and A, rapeetivdy. Mowovwr, the molecule
of a oompofmd may in some cases oaaMae
with one or more similar molecules to form
compoimds of double, treble, etc., molecular
weif^t ; ai^ tiiis state ci aSain is conveni-
ently represented by such fonindc (iUB),,
(AB)„ etc., which therefore have a meaning
different from that expressed by 2AB and
SAB, which indicate two and three distinct
riolecules of AB, wiwreas (AB)„ (AB),» mean
- «Bt, A3B,, i.e., one molecule in each case.

It may be of interest to point out that the
irtrodnetifm of the atomio theory and the
dear recognition of the distinetion between
atoms and molecules has dout vaam Qum. any
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other conception to bring the Idndml fdeiiom
of Chemistry and Physics into intimate associa-
tion. In the direction of both the higher and
the kmw Umitt of diviabUity of matter, the
chemist and the phyridtt jom hands, aince
physical properties are associated with mole-cu^ MOititution and chemical propertie*
wlfc Ae ekemical atom ; while the newer
researches ints Um eoMtitttkkm of the atom
are laying « yit 4mpa lomdhtian for both
sciences.

Mtbeular JFd^Ato.-Since arosMm IS tompmed of •tomt, it. weight
as a concrete particle referred to the same
standard as that to which are referred the
weights of the atoms must be the smn of the
weights of the atont of which it is composed.
But, m view of the principle of multinle
eqmvalence, it is evident that the determina-
tion, either by analysis or synthesis, of the
relative proportiona by weight of the elements
contained m a compound does not decide the
question of the actuaJ weight either of the
atoras or of the molecule. Let us consider
one of the jHWvioas cases. One part of hydro-
gen combines with 8 parts of oxygen to form
9 parts of water. The simplest representa-
tion of this fact is the symbol HO, which now
WMids feraniolecule of waler with a molecular
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weight of 9 referred to hydrogen. Since 28
parts of sodium displace and are therefore
equivalent to 1 part of hydrogen (p. 184),
the eomsponding oxide would be NaO witk
the molecular weight 28 + 8 » 81. In ao^>
um peroxide, 11J parts of sodium are com-
bined with 8 parts of oxygen (p. 125)—what
theo is tiie atomic weight <rf sodium, llj or
28 ? If 11 J, then the formula for the first

oxide must be Na,0 = (11 J x 2) + 8 »= 81,
and of the peroxide NaO « 11| + 8 — 19| to
meet ibo arithmetieal lequimnents. But
11J cannot be taken as the atomic weight of
sodium in view of the fact that twice that
weight is the smallest quantity which is

equivalent to the standard unit of hydrogen.
If we take 28 as the atomic weigiit, then the
formula of the peroxide becomes NaO,= 28
+ (8 X 2), and the molecular weight 89. And
Ok on the SS-sodium scale, the lowest admis-
sible atomic weight for sodium, we have the
two oxides NaO and NaO„ with the atomic
weight of oxygen taken as 8. But this view
of the oomposition of the oxides introduces
another equivalent for oxygen, viz., 18, sinee
the equivalents are respectively 28:8 and
28 : 16 ; and the question now assumes the
ftwm-^ich, if either, is the atomic weight of
oxygen r If 8, tlien the fonuula of water it
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as stated above. HO if 16, the foninil.
must be H,0 = 18. On this same scale, the
oxides of sodium obviously beoome NtJO and
NaiO,ieepectively.

This last alternative now naan another
pomt. In the peroxide, the ratio Na-O
IS 28 X 2 : 16 X 2, i.e.. 46 : 82 ; and this can.
of cooiw, be halved while still maintainimr
the atomic weight of 16 for oxygen.
formula then becomes NaO. Moraomv with
the same atomic weight for oxygen, the
formula of water might be H,0. H^O* or
generaUy H»,0. without npMtting the ratii!
or violating the fundamental canon of an
uuhvisible atom. It is clear, therefore, that
the equivalent may or may not represent the
weight <rf the atom; and H ii equally plain
that the answer to the questions which of
the equivalents is to be taken as the weight of
the atom?—how many atoms are the:e in the
molecule? oannot posriUy be given without
further independent evidence.

It will be seen that the last question could
l>e answered so far as concerns the hydrogen if
It were possible to aeoertain the relative weight
of the molecule of water, because we shoaM
then know whether it was 9, 18, or 9n times as
heavy as an atom of hydrogen. We might
thus tod out how amy atooif o^ hydi^pm
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the molecuk actually contained, because, the
ratio being always 1 : 8, a molecular weight
of would indicate that it contained one
atom of hydrogen, m motecafaur wdght ot 18
that it contained two atoms of hydrogen, and
so forth. But the question of the number of
oxygen atoms in the mdecule is still left open,
even vfbm the naaher of hydrogen atonr
has been found, because, supposing we had
found the molecular weight to be 18 and the
number of hydrogen atoms 2, the radecuUtf
ftwnuU might be H,0 with one atom of
oxygen of atomic weight 16, or H,0, with
two atoms of oxygen of atomic weight 8.

Here, again, further information is required
beioM it oMi be defln^y cfeeiM wMier
the molecule of water contains 8 or 4 domt.
In the early days of the atomic theory, no
such informaticm was obtainabl»-H», to state
tke earn mxmaMy, nieh infonnatioB was
available, but it had not been utilized ; the
far-reaching consequences of the study of
chemical c(Hnbinati(m between elanents and
aompomida in the gMMVf state hMl Bok been
fully realized. As a result ol this hwk of
evidence, equivalent weights were often taken
for atomic weighU ; no direct method for the
Mmiwitioii of the vida* «f « ki the equa^
tiOK M M MwAMbltf M^^^fa -» «
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found. Metiiods of determiniiig mAi^^ny
weights had not been applied in Daitoft's
time—the distinction between atoms «ad
molecules had not been clearly appreciated
The DtfiHUeneM of Chemical Combination

by Volume.—With the exception of tlie
tions between the weights and volumes of
hydrogen and oxygen in water (p. 88),
oiemicai eombmatimi by weight has alone
been considered up to this itage. Mow» tht
additional evidence required in order to dedds
definitely the relative weight of the atom of an
««n«t. wImb tiM xdtttive weight of the mole-
cule of a compound contidaiBg tteit flieiiMnt
has been ascertained, is supplied, as hinted
above, by the study of chemical carabination
by volume. This presupposes that are
deahng with elements or sain| idi whieh
are or can be made gaseous—it is bulk as
distinguished from mass that has now to be
dealt with. But, before this part of the
subjeet can be considaed, the iMder mast
be reminded of certain elementary physical
pnndples. AU gases expand when heated»
or wbm the pressure upon them is leduced sthey oontract when cooled, or wImb tie mes«
sure is increased. This is common knowledge sbut It can be stated in more precise terms. The
actwi change in volume which takes plaoe ott
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heating or cooling is 2^3 per degree Centigrade
—a given volume of gas measured at 0° and the
pxeasufe remaining oonstant, increaring by this

fraction of its bulk on htiag hrmtr4, and
diminishing to the same extent on being cooled
through VC. So that at -278°, t.e., 278° below
the freezing-point of water, the gaseous state is

presumably non-existent. That point is known
as the absolute zero ; it is a mathematical abs-
traction, and has never yet been reached, but
reooit researdies<mthe liquefaction of thegases
by Dewar and Onnes have brou|^t ut witiiin

three or four degrees of it. The measurement
of the coefficient of expansion of gases is due
to Charles am* Gay-Lussac, and the " law "

thus dttcovered is generally assodatad with
the name of Charles.

The effect of pressure upon gases is expressed
quantiti^vely by the statement that the
volume of a gas, tht tanpawtuie remafaiing

constant, varies inversely as the pressure.

This means that, if the pressure is doubled,

the vdume is halved; if the pressure is

halved, tibe volume it dmiUed, and to forth.

In mathematical terms :—Pressure x Volume
« Constant. This is known as the law of
Boyle (1626-1691).

Neither the law of Charies nor the law ol
Boyle M dbeyed abaohttdy by all gasee;
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then ave departm dqMQdiog primarily upon
chemical idiosjmcrasies—upon the i^eeifie
nature of the element or compound. There
are gases which approach perfection, and
there ne others wUch are imperfect gases.
The laws in their most generalized form are
physical, but in their detailed application
they are equaUy chemical. For the present
purpoae, however, it is sufficient to regard
them as purely physicia. It is evident that
in dealing with matter so sensitive as are
gases to the influences of temperature and
pressure, the conditions must be specified;
no comparison can be made between vehmws
of gases unless the conditions are comparable.
Theoretically, -my selected temperature and
prenoie might be adopted ; but practically
it is oonvenient to suppoee that the ToiiuiMt
are measured at OT, and at the average
atmospheric pressure of 760 mm. of mercury.
Of eoune^ the measurements need not b^
and in fact very seldom ave» made at this
temperature and pressure; in practice the
volume is measured, and the temperature
and the pressure (as indicated by the barom-
eter colunm) recorded. Thm, 1^ tiw laws
of Charles and Boyle, the volume is reduced
by calculation to the volume which the gas
woidd oecupy at 0°C. and 760 mm.; the
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ao-oattcd Boanal temperature aad piennn.
Of course, the method is imperfect ; it ignores
the idiosyncrasies of the gases; but, for

practical purposes in comparing one gas
with anotiier, the errors thus kiduded is tiw
calculation are too small to seriously affect

the result. The reader will now imderstand
why in comparing gases it is a tine fua non
that the conditions should be owqMsafals.
Now, when chemical combination takes

place betwetn gases, it is found that there is as
modi dtftnftimtts i^ut the process as there
is abovt oemliiiiatioii by iKsi^t. Ike nUes
between the combining volumes are as fixed
as are tfa^ combining weights; and the
taaaktn aq>xeaBing these ratios are always
•^Bidi^ sadi M 1:1, 1:S, 1:1^ ele. And
the same numerical simplicity is observed
when the Tolume ot the product is compared
with the volumes of the components. Thus,
tfaeift m*y be mmkkmtkm betweeu equal
volumes giving two volumes of the product

:

1 4- 1 2. But the rules of arithmetic are
not always obeyed ; one volume may com-
bine witk two, giviat rise to two vokmm of
product, or one volume nagr eomUne with
three, giving rise to two volumes of product.
In these last cases, there is, of course, shrink-

afb or eortraetioB. M it wUl be notieed
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that, haw aisob the numerical relationships
are simple. All that need be conadflNd k
the ratio between the volume of the mixed
gas^before and that of the product after
comfamation. The lesuits then come out in

(d+l«»)4:2, etc., so that m the first cMe
therewould be no contraction after com-
bmatnn

; in the Moood case there wouid be
contraction to the eatet of « «f ti» voknne
of the mixed gases, and in the tiUM CMt
contraction to the extent of J.a^we obeenwd iiM*»-they were worked
out with the greatest skill by
(1778-1860), aad the law of d^niteiSni.
cwnbmation is associated with his nameA fiiw enmples wSl give gteater precision
to the conception of the pime^ AelMOo-
gens combine with hydrogen (p. 108). If tlie
v<Aimes of the elements are measured before,
an« «f the prodaets after combinatioi^-^
under eompankk Mndiiiont it is feond that
equal volumes, say of hydn^ and chloriM^
combine to give two volumes of hydrogen
cMond^ 1+1-2, there is no intSj-
tion. Hydrogen and an oQmaiBedm water m the proportion of two volumes of
the former to one of oxygen (p. 88). If the
^»»ter lefulting from the combination of
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nuMured volumes of hydrogen and oxygen is

measured in the form of steam at 100°

(because water is soUd at 0° and 760 mm.)
and compared with the resume of its emn-
ponents under similar conditions, it is found

that it occupies the same space as the two
volumes of hydrogen. So that in this case

three vtdumes shrink to two—a contraction

of one third.

In many cases, although compoimds con-

taining certain elements are well known and
porfectly definite, yet it is difltoilt og efven

impossible to form such compounds by direct

combination. For example, nitrogen forms

withhydrogena compound which is thefamiliar

tttbstanoe, ammonia, emfcained in ** smelling

salts**--* pimgait smelling, strongly basic

compound, gaseous at ordinary temperatures,

Uquid below - 84° and solid at - 77°. It

is possiUe but not easy to faring about direct

oombinaticm betwwB niteogen and hydrogen
in such a way as to measure the volume
relationships. In this case, which is typical

of many othos, it is mudi earier to decompose
a measured volume of ammonia gas, say by
a stream of electric sparks, and to measure

the resulting elements. This is the analytical

as distinguished fran tiie synthetical mrtliod.

It if tlrait fomid thai from one ohime of
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ammonia there Are pcodnoed two vohmiM of
a mixture of nitrogen and hydragen—the
volume is doubled; and it is therefore con-
eluded that when nitrogen and hydr^en com-
bine there is contracticm to the extent of one
half. And, since the mixed gases resulting
from the decomposition contain three volumes
of hydrogen to one of nitrogen, it follows
that the ratio of combming vdumei is 8 :

1

and the ratio of the volume of the whole
mixture to that of the product 4 : 2. Here
again the validity of the Gay-Lussao law
is noticed. Furthermore, the relative weights
of hydrogen and nitrogen m ammonia are
3 : 14, so that the equivalent of nitrogen in
this compound is 4|, that being the weight
which combmes with one part of hydrogen.
From the consideration of such cases there

arise almost spontaneously the questions:
—Is there any relationship between definite-
ness of combinatioa by weight and by
volume? If such relationship exists, is it
explicable in terms of the atomic theory?
Does it enable us to state definitely how
many atoms of tmeh dement axe present in
the molecule of a compound when the idative
weight of the latter is known ?

Tke HyjMthuis of Avogadro,—Tht answer
to aO these questions eea now be given. In
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the first place, there is an obvious relationship

between combination by weight and by
dume. If, as stated above, one volume of

chlorkM eombinet with aa equal viirfuBie <A

hydrogen, and if, at also stated (p. 119), the
ratio of combination by weight is 1 : 85*2,

it f<dlows that one volume of chlorine weighs
85-2 times as mudi as aa equid vohuae ol

hydrogen. Again, in the case of water, two
volumes of hydrogen combine with one
vdume of oxygm and the weights are 1 : 8,

so that • paHB fay weiglit of mygm oeoupy
half the space occupied by one part of hydro-
gen. For equal volumes, therefcm, we have
the relative wei^ts | : 8, which means that
oxygen, whanA to hydragm aa wafey. ii ic
times heavier, bulk tot bulk, underoonpaable
conditions. And, yet again, in ammcmia
three volumes of hydrogen oomlnne with one
volnme of nifcrogen, and tiM nkftive wrigbts
are 1 : 4f ; from which it foOowi (anoe 4}
parts of nitrogen occupy | the space occupied
by 1 part of hydrogen) that the relative weights
<rf equal ytixmm are i:4f, yrbktk means,
when «q>ressed in whole nimibers, that nitro>

gen is, bulk for bulk, 14 times heavier than
hydrogen. All this t tic. ants, therefore, to the
statement that the densities ef the olnniMti
chlorine, oacygea and nitrogen am, cm the
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hydrofw M»le. 85-2. 16 and U respectively.
Tiic idatioiuhip between wdglife mm| vohm
thus comes out in the form that the densitiee
of the gaseous elemenU are equal to or are
simple multiples of the equivalents :-H!hIorine
85-2x1; oxygen, Sxt; nitwgw. 4| x 8.
rhese facts can, of course, be and have been
aspwtained experimentaUy, not only by deter-
nuning the relative weights of the elements
present m the respective compounds by
analysis, but also by direct weighhig of thegMou^er comparable conditions-^, bv
deteriuiuii^ tlirif vi^wnr densities.
Turning, in tbe noEt plMe^ 2rom the de-

ments to the compounds resulting from their
union, the densities can also be found from
the quulMve coraposiUon and the volume
o«mpied by the gas. or dinet wdghing.
Thus, 86-2 parts of hydrogen chloride resul^
from the combination of 1 part of hydrogen
with 85-2 puts of chlorine, occupy twice the
volume of the hydros^. M «|rf«ned.
The density of hydrogen chloride is, thenfonw
irf 86-2 - 181. The 9 parts of wBtw
f
™*"! ^fwn *J»e combinaticm of 1 part of
hydfrgea with 8 puts ot cacyigak oeeupy the
same ^ lame as the hydrogen, so that tlw
densi^jf water vapour is 9. The 5| parte
<tfMUBABk resulting from the combioatiaa «f
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1 part at hydrogen with 4f parts of aitngen
occupy f of th<^ volt ..le of the hydrogen (be-

cause thr«»e volumes ( ' hvdrogen and one
volume of nitro|^'ftn t rac to two volumes
of aauBDonia on emabimition), ^ th%^ ^be ratio

of thsc weights of ual v<rfum<*s o ' hydrogen
and ainm aa i> 5§ | : in other

•vords, tli'- li "nsity amt \ oi, e hydro-

f/m scale is S4.

hooidnf^ a: th. se res wa- it

wii' be sr n, tht ' t pi.i c, t we 1 e

reai y uiidti c asidt . ^ i two distmct cla&. s

of .^utides r a|er'*^^slw^ -danentary and
con vjimd i e aer might be atoms or
congeries . si ii! ms ; the latter must
A neces> ity he ii lecules. It will be seen,

fttao, ^mt Hw deu^ties of the dements bear
aentt -finite rel mship to the weights of

th« ate ; bui it hat relationship really

,s could not be ^catei in numerical terms
wlaw we lot' ^ rtitidwe numben of atoms
m equal \ u a. If it were assumed, for

rxaiB^<^ th.i* these densities did actually

represe t the spective weights of the atcnns,

thrn w Me ctmfronted ^iHth tl» apparent
pa^ 'kxx th^ the weight of the moleciile of a
or lunf' than the sum of the atomic
eights -•inponents. On the assump-

tieii ^at i» alamt of ^orine, oxygoi, and
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weight of the mofccufe, of hydiogwi eUoridtu

iT^""".^"'' '""^ bTw?
il^i o'^'S**^^**^-

the densities«» M l. and The weight of watervapour contained in . ohime^ ooirtl^
1 part of hydrogen or . parts of oxygen is 9 IC 9 eannot be the weight of thl^leZl
of w«er, <» 16 cMiiwt be the atomic weight ofoxygen. The weight of a«on»wl»ie?«i
Tr^J

'^^'^e./pace as 1 part of hydroge^or

wdST^ Themol^arw«ght ol ammooia awrt be greater than 81.or tl e atomic weight of nitrogea moat be k£thanU. The weight of the^olTZmStbl
e.s weight of its parts, unless matt^J

Tl
<*emical combination,

A
I

nur densities of elementa and com.poui ,en compared do not decide th«

h«i dc ... oe^bmmg weights or equivalente
of the elements contained in the oimpound

I o.J!f •wumption was made and enun-
ciated M a hypothesis in 1811 by the Italian
physicist Amadeo Avogadro. In the lighT^
this hypothesis, all the above discrepLcies
d.s.»«i^ «id the vi^ density ofa^
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pound can be made to decide the weight of

the molecule. According to Avogadio, equi^

vohunet oi all gases, elementary and com-

pound, oontain, under comparable conditions,

the same number of molecules. It will be

noted that the particles recognized by the

hypothesis are oMrfeeolea^-iiot atoms; tlMve

is thus introduced the oonoqitiea of ^
molecules of elements, as well as of com-

pounds. This view of the constitution of

gases hanmmiaes camfUbAy witii those physi-

cal properties which find quantitative expres-

sion in the laws o ' Charles and of Boyle. But
this side of the subject is dealt with in works

on Thywu under Idintic theory of gases,

and need not be enlarged upon here. Nearly

half a century elapsed before the significance

of the hypothesis in Chemistry was realized

;

it is mahily due to the advocacy of the hrts

Prof. Cannizzaro in 1858 that it has beooine

the foundation of modem chemical theory.

Let us consider some of the previous examples

in the light of Avogadro*a cmioeption.

One vcdume of hydrogen, which may be

taken as the unit of comparison and assigned

unit weight, combines with one vdume of

chlorine of weight 85*1 to fonn two volumes

ollqrdxogen chloride ofwei^ 86-2. The 85-2

paitt of ^kMriae or the 1 pwt of hydiepa
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occupy half the volume ooei^itit by tht
product. Therefore the latter-the product
volume-must, by hypothesis, contain twiceM BJMy mdeenfct m tliera were of chlorine
or of hydrogen in the original i^ilam.
the molecules of chlorine, although only lialfM numerous as the molecules of hydrogen
cwono^ hm become equally distributed
among the molecules of the eompooB^ emv
one of which contains its fuU share of chlor^
t.e., y'2 parts by weight. Each molecule of

fc» aMovdingly split into two equal
parts—It is the mdhaOt wIMk hm dMei
and not the atom, and the atoms are the
components of the diatomic molecule, Cl^
wMch ii composed of two atoms of a weiaht
85 2 Mch. By preoMly liiidlav nmoS«
applied to the hydrogen molecule, wTirivS
at the conclusion that this also is a diatomic
mowcBle, H» oompowd of two atoms of unit
weight. Therefore^ tlMwiiiMTiolaliiMitf^
atomic theory—the atom is still an iadMlfo
particle; the combination between the
elwnaits is an interchange of partnm, and
not a simple jnUfeMou ct Mtoas.
From the same point of view, considat fke

case of water. The oxygen molecules must
^tfibnte themselves uniformly among double
the namber el wiler moieMiM^ beeense the
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water vapour occupies double the apace
occupied by the oxygen which enters into its

composition. Here again, it is the molecule
ii^iidk divides, and the f«rmul» of the nM^hMSi^
must be 0|, irrespective of the question

whether the atom weighs 8 or 16. So also

with respect to ammonia, a given volume of

nitrogen dirtribotes itxdf unifonnly through-
out double the volimie ni ammonia, because
one volume of nitrogen combines with three

volumes of hydrogen to form two volumes
ofaouBonia. This, in terms of the hypotheas,
means that the nitrogen molecule is N,, and
that it divides into two equal parts when it

combines with hydrogen.

Now sum up the faets and argnments set-

ting out from the observation that the
densities of the elements under consideration

are H = 1, CI = 8^ 2, O = 16, N = 14 :—
(a) 1 part by wei^t of hydrogen occupies

half the volume of 86 2 parts of hydragm
chloride ; therefore 2 parts of hydrogen occupy
the same volume as 86-2 parts of hydrogen
chloride.

(6) 85*2 parts of chlorine occupy half the
volume occupied by 86-2 parts of hydrogen
ofaloride; therefore 70-4 parts of chlorine

ooeiqqr the same volume as M*9 parts ol
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(e) 19 parts of tstxygm occupy half thevolume occupied by 18 part, olwiL viipo^!

therefore 82 parts of oxygen occupy th^Mmi
18 parts of water vapour,

(a) 14 parts of nitrogen occupy half thevolume occupied by 17 parti ol ««»moiua.
therefore 28 parts of nitrogen occupy th^same volume as 17 parts of ammonia.
To compare equal vohimet of dements andcompounds we have, therefore, to double the

volumes and. by implication, the weights of
the d«nente. Then we have a series of
weights and volumes whidi are strictly
comparable, the volumes aU containin* tbesame number of molecules. On thiTscSe the
hydrogen standard becomes 2, and the vapour
denoues of th. other dements and of tteir
compounds do represent the relative molecalar
weights. In other words, the volumes occu-
pi«l by the molecular weights of elements
and compoundt are equal, and as this holdsgood for aU dements and compound* (wmk
certain receptions which must considered
later) and urcspective of the number of atoms
which form tiM «>mpoiind molecule, we arrive
at the generalized stotement .--.Fo^Mir tkntUit
{referred to hydrogen a* 1) x 2 = moUcidw

Z^iJUati^ "^Sht^ 2:= vapour
*i«*»»«flf{r9/m94io hydrogen Oil). And so the
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qoeition whether the relatire wdght of the

moloettle can be determined by ascertaining

the y^Mur density is answered definitdy in the
affirmative. The a|qp«eiit pnnidoK pfevioo^
raised—^that the mcrfecule of a compound can
weigh less than the sum total of the atoms
of its components—disa|.;«ears when, as we
now find, tbt mnieonfaur wciglifc of kydt^ftu
chloride beccoMt 9§% of mHw 1% mai of

ammonia 17.
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THE NUMBEK OF ATOMS CONTAIMBD HT A

CULB—DISSOCIATION AND ASSOCTATIW—AWmiAET METHODS FOB OKKEBMININO
AXOHM! AMD mOSJteOLAM
LAW OF DULONO AMD
AOOBEOATBS IN UOUmfm

The Number of Aiomg Contained in a Moleeule.
--The chemical mokcule may be regaided inmt lifht of these oondiMions m » weight ofn-te i«i»«Erti«f i» Ae «»• ofeoi^^
•a ineducime mmimum, because any fmUm
^vision mutt obviously lead to the removal
of atoms, to dacompositico, and the com-
pound, as sudl, «MMt «e sadst And, since
the wdght of the wwleeuls is the sum totalM
the weights of its component atoms, we hava
now to face the next question—whether, the

It IS possible to decide tbenfrom the numbiit
of the atoms <rf the elemente of which it is
«n^o««L We know, for iastaoceb that a

9t Mte km y» nlaUve w«%ht If,
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and that it contains two atoms of hydrogen
because it contains the divisible quantity of

that element represented by The water
inoleecile, thoefcae, (xmtains 18— 10 part*
of oxygen ; and the question is—how many
atoms of oxygen does this represent ? Similar

questions arise concerning all the compounds
with which we have dealt.

It has already been pointed out that the
formula HaO„ with an atomic weight of 8 for

oxygen» satisfies the arithmetical require-

naeala ; and it will now be seen that it also

satisfies the molecular requirements, because
the molecule of oxygen may be supposed to

consist of 4 atoms, in which case its formula
would be 0«, and the splitting of the oxygen
molecule woidd be represented by the equa-
tion O4 =2 0, The answer to the question
now raised is really in principle a very simple
one. It is given by taking a eonmmia of
evidence—^by a kind of Referendum to all

the known gasifiable compoimds of the ele^

ment in order to find out, by comparing the
weights of the dement ocmtained in the nioie>

cules of the various compounds, the smallest

weight contained therein. That weight is

reasonably taken to be the irreducible mini-
nnun of the element, <.e., its atomie weight.
It oomqaonds wtth the daflaitiott of tha aten
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previously nvea (p. 142)-the smaUest weight
of the ' iH wUdi enters faito the oompod-
tion of i., . olecule, or which can be aepunM
from the laolecule by decomposition. In this
way we find that the smaUest weights of
chlorine^ oatygen, nitrogen, etc., containedm the molecules of any of their compotmdf
are, respectively, 85-2, 16 and 14 ; and wt take
these as the weights of their atoms—we find
the value of « in tlie equation n x eguivaUtU

atomic toeight (p. 146). In this ease for
CI, n = 1 ; for O, n » 2 : and for N, n » 8.
And thus we are enabled to write the formulas
of the eompounds HQ, H,0 and NH» and
to indicate the actual numbers of aftomi
composing their molecules. Furthermore, we
can represent the formation of these com-
pounds from their elements by equations
which axe both dieaiiealiy and aritfanetioafiy
true :

—

Hg + Cl, =2HC1; 2H, + 0, »SHJO:
N, + 8H, -2NH,.

It has already been claimed that the sym-
bolical language of Chemistry is full' of
mmaing; The leader will now perceive the
wealth of truth embodied in these symbols.
The formula for a chemical compound,
A^jC^ stands for one molecule— a weight
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of the componad nuMk up ct^ tarn of tiie

weights of X atoms of A, y atoms of B, and x
atoms of C. It represents also a weight of the
eompouud idiieh in the gaseous state—if it is

gasifiable—occupies tl» nme vakone as the
molecule of hydrogen, «.*., It wiU be seen,
•lso» that the symbols for the atoms of those
dements ivhidi possess diatomic molecuks
represmt half wdoBM ; tetttoadewd^btsof
H, CI, O, N, etc., all occupy the same Tolume
in the gaseous state. The law of definiteness
cf eombinatioo by volume (p. 147) is thus
a«ptafaiad--the atoarie iwightg «it muMut
in equal vcJumes, or kk mmm dnqda m^tt^
9i these volumes.

DUtoeiaHon and ^Mo«ui<ten.-oTheie are
certain flleaieiits andaompoimiiivlMaa Tapoor
densities are i^parently unconformable;
there are discrepwcies between the numbers
obtained for their atomic or molecular wei^ts
and the nomben didnead horn the law of
unifonnity of atomic and molecular volumes.
But this nonconformity is not paradox:—on the contrary, it is instruetive in the
highest sense. From the story of such eases
we get a glimpse into new pi^plta^ Let
us consider some of the fscts.

The atomic weight of sulphur as deduced
fran the atialyi» mad vapour dsso^es of its
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gM«>i««omp«md«i8 82. Ifitwttecontonn-
able, its mokeidar w«i|^ ihe^ tibenfom,
be 64, and its vapour demity 8t. la ftMt,
this elemeat has two vapour densities, accord-
ing to the temperature at which the vapour
is weighed. At its boiling-poiiit imder
atmospheric pressure (448'), its vapour density
IS 128 ; and at 1700"» its vapour density is
mwBial, i.e., 82. Translate these facts into
terms of the atomio-molMiifar theory, mod
consider their meaning. At 448* the jniiiMi
rfwil^ur vapour which occupies the space
oeciqrfed by l part by weight of hydraoen
weighs 128, and iti tMleenlarifc^k aeond.
ingly 256. Similariy, its moleeriv iittgUk

*iJ^^' " " «»"y »> mystery
aboot this. If, as the evidence shows, the
atom weighs 88, then at 448* the mtdeeule
must contain 8 atoms, ».*., 82 x 8 — 256

;

the formula is At 1700* the molecule
must tor the same reason be S,; and, as the
vapour ooob iknm frani 1TW>» to 448*. the
ampler aggregate of 2 atoms condensea to
the more complex aggregate of 8 atoms. This
brings out the princ^le of DiuoetMUon and
AggoeiaUm Iwn wydi, ia the light of the
foregoing example, should he sdf-expfamatety.
Again, phosphorus—the .ghly combustible
non-metallic element used in the manufaetura
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of lucifer inatche»—has an atomic weight of
about 81, as determined by the usual methods.
At nB* the vapour density gives a molecular
wcigfatof 81 x«.lS4»«adtiMiiioleenleis
P4. As the temperature of the vapour is

raised, the P4 disMociates, and at 1700* it is
largely resdved into P,.

In m simiar way, aod by means of modem
•Pidiances which are described in works
dealing with practical Chemistry, the molecu-
tor weii^ts of many other elements reveal
this principle of disMwiation and assoeiation.
Thus, iodine of atomic weight about 127 at
448" is normally I, ; at 1700' it completely
dissoeiales into I—the molecule and the atom
at this temperature are the same; Ikemekeule
is numatomic. Sodium, zinc, mercury, etc.,
have by a simUar method been shown to exist
at high temperatures as Na, Zn, Hg, ».«., as
monatomic mcrfeeidet.

So also with regard to compounds. Hydro-
gen fluoride (p. 102) is chemically analogous
to hydrogen chloride, the vapour density of
which accords with the formulaHa Butthe
vapour density of the fluoride indicates that
below 80' its molecule is (HF)„ i.e., H,F^
•od that at 88" dissociation has taken place

;

as the temperature falls association takes
Vbue^-SBF^H^, Xlw ivadv wffl M.
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dentafly notice the potency of <wr fymbc^
language. It is only necessaiy to cnD etteo-
titm to a certain oxide of nitrogen, to the
compound which phosphoput forms withcUome (phoqdionit pcntMfaloiide), or to the
compound, ammonium chloride, iamaA by
the direct union of one molecule of ammook

TL°*°'«^« hydrogen chloride, as
further lOiietnitions ol the principle and to
write the story of their dlMocbtion and
association by means of such schemes as

The only information not imJM^itti ^ the
symbolical representation of the process is
the tempcn^ure at which dissociation takes
Ptaet m Mch caw, and the influence of pres-
sure upon the amount d diaoeiation. The
combination between compound molecules,
such as ammonia and hydrogen chloride.
t^moAm an fflnrtiBtion of the extended
principle of equivalence (p. l»i). rfnee 17 pttts
of ammonia and 86-2 parts of hydrogen
cWonde represent equivalent weiffhta ol tlMse
two ccH&pounds.

Auxiliary Methods for dt\tuminitut Atomic
and Molecular Weighis.—The reader who has
foUowed the development of the principlesd efaenncal aeienoe up to this point will now
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realize that the methods employed for the
determination of the relative weights of

atoms and mdeeuks maUe iia to state defin-

itely tiMm, vader neh or tnoh conditions,

such or mmIi tHoaiu aggregates exist All

the gaseous elements referred to in former
chapters f(mn diatimuc molecules. Our imag-
inary being ef tiie neond chapter who was
capable of following the gyratioai of the
** particlei- " of air would, in fact, see vast

crowds of twin pairs of atoms of nitrogen,

wnallif Bmnben of twin pairs of atoms ot

axjgokt and still smaller numbers of triatomic
groups constituting the mdecules ot water

(HsO) and carbon dioxide (CO.). And he
wookl also tee mom and again scMtuy m<ma-
too^ nomads ef eotain vary ^are gnns
(argon, neon, krypton, xencm), .

' have
already been sta^ to have i -o . . letected

in late yean as oanstituaits of the atmos-
fiben. But, great is the insif^ into the
constitution of matter gained by this com-
bination of chemical and physical methods of

afctaeking the problem, it must be \ rJiaed

that the results are true aaif wi^Mn fk»
limiting conditions of the observations. The
state of aggregatiim revealed is true within
Um raises ef tonperature and pressure avall-

nbia for iha detannfantiM of manie and
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mol«eidw«%hts; but it mast not be inferred
that no fafte disaggregrtion i. poMiUe at
extreme temperatures (say eelestialX or vader
tbemfluence of other disintegrating forces.
NeiOier can it be asserted that in the other
4rw*ion--in the ptMge hom the gaseous
to the hquid or solid tUte—there ia no
gr^tw complexity than that indicated by the
molecular formula as asoertained bv thA
above methoda.
Take the case of the elemeBtii UuSm

infinitesimal pressure, i.e„ in a vacuous space
contaming comparaUvdy few molecules, then
IS phyrieal evideaee th«l the atona are cap.
able of being broken down by an deebie
duchaige into smaller parUdes—" corpus-
ew^ or ** electrons," or whatever they may

i<m by
be (p. IM). this
ultr»Kjhcmi«»I means in bo way OTniueis
with the rif-n concerning the atom derived

•ulZ.^^^^^
of its ehemieal and physical

attnbntat udar erdfauny eonditions. It is
snpjdementary information coacen^ tibe
ii ner mechanism of the atom as a discrete
partide of matter, of which the direct bearinir
upon the nM«e of ehemieal change has yet
to be dedphered. The atom may be knocked
to pieces by an electric discharge in a High«nim, or may be disintegrated in the
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atmosphere of the hottest stars (Lockyer)

;

but in the course of all the ordinary chemioEU

trauiformations whidi matter unda|p>es on
this earth it may still be leguded at tiie

indivisible particle.

So also in the other direction—^in the way
of increased complexity—^the molecule, let

us say, ot yi^xmras miter, H^, may not be
the molecule of liquid water, which h cer-

tainly (H,0)a. The value of n cannot be said

to have been definitely established yet. So
generally in the case of solids, we have no
criterion of the state of molecular aggregation

based on vapour density determinations only.

The three oxides of iron, for example (p. 124),

have the fonaube Fe^, (mst), Fe,04 (seak),

and FeO respectively ; the sulphide (p. 128) has

the formula FeS, and the iodide (p. 78) Fel,.

But these are minimum formulae—^we cannot
convert any one ot these omnpounds into

vapour; and the atomic weights of the

elements composing these molecules have
been determined independently of these

particular compounds. The nudecules of the
solid compounds may be, and probably are,

multiples of these formulae. Then, again, in

the case of the elements, the molecule of

the liquid ox sdid mi|^t be a muhtidez ao^re*

gate ol gaseotu moleeales. Moraover, Umr
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are many elements which, like carbon, for
^J«^Ple» cannot be gasified at any manage-
abte temperature; and there are elements
which are not only noQ-iFQlatOe^ but wliieh
form no gasifiable compounds. It is evident,
therefore, that other evidence is wanted;
the mediod based upon the hypothesis of
Avogadro is inapplicable in such earn as
those referred to above-wndfiaiT metbodt
are needed.

The Lmo of Duiong and Petit—The reader
will learn from Physics that dilfeient kinds
of matter require different quantities of heat
to raise equal weights through the same range
of temperature. This is, therefore, a specific
property of matter; and the quantity
of heat required to raise some particular
substance through some definite range of
temperature is said to be the gpecifie heal of
that substance. The standaids in use are
generally 1»C. and the specific heat of water
as unity

; the quantity of heat required to
one gram of water through 1°C. is known

as the calorie. We cannot deal hero with
the physics of this property of mattei^why
different substances should require different
quantities of heat to produce the same visible
effect upon a thermometer; neitiMr is it
nooesmiy to deserOw tiM metlMdi «f <hfa^
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mining specific heat, as these are dealt with in

wan^ cm Physics. From the chemical pmnt
of view, fkk propoty of matter eaa be
utilized as an auxiliary method for checking
atomic weights. It was discovered by Dulong
and Petit (1818) that if, instead of comparing
the specific heats of equal wdfhti of the
chemical dements in the solid cimdition, the
specific heats of weights of the elements
proportional to their atomic weights aie
oompaned, then the faet is Mvwloi that all

the elements have the same atomie heat. In
other words, the property in question is a
property ot the attmi ; the atoms all require
the same qaaalOtf of heat to nrin theoi
through the same range of temperature. The
specific heats of the elements are thus inversdy

atoqfue weights, so that Aiomie Wei^

constant is between 6 and 7, and averages 6*4^

lo that 6 4 -r Speeifie Heat» Atomie Wei^
This law is only approximative, and that— InlitiTTnir frnm il mi tonuuiiiiialili

extent. But these abnorm^tiit arise from
the cinnimstanee that in the ease of eertam
ekunents the specific heat only approaahea the
MMMif filtti lamperalMMii W^tn^
over these exceptional cases, the iMaaindar
of thm aiMaM^a oamlegm ^cm^v wiftk t^m
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But. although the latter is only approxinuitivv^
It foUows from the relationship between
equivataoti and atomic weights that there
IS a wide maigm wilUa nUdi Ifke nmnerical
results may be aUow«d to fluetoate. Hm
equiralents are exact—as accunte as can be
detenDined by the most refined and delicate
method, of a«l3«ifc Brt. after we have a«»r.
tamed the equivalent, ito idationship to tbe
waght of the atom has, as already pointed

iT*
."^^ by independent evidence.

TT^ aaalaMyar wiright cannot
be determmed directfy, cr where the alMMBk
forms no gasifiable compound, the specific
heat gives valuable infofmation. The wImIc
pomt to be dadirf « ««e a. that
anses m the case of the gMeoua ilHHliL
wheUier the equivalent A lepiwcnts ttJwei^ of the atoBi. or whethar the atomic
weight » 14, 14. €te Rat i. why this
auxiliary method ba«>d oo the lawatMonir
and Petit admits of conriderable numeriaS
latitude. A few iUustcatioiis waU *««ki^ *u.
reader to pnnin. ii. -nfa^:
The vapour density of mercury « thft

VS?*" ^ molecular

r^^-" the molecule consisted of

n!!!?^^ ?*—* *««bt would be 100.
M^qpiillfthMt af aaiU Mnw k «i
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(water= 1) and 6-4 082=: 200, and so the
atomic weight of mercury is taken as 200, and
that is (me of the reasmts why the molecule
is considered to be monatomic (p. 168). Again,
which of the equivalents of iron (p. 124)
represents the weight of the atom? The
specific heat tA iron is '112, and 6-4 -4- '112 >
571. None of the three equivalents, 21,

18§, or 28, represents the weight of the atom,
but the nearest is evidently 28 x 2 ; and it

is for this, among other reasons, that the
atomic wei^t of iron is, in round numbers,
accepted as 36. Copper forms two oxides,

and has, therefore, the two equivalents 81-5

and 68 (p. 185). Which of these, if either,

represents the weight of the atom ? The
specific heat of copper is -994, and 6-4 -994
a'64-4. There is no doubt, therefore, in

sjHte of the drnatimi, that the second of these
equivalents repiesNits the weight of the tkam.

Atomic Aggregates in Solution.—^The re-

sources at the dwposal of chemists for deter-

mining the midecttlar weights of compounds
which eanaet be i^wMed have been added to
in recent years by the introduction of other
auxiliary methods. These newer methods
are based upmi physical {»mcip]es, which
eannot be considered im detai Imm; bat a
fenend nolioftwi beevttined. LifcwibigiB
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B^body is familiar
with the fact that certain liquids, sued m
^vater, dissolve certain solids (p. 85). such as
sugar or salt Other liquids, such as alcohol
(spint of wme). wfll mfai with. i.e., dissolve in
water m aU proportions. So, also, gaw,
du«oIve m hquids like water, and such^
This property of Uquids may be looked upon
as a physico-chemical property, because tt is
specific; solubility and insolubility, or the
degree of solubility under given conditions,
are properties dependent upon the nature of
the solvent and solute. By " nature **

in this
case, chemical nature is meant. For the
present purpose water may be taken as a
typica^ solvent, aed sii8«^a. . typical solute.
ims familiar substance is nompmod of the

three elements, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,m the atomic proportions indicated by the
formula C,A/),,. ^fci» is the result of the
analysis of sugar, v 'Mch conteins in 100 paitsby weight 421 p „ts of carbon. 6-4 of hydro-
gen. and 515 of oxygen. The formula, asm »sli eases, is simply the percentage
^proposition translated into tems of ateoSe
weights (in round numbers, C = 12 • H - 1 •

O - le). But this formula is a 'minimum*
»w«itos the sum total of the atomic weights
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will be found to be 842, which may or may
not be the molecular weight. The molecule

cannot weigh less than this, because if we
halve it we introdwethe inadmissible tormida,

C,H|iOg}, containing a half atom of oxygen.

Neither can it be decided whether the mole-

cular wi^ht is a multiple of 842 by determin-

iam the vapow doi^, beoause sugar is

completely decomposed by heat. This illus-

trates a class of cases in which the newer
methods supply the required information.

The yoiat on * tiMmomeler scale at nUdi
a liquid ^dien cooled passes into the solid

state is said to be the freezing-point ; and the
point at which the liquid when heated passes

into vapour wader any given pvessore is tke
boiling-point at that pressure. Thus, the
freezing-point of water is 0' (278° absolute),

and, under ordinary atmo^>herio pressure,

the boOing-point is 100* (878* dbwdute).
Now, it is a well known fact that a celution

freezes at a lower temperature, and boils at

a higher temperature, than the pure solvent.

The i^ysioal interpretatifm of tiUs fact camiot
|

be discussed here ; the two properties referred

to are really different aspects of the same
physical principle, and so the freezing-point

<Hily may be constdered m order to nnplify
j

matt08«
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It hu Deen MtiUM by experiment

(Raoolt, 1888) that there is a deanitt nJallu.-
ship between the depression of freezing-point
of a solution and the molecular weight of
the foliite. Tluik idationsfaip is broadly ex-
pressed by the statement that, far any pattieii.
lar solvent and with equal concentration (i.e.,
P«reentage of solute in solvent), weights of
<l«w«wrt Mbstaiioei oonesponding to the
molecular weights produce the same amoQBt
of depression. It is not possible to enter
further into details either of principle or of
t«*ttjue, b«t it wiH be seen in a general way
that the mtroduction of this principle adds to
the methods available for the determinationofm^lar weights. If the depression
V^>^xutd by any particular solvent with
various solutes of knomi mtttketdn

determined by other methods) in known
d^rws of concentration is ascertained experi-
mnAatfy.~.0ad the move dilute the solution
the more eoncordaat the Mtiilla-then the
molecular weight of a substance of unknown
molecular weight can be determined by a
Mmple eahmlation when the depression of
freezing-pomt produced by a kmnm wei^t of
the substance in a known weight of the Mivint
is ascertained by observation.

It mot be imdentood that this method it
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applicable only in cases where there is no
chemical action between the solvent and solute.

It must also be pointed out that the method
is iiwpplioable to acids, bases, or salts-nn
other words, to electrolytes (p. 109)-—because
there is evidence that in the case of these

compounds solution, at any rate in water, is

aoecMnpanied by m ttttAisSdoa ct the omn-
pound into component parts corresponding
Mrith those which travel to the respective

poles during the process of electrolysis (p. 111).

In such solutians there are, thereloie, eon-
tained a larger ntmiber of comptment parts

—

known as ion»—^than is the case with un-
resolvable non-electrolytes, such as sugar;
and the depnssioii of fiwecing-point produced
by compounds whidi un^fergo this ionic

dissociation is, therefore, incomparable with
that produced by compounds of the other
type.

Fnmi the practical side, the reader must
realize, also, that the depression which is

measured in these cases is extremely small,

and neeessitates a refinement in thennonieUrie
|

methods quite besrmid the ordinary experienee
of the casual observer. To give one illustra-

tion, it may be mentioned that a solution of

one part d sugar h& MO parts of water pro-

duoes a depieisioii of •088*, i^^ auhi^iiMi
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soMdifletat -0-a58*iiirt«dof •to*. The
depressing value ot water bebg knowii formany compounds of known molecular weight.
«t will be found on calculsUon that the de-
presnon ptodnoed by sugar corresponds most
closely with the molecular weight 84S, and
that the formula C,^„0„ is, therefore, the
molecular formuU. This means that the
moleeuIeof*ugareoiitainil2 + 22 + n « 45
atoms, and that its weight on the hydroeea
scale is 842. The stete 0/ atomic v^gre, tSum which sugar exists in solution is the .ame
as that wliieh it would possess in the stale of
vapour, were it possible to convert thk eom-
pound into vapour without decomposing it
The contemplation of such conclusions as

have now been set forth-<;onclusions based
upon experimental observations intopieted
by hypothesis—will assuredly serve to justify
the claim of Chemistry to take rank as a
scienee which is penetrating more and more
deeply into the inner mysteries of matter.
The atoms and molecules which are dealt
with by such methods as have been considered
"-methods whieh are by no means exhaustive
of aU our resources—are legitimately eon-
ceived as physical entities ; and every advance
in our knowledge of the physical and chemical
properties of matter has served to strengthen
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the reality of this conception. Some further

developments wiU be discussed as far as

possibk in the short wpmn remaining at our
dispoMd. B may W irfriy aMstted that the
atoms and molecules ^^Hbich modern chemical

I^losophy has caHed into existence " out of

the void and formless infinite " have become
tlw eooaBOB ppapertsp of thiainn and iMtlBin
Hiway CHparanent ot aomwii



CHAPTER VIII

DETEHMTOATION OF THE RELATITE WOQm
y ™^ ATOMS—THI ISOLATION OP DE-WHB SmnANCBS—CHKMISTBY AS AN
SXACT •CBWCT TM gKiMDABO OV
ATOMIC WEIORTS—CHKMICAL AUmomC—^VOLUMETRIC RELATION8BIP8

DetenninaHon of the Relative Wei^
^*^'—Tb» fundMnental units of matter
wWoh hem tins been made the basis oi the
modem interprttation of ohMmeal phenooMDa
exist in the 82 diffetent modificatiou le-
preaenting the known chemical elements.
The varying charaeters ot the individual
elements are qualitative caipnsaons of the
idiosyncrasies of the atoms ; with the pro-
gress of discovery, we may hope to be able
to express these differences more and more
precisely in qiMottttttive tstiw. It has been
shown in the previous chapters that the main
attribute of the atom which is at present dealt^ quantitatively is the xelativ« weight,

now etim^^Aitm u miim
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asoertaiiMd r The relative weight of an
atom is a ** Constant of Nature ** in the same
sense as, let us say, the length of an ethere^
wave corresponding to a particular colour,
or the number of vibrations corresponding to
a particular musical note. It is evident,
therefore, that a character of such fundamental
importance as the atomic weight must be
expressed numoically with the utmost obtain-
able accuracy.

In the foregoing chapters, certain atomic
weights have aheady been assigned to some
ot the elements. The reader has been given
to imdnstand in a general way tiut tiwse
numbers are found by determining the relative
quantities of the elements present in com-
pounds, and thm ascertaining the molecular
wdght of the compound by <me or anothn of
the available methods. It must be realized
that the physical methods, such as vapour
density determination, depression of freezing-
point, raising of bmling^pdnt, determim^n
of specific heat, etc., are not methods of
precision in the strict sense, but methods of
omitrol—they decide only the total number
of atoms composing a moieettle, and the
particular equivalent or combining weight
which represents the weight of the atom.
If, therefore, these methods are methods of
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control, what is it that they do control ?—
evidentiy the equivalents determined by
analysis or synthesis.

The determination of the atomic weight of
an element resolves itself into a question of
quautitatiTie oomporiticm as ascertained with
all the precision attainable by homaaddH. It
is not a question as to whether the atomic
weight of oxygen is 8 or 16, of sulphur 16 or
82. of eaibon 8or 12, of nitrogen 4} or 14, of
iron 28 or 56, of mercury 100 or 200--tfaese
broad issues may be taken as settled by the
methods of control. It is now a question of
accuracy in the decimal places, for these atoms
are the gifts of Chemistry to onivenal science,
and the account of their attributes must be
rendered with aU the precision demanded by
the exact sciences.

It is beyond the aeope of this wo^ to
describe in detaU the methods of determining
atomic weights. The chemical changes dealt
with ai« for the most part simple. For
example, direct combination between a metal
and a halogen when giving rise to a definite
weighable compound gives the ratio -.—Metal:
HiUogen, As an actual case, the determination
of the equivalent of silver with nspeet to
chlorine may be cited. A known weight of
silver converted into chloride by "ftmhinntiffn



witii dilofme ghres so wcoA nhrar chloride.

Using symbols, and expxeanng the change in

the form of an equation, we have :

—

2 Ag +
Cla = 2 Ag CI. The gain in wei^ represents

tbe dblorine ctHBbined with sfirer; the
ratio Ag : CI has been Uxmd. It will be noted
incidentally that no molecular formula has
been assigned to the silver, because the state

of atomie aggregation ol the aolid nelal is

unknown (p. 172) : it may beAg^ tbc vBlae of

X being unknown.
Again, most ot the elements can be made

to orailMiM eitib«r dbeetly or iuMmHiy with
oxygen. When the oxide is a definite com-
pound, the weight of oxide obtained from a
known weight of the dement gives the ratio

:

JOemeni: Oetiftm. Convendjr, an oaddeo< de-
finite composition when rescri^ble, say by
heat, into element and oxygen, gives the same
information. Many metallic oxides which do
not part whli tiidr oocygm on heatifl|f atom
are reduced to the metallic state when heated
with some element which can combine with
the oxygen. Carbon and hydrogen are such
reiueing a§ait». The oaddas of ixon, for

example, can aH be lediKed to iron by strongly
heating them with charcoal or some other
form of carbon. That is why the metal iron

was referred to as an artificial product
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(p. 29), because the metal is obtained from its
ores by tneb treatment The oxides e&a also
be reduced by heating them m an attaotplwift
of hydrogen, and this completes the proof that
these oxides consist only of metal and oxygen
(p. 71). Tbt km of weight thus undei^e by
the oxide on reduction by hydrogen ntif^ be
made to give the ratio :—Metal : Oxygen. And,
since in this case the oxygen of the oxide forms
wat« wikhHie hydrogen, Uw weight of water
gives also the ratio O : H in watto. Tb take
another example :--The oxide of copper formed
when copper is heated in ooqrgen (p. 84) is a
perfRsfeiy ddlnite odde^ wtaOt is reduced
copper on heatmg with caifaon^or is l^y^ogea,
the change, under the latter condition, being
CuO+H,-Cu+H/). Here again it wiU be
noted tint bo maieeiilar fenmila is assigned
to the oxide or to the metal, the reann being
as above given—our ignorance of the mole-
ciilar wei^ of solid elements and com-
pound!, la. tins example, a known weight of
oxide loses so much on redtNtka ; the hm
represents oxygen. This known weight oi
oxygm gives so much water, the gain m
weqifat bemg due to the hydrogen combined
with that quantity of oxygen—th» lalioO :H
in water has been determined.
There is no royal road to the determinatkiB
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of atomic weights—every available method is

utilised : it b entirely a qiMrtioa €i ^ractic»>

bility. Since, i: the case of some of the
elementary gases, the densities referred to

hydrogen represmt the attmiio weights (p.

108), a diveet detemdnatiott of density gives

the necessary information with a degree of

precision limited only by the accuracy of the
expoimental methods. If a metal can be
deposited in a wei^abie oonditioii 1^ the
electrolytic decomposition of its salts, the
electro-chemical equivalent (p. 121), gives the
tequixed inf<«mati<m. It can be asserted as a
gmeral principle that for the determination of

atomic weights the main requirement is

puritjr—the materials used, elements and
compounds, must be chemical individual

substances in the strictest soise realniUiie.

The Isolation of Definite Substances.—The
whole development of Chemistry is intimately

bound up with the practical necessity of

isolating the Vairiotts forms of matto-, element-
ary and compound, in such a state of purity
that a chemical individual substance is

obtained. Ttut foundations of our science are
based on the study of indtvklna] substances

;

and the degree of exactness that has been
reached is a measure of the success of our
laboxmUffy methods. The reader who ap-
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proaches Chemistry from the purely literary
side murt thoroughly grasp this fundamental
reality—he must realize to the full extent the
significance of the stetement that Chemistry
IS an art as weU as a science (p. «l). In nohmoA <rf pnetieid work it the standaid of
individuality le., of purity, of more vital
unportance than in the materials used for the
determination of atomic weights. It is for
this reason that the general question of the
isolation of mdividual substaaoee hat been
brought forward here. The discussion of
practical metiiods is beyond the limits of this
work

; they eanaot be mattered by simply
reading about them, but only by that earn,
bination of manual skUl, judgment, and
resouroefuhiess which is essential for accuracy
in th» kfad of work. The separation of
individual substance*—in other mdt, their
purification, is effected by processes which
are famUiar enough as kboratory operations.
If • tubstaaoe hat a definite boiUng-point
(p. 59), it can be distUled. and » fmetion
having a constant boiling-pomt isolated ; if
It can 1^ vaporized by heat and condensed in
the toHd form, it can be purified by sublim*.
tion

;
if It separates from itt tohitioii in m

crystalline form when the solvent h evapor-
ated, the associated imp'iritiet can m this
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way be removed by a raffieient nomber of

orjrstallizations ; if tlw abrtanee in idalioii

«m by interaction with some other substance

be converted into an insoluble compound 'A

can be purified by r ^ipitation.

But, in spite ol ' jur xcsoanm, an abso-

lutely pure subst> j is so extremely difficult

to obtain that it may almost be r^arded
as a mathematioal abstraction. Matter pure

flnoai^ to withstand chamieal

may still be shown by more delicp^e physical

tests, such as by means of the sp* Dscope, to

contain tnces of fordgn substances. Hie
•hwmewwglrtaimiieawneceiiarflycldUtocut
degrees of nactness, and finality has not yet

been reached—^the work is still in progress,

and accuracy is beiug pushed farther along the

line of decimal flaoet. The lendta oMamrd
by different experimenters are considered by
an Intomational Commission, under whose
au^kes a list ai atomic wei|^ts is published

annually. Thelist Irar IMSasfivea al the end
of this volume

Chanistry as an Exact Sdenee.—^It is not
claimed that C3iemistry rai^ with the exact

eiences in the sense of havii^ leadied the
purely deductive stage ; but in every direction

in which quantitative treatment is possible

the isdative weights of the atoms come sooner
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or later into consideration. Hence the nece.-

«L«!5k!S!T*^^^^ constants, the
f«pon«bility for tiie determination of which
IS necessarUy thrown ultimately upon the

Si^-.K*!'"'*- instrumeT^com!
pwrt with those used in some of the most
dehcate phyweri .leMawmeiits, may perhapsbe considered coarse. But, for aO imetiail
purposes, accuracy to the l-lO.OOOth of a
grain. i-ioth of a milUgram, is sufficient;

5oS!!or~,f*^. T* •^•itiveness t*;
i-/ooth of a miihgram is obtainable. Ilwtimemay come when, for the investigation of themow recondite attribute, of the atom, ahigh«r degree of pnaOoa wiU be necessary:
and It may be well to point out, theMfom. tluit
there recently been added to the resource,
oftte phyncist and chemist a micro-balance
con*- of qwrte d weighing

; ,«
/conceivably nuOl ^pumtity of1-10,*- ofanulligram.

y

J^.^^'^'^^y "^"^ not so muchwith the iDrt«mien* « wMi the mattJl
ultra refinement in weighing unio. tiie ndKstej^ is reaJly " individual " is suggestive of

^^T7f^tF^ swaUowing a camel."Some of the atomie weights are confessedly
uncertain

;
on account of those diffleidtiM

of purification which have }vat been radicated
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it it reoogniaed tluit in many omm tevi^on is

necessary. In no case, however, is the
responsibility of fixing the atomic weight

thrown upon the analysis or synthesis of one
oompound ci an element when several com-
pounds are available. The degree of predsion
reached is evidently dependent upon the num*
ber ot independent sets of observations ; all

those atomic weights tHiidi have been deter

mined with the greatest accuracy are based
upon converging lines of evidence. In modem
times the science of Chemistry largely owes its

advance towards exactness in this directioa

to the life-long labours of men like Staa,

Morley, Richards and Clarke.

The Standard of Atomic WeighU.—Mthough
hydrogen, having the lowest atomie weight,

was at first naturally taken as the standaid, for

practical purposes this element is by no means
a convenient one. It is evident that any
dtenent ofwhich the equivaloat with nqieet to
hydrogoi has been determined with precision

may be made the standard ; the translation to

the hydrogen scale of the atomic weight deter-

mined with reference to sudi other dement
then becomes a matter <rf calculation. Hydro-
gen forms but few compounds with other

elements which admit of satisfactory manipula-
ticm Uu quantitatiTe purposes. Iforeover, the
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gas itadf ii «, light (OKHW when air - 1) that
It tend, to Mm om of aU yesMds,
difficult to weigh, so that th. tott aSi^

•^"'J*'
atomic weight by the obsert*.^ of ,ts d^-^ 166) is liable toemr.

O^^gw. OB tkeotiier hand, forms compounds
inth most of the elements; mid.bthZm^
of the equivalents which hare been delw.
mined am based upon the analysis of oxygen
co^owdfc lWs gas has also the adv^ge
of being heavier thu» air (I-IM when air mTK
so that its density can be determined with ]e»
liabihtyto error than hydrogen. For these
ana wmmmg, oxygen u now made the
standard of atomic nvfghto; ami in tiM

Imt€wiational list the numben adopted are'^ve tojhjjt ^ement It wiU bTmidr
stofid. tiMwfar*^ tiie weight of the atoan
of oxygen with refewMe to hydrogea it a
matter of extreme unportance. The ratio el

™ obviously furn-
ishes tbaneeemiydato; and the concentrap
tion of patience and skfli wlii^ has been
brought to bear upon the determination of

futarelrfstofy of CaiSBiistry among the greatest
achievements in scientific pNoUca.
The refined experimental methods made

use of in fixing this ratio cannot be •
"

m
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tare. The equivaiait 8 for oxygen wfaea
hydrogen- 1 (p. 119) must be corrected in the
lig^t of the most precise evidence to 7-94;
and so the atomic wei|^t ot oxygen oa this

Mala beoocnes 15*88. Or, if 8 is taken as the
equivalent ci oxygen* then the atomic weight
of hydrogen becomes 1-008, because 1 : 7-94

• 1008: 8 (neglecting the last decimals). The
mdeeular weight of oxygen is tlm 81*78 on
the scale H— 1, or 82 on the scale H» 1KX)8;
and the molecular weight of hydrogen is then
8-016. These results, be it remembered, are
based on ejipoiuieDtal determinations ; and
the atomic weights will, thoefore, differ

according to the standard adopted, but—
and here the whole mjrstery should disappear
—the nlatim tveighit of the atoms towards
eaeh other remain unchanged, and that is all

that we are concerned with in considering
the weight of an atom firom the chemical
pointofview. Consider a case. Qnthescale
H — 1 and O = 15-88, the atomic weight (rf

sulphur is 81-88 ; on the scale H « 1008 and
O — 16, it is 82-07. There is no real diserep-
aiusy here- it fa simply a que^on ctf stand-
ard ; the ratios remain the same :—ne|^ecting
last decimals, 81-88 : 15-88 = 82 07 : 16, or
81-88 : 1 — 82-07 : 1008 ; and so with refer-

8nee to the comparison of the weight of the
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sulphur atom with the weight of any other
•torn on the two seelee. The two tets of
atomic weights now in existence should tfan
be easily understood ; the standard 0-16
has been adopted for the reasons already
stated. The atomic wvights assigned to the
elements referred to in the previous claptim
have, as far as possible, been taken as whole
numbers. It will now be iiaderstood that
these numbers were used eoly fbr the sake
of simpUdty, amd in otdar to iBiislnitogcmnd
principles.

Chemical ArUJmetic-^Tbe symbolical lan-
guage which was faitrodnced in a former
chapter (p. 187) is obviously quantitative.
The formulae assigned to atoms and molecules
represent so much by weight of the respective
elemmts or eompoands, the d^ne of nuir.eri-
cal precision attaching to the symbols beiog
the degree of accuracy with which the relative
weights of the atoms have been determined.
It win be seen, thcMfeie^ that when wo tmow
the formula of a compound, or when wc r^vow
the composition of the products arising from
chemical reaction between materials of known
compositioD, we mask neeessarfly bring such
symbols into the domam of arithmetioal
treatment. The construction of a formula
from the results of analysis is in itself ui
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arithmetical problem. For example, water
has been said to contain (in round numbers)
oxygen and hydrogen in the proportion 8 :

1

-y-thli is the outoraM of analysis and synthe-
sis; and, as is the imiversal custom, the
actual numerical results are in the first place
stated on the pooentage scale; oxygen
M-0, and hydrogen 11-1 per cent., approxi-
OAtely. That gives the ratio 8 : 1. But for
the formula we want not the wei^t ratios
only, but the ratios between the numbers of
atoms in the moleeide. The number of times
the atomic weights of OKj|e& and hydrogen
are contained in these percentage numbers
will evidently five the required information.
Tbm 88-9 4- 16 ->8^, and 11-1 ^ 1 - il l,

and so the ratio between the numbm of atom
is 5-55

: 11 1 ; then, since the atom is by
hypothesis indivisible, we take the nearest
whole nnmberi, and so make the ratio 1 : S.
The formula is thus found to be HaO ; and if
it should- happen to be a multiple of this
(which in this case it is in the liquid state ; p.
178), it makee no diflerenee to the relative
nnmbers—the minimum foramla oidy is
found by this calculation, and the molecular
formula of the vapour is settled by the
drtiWTHinstion el the molecular weight as
•beady txplafated.



The ealenlatkm of a fonnula from the
percentage comporitioa theiefoi^ ample
enough

;
the percentage numbers divided by

the atomic weights and the results expressedm the simplest set of whole numbers give the
rdabve numbers of the nspeetive atoms hi
the molecule

; the actual numbers can only
be found when the molecular weight can be
oeteraained. Conveisely, the fwrnula bemg
known, the percentage oompositioa eaa be
easUy calcuhited. Sugar, for example, is
found by analysis to contain carbon, hydro-
gen, and oxygen m such proportions as to
lead to the fonnuk C,A*Ou (p. 177). The
sum total of the weights c.' *he atoms beingm round numbers 842, that weight contains
144 parts of enrbon, 22 parts of hydrogen
and 176 parts of ozygeB, tnm wbieh fact
the weights of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen
contained m 100 parU of sugar can obviously
be eaieoleted by a very familiar process

It IS unneeessaiy bee* to ail pnMum or to
work out examples ; we are eonoemsd only
with those broad principles which serve to
dhotMte the enormous power which the
atomic theory has pbMtd ia the hands of the
chemist. An obvious extension of the fore-
gwng principles enables us, for instance, to

tlM theoretical yields of pxoducta
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resulting from chemical change. Such changes
—chemical reactions—^are capable of being
represented in the form of equations showing
the ammgemait of tlw materials before and
after the reaction (pp. 169 and 187). Consider,
by way of illustration, the burning of iron in
oxygen to form scale (p. 28), the decomposition
€i water by heated inm to imm tMs sanw
oxide (p. 81), or the reduction of copper
oxide to copper by means of hydrogen just
referred to (p. 187). The equations are :—

-

8Fe+20,= re,04;

8 Fe+ 4 H,0= Fe,04+ 4 H,
CuO+H.-H.O+Cu

It is obvious that, givm the atomic weights,
all these reactions can be dealt with arith-
metically. Using the nearest whole numbers,
8xZ6 parts of iron yield 8 x 56+ 16 x 4 parts
of magnetus oodde ; 8 x 56 parts oi iron use up
4 X (16+8) parts of water to fonn the weight
of oxide represented by Fe,0«, and liberate 8
parts of hydrogen ; the weight of copper oxide
represented by CaO fomishet the wdght of
copper represented by the atomic weight, i.e.,

68-6 when O= 16, or 681 when H= 1. From
such data it is, of course, easy to find out how
much magnetio cndde ean be Obtained from
any given wdi^ of inn, how mnob faydiiigen
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a known weight of iron wiU ykid» or how
much copper and how much water can be
obtained from a certain quantity of copper
(node.

It is needless to enlarge upon tfa» tofw^
but the practical bearing of theory upon
industrial processes finds no better illustration
in the wiide domain of applied science than
in this power of prevision which the
is thus enabled to wield. From known
weights of materials reacting in a known
way and giving rise to known products, it is

possible to calculate what the yields should be.
Not th .t theoretical yields are often actually
realized in practice—there are generally
senmdary changes, unavoidaUe losses, and
so forth ; but the nearer the theoietioal yidd
the more successful the industry-^e trans-
formation of industrial empiricism into scienti-
fic procedure is measured quantitatively
by the percentage of the theoretical yieid.
It is only in the most refined laboratocy
operations that the requirements of theocy
and the results of experimoit coincide.

Fohmetric Relationships.—^The vv^umes
occupied by known weights of gaseous com-
poimds being known, it is evident that
hera also arithmekaoal treatment is possible.

Facts and argmnents have already made it
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clear to the reader that in the gaseous state
the molecular weighta of all non-dissodable
dnaents sad ounpomicb occupy the nine
volumes. This is the obverse side of the
hypothesis of Avogadro (p. 157). In order
to simplify matters, we can, therefore, take
M referenoe tmit wmw rtaadard element of
which the volume of a given weight is known
with accuracy. In fact, the molecule of
hydrogen in grams, 2 x 1 008 — 2 016 (p. 194),
occnpies 22-4 fitres at tbe standard tempera-
ture and pressure of 0** and 760 mm. The
gram'tnoleciUe of every nm-dissociable element
and compound, therefore, under these com-
pr ible eonditioiis fiHi a space of 22*4 litres.

The rest is simple arithmetic. A giv«i weight,
say of ircm, yields so much by weight of
hydrogen: 2-016 grams of hydrogen at 0"

and 760 mm. oeeupf tt*4 litres; therefore
the volume of hjdiogen liberated by the
given weight of iron will be so many litres

under similar conditions. Again, carbon
(C - 12) wiien heated hi oxygen bums, i.e.,

undergoes combustion with the formation of
the dioxide, CO, (p. 125). The reaction is

C + O, = C0„ whence 12 grams of carb<m
giv«12 + (16 X 2) r» 44 grams of the dioxide.
That weight ooeupies the smm irolume as tbe
molecule of hydrofea under *««i^-nfrift
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ditions—it is the gram-meieeole of carbon
dioxide

; so that if 12 grains of carbon give
22-4 litres of the dioxide under the conditions
specified, the volume of gas given by any
specified weight of carbon ean be ealeidated.
From the conception of equimolecular

weights, and therefore of equal numbers of
molecules of drasents and compounds occupy-
ing equal volumes under ocNupanUe eondi-
tions, it is but a natural step to the cmoeption
of solutions containing equal numbers of
moleeides m equal volumes. Such solutions
can, of course, be pcepaied. Tbe moldeular
weight, or some known fraction of that wei^t,
in grams of any compound AB dissolved in
some standard vcdume of a liquid, say water,
ccmtains a known wei^ of AB per enbie
cmtimetre. The standard used is the litre

{1000 cubic centimetres), and a solution
containing the gram molecule AB per litre is
called a normal soliition. Thif soiiiHra eta
be diluted with water if necessary, and vuade
up to any required vohune so efi to be semi-
normal (J AB per litre), deci-normal (A AB
per litre), and to forth. The point is thafc
such solutions contain known quantities of
AB per cubic centimetre, and can be measured
oatwith great accuraicy by suitable apparatus.

S/appcOag, now, thai «»Hioiiikd AB is
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capable of reacting with another compound
CD in solution, so as to form new substances
by interchange of components, then we have
a chemical change broui^t abicNit 1^ what is

termed double decompontion. Such change
can be expressed by the usual equation:
AB + CD - AC + BD, and in this form can
be dealt with arithmefciaiBy. It wiQ be seen
that we have in this case quantities of two
compounds which may be regarded as chemi-
cally equivalent (p. 121). If, therefore, the
precise point could be detected at wfa^ on
adding the solution of AB, the whole quantity
of CD present was transformed by interaction
with AB into the two new substances, we
should be enabled to detennine the weight
of CD in a solution containing an unknown
quantity of. that compound. In other words,
if a fdution of AB of known value is mixed
continuomly with the M^utioii dt CD and the
addition arrested at the precise point when the
equivalent weight of AB has been added,
we oaa ealeulate the quantity of CD present
in its Mlutiosi. The weight (rf AB is known
from the measured rolimie delivered; the
weight of CD contained in a measured volume
of kkM sduticm is at first unknown, but the
wei^t equivalmt to so many grains m tne-
tkoM of gtaim ciABm settled by the we^t
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of AB added. So many euUe oentimetnf ot
the solution of CD required so many cubic
centimetres of the solution of Afi to hit the
point of equivalence—the rest is a matter ot
arithmetic

All these conditions can be realized ex-
perimentaUy. There are large numbers of
chemieal reactions d this type which are so
sharp that the exact pobA when equMenoe
between the reacting materials has been struck
can be indicated by the change of colour of
some added rabitaiioe which is not chemically
concerned in the reaction (known as an
indicator), or by other means. On this
principle—which is necessarily outlined hci "

only in a yny hnrnd wuy—there is founded
a largely used and beautifidly delicate method
of determining with very great precision the
actual weights of substances contained in
sotetboi. It is tbe method appropriately
known as VoUmtirie Analiftit



CHAPTER IX

VAIJBNCT—CHEMICAL STBUCTUBE—THE
CHEMI8TRT OT CASBON—8TEBX0-

Valeney.—In its simplest aspect, «hf*mif^l

eombination is, from the point of view now
reached, union between elementary atoms.
The equivalent being that weight of an element
ifdiKh oomlMnes with or replaces one part by
weight, one atom of hydrogen (p. 119),
it follows that the number ci times the
equivalent is contained in the atomic weight
ci any partieular dement will lepvesent the
ciqBacity of tiiat particular at(mi for oondbmiBg
with hydrogen. If the element does not form
compounds with hydrogen, then the number
expresses the ccnnbining capacity of the atom
for some other at<»n which is equivalent to
the hydrogen atom. The principle is a
familiar one—atoms which are equivalent
to the same atom (hydrogen) are equivalent
to one another. A new property of the
chemical alUaa is thus Inought oiil, via., its

SM
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valm m wmuand by the number of atooM
of hydrogen or equiTalent atoms with which it
can combine. Iliis property is appropriately
dcKsribed as the vtUenoy of the atom. If the
atomic weight contains the equMeot onee^
».«., ii the equiralent and atomic weight
are identical, that atom can combine only
witt one atom o( hydrogen or of chlorine,
btondDe, etc The formul* of the eom*
pomids HQ, HBr, etc. (p. 165), ocpiess this
fact If the equivalent is contained twice
in the atonie weight, then that atom can
obviously combine with two atams of ^«bo.
gen, chlorine, etc ; if it is contained time
times in the atomic weight, the combining
capacity or valency of the atom is three, and
so forth.

In the light of this principle, cmudder some
of the compounds which have already been
made use d for the piupose tA illustrating
other principles. The atomie weight of OKy^
gen (16) contains two equivalents (8); the
atom of oxygen can therefore combine with
two atone of hydrogen, as in water, H,0.
The atomic weight of i^ragen (taken ae 14)
contains the equivalent (4f) three times, ao
that the nitrogen atom combines with three
atoma of hydrogen, as m ammonia, NH^
Again, tlM atomie wdi^ of eaiboB (tefcn aa
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12) contains the lowest equi^ent (8) four
times ; the simplest known oompound of
e«rbon with hydivfeu is mMum, er marsli
gas, CHt, the gas which is formed by the
decay of vegetable matter under water, and
yrbkh rises m bubbles to the surface wh^ the
mod at the bottom of a irttgmmt pond is

stirred up. Moreover, since one atom of car-

bon can combine with or be saturated by four
atoms of hydrogen, and since two atoms of
hydrogen comUne with one atom of oxygen,
two atoms of oxygen are equivalent in com-
bining value to four atoms of hydrogen ; and
so the Qxi^ of earbon rderred to as the product
of the burning of oMbon in oocygeQ (p. 125) is

the dioxide, CO,.

The broad principle of valency should now
beomne dear without further illustration.

It will be see that we have in tiib doetrine a
means of classifying the atoms irrespective
of their nature, «.«., of the kind of elementary
matter built up of such atoms. Hydrogen,
chlorine, etc., are Ukivalent dements, oxygen
bivalent, nitrogen tervalent, carbon quadri-
valent, and so forth. It will be seen, also,

that the valency is not always a fixed number,
but, since an element can have mote ^Imm* one
equivalent, in some cases the atom must
have more than one valency. Carbon, for
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example, is generally quadrivalent, but in
some of its oompounds it may be bivalent;
faon in ti»e oxida FeO and in the iodide.
Fel. (p. 88) is biTalenk, in tiie oodde of rust,
Fe,0„ It may be tervalent or quadrivalent
Sqlphur is quadrivalent in the dioxide, which
i» fomed when the element bums in air
SO. (p. 128); the latter ma be made to com-
bine with another atom of oxygen to form a
trioxide, S0„ (p. 128), in which the sulphur
atom, bdng combined with 8 bivalent oxygen
atoms, isitseUseaamaei^ Mmm, sulphnr
forms a gaseous compound with hydrogen,
hydrogen sulphide or sulphuretted hydrogen,
in wUeh one atom of sulphur is combined
with two atoms of hydragen, SH,; the
atom is bivalent.

The conception of valency may, perhaps,
on these grounds, be regarded as somewhat
vague; nevertheless, aa wfll be seen immedi-
ately, with all its imperfections it has played
an exceedingly important part m the develop-
ment ctf modem Chemistry. It corresponds
witii some underiying reality; whether it is
an inherent property of the atom as aa
mdividual particle, or the result of the inter-
action of reciprocal forces exerted between
combining atoms^ oauut at pnmA be
decided, it is an empnieal doeliine as it
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stands—it is descriptive rather than ex-
planatory; yet it describes some iaeulty
potentially or aetaally pteeent hi the atomic
medianiam. It serves as a check upon chemi-
cal formulation, and yet it fails to expl»<n
why any particular formula is possible. In
other wotd^ it enableim to iiisrt that, irhep
combination does take |daoe^ certain rules

—

more or less elastic—are obeyed. But it does
not tell us why this, that, or the other atom
can eomWae with eeitafai atoms and not
with othos ; it takes no aoeount of selective

idiosyncrasies beyond representing the facts
which are the e^qwessions of these idiosyn-
OMies. The fast that virieaey k aMoeiated
with (srtain physical properties ol the aton is

sufficient indicatioii that then is an mider-
lying reality.

Consider, for iBataaea^ the fbet that the
same electric current causes the liberation of
equivalent weights of chemical elements (p.

121). rhismay be interpreted as an indication
that equivalent weights of the elements are
associated with equal quantities of electricity—that chemically equivalent weights are also
electrically equivalent One stq> further, and
we airive at the eonoiiisioa that, if an
dement of which the equivalent and atomic
w^^ts are identi«al is "ttfrnatftd with one
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unit of dflctridty, an atom of iitMk tht
atomic weight is n times the equivalent mustca^n units of electrfcity. In other words,
a u^ttei vakoejr my be connected with.
If not MtaaUy expressive of; tlie efooMs
constitution of the atom is hereby sqiMtod
(Hdmholta, 1881).

-W-wa
Agafai, if the oapadty for combination

possessed by various atoms is ezpiessed
a geometrical ooneeption, it may be eon*
sideted that the space required for the group-
ing of the attached atoms to the Mutml
attracting atom wiU be laiger in pioportfcm
vnth the mcrease of valency of the hitter.
The sphere of influence*' of a bivalent
atom w<ouUI be double that of a univalent
atom, of a quadrindent atom fbor timet
that of a univalent atom and so forth. Here^
also, there is correspondence with fact ; the
packing in space of the atoms which build
up a molecule, finds external expiession in the
regular crystaUine form which characterises
i^emajority of definite chemical compounds.
There is eonespondence between the archi-
tecture of the soiid oystal, regarded aa a
structure built up of molecules, and the
volume occupied by these molecules regarded
as assemblages of atoms, each occupying its
own **fphete of hifiuenoe" (Bariow and
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Pope, 1906). The conception of the valency
of th.T atom, evolved origkially from the study
of chonical compound (Frankland, 1858;
Kekul6, 1860), has thus been extended into
the domain of Crystallography, that branch
of science which is concerned with the study
of the d^nite geometrical forms assumed
by elements and compounds under appn^nkte
conditions.

Chemical Structure.—The actual grouping
ct the i^xnns composing a molecule may at
fint ^ht appear to be a problon beymid
human ken. Nevertheless the doctrine of
valency, in spite of its incompleteness, has
enabled chemists to make enormous advances
in this direction. The study ol ofaemieal
composition and decomposition—of the results
of dissecting the molecule pieoemeiil and,
nhea posnUe, of reconstructing it from its

oonpcHient atoms—^renders it posable to
form a mental picture of the way in which
the atoms are grouped. That mental picture
wfts a blurred and imperfect representation
until, at the touch of the ccmoeptkm of
valency, definiteness was substituted for
vagueness, and the chemist provided with a
means of translating his crude imagery into
manageable formulie.

This devdopm«it k made possil^ |^
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the simple device of joining the atoms together
—not in an arbitrary way, as has been done
in the preceding chapters, but in the order
which repieeents the aetual state of their
combination. Furthermore, the combination
between the atoms is, so to say, visualised by
giving each atom its valency, and by imagin-
ing that the lines d force which Und the
atoms are real lines. These ** bonds *' un, of
course, imaginary ; they have no more real
existence than the " lines of force '* round the
pdesof amagnet It is not even neoesnry in
practice to use lines at all; dots wiU do
equally well, and enable the formulae to be
written much more concisely. Begin with
an abstiaei ease, and the principle wiU
become clear.

A molecule is composed, say, of ABaC.
The mere juxtaposition of symbds here
indicates chemical unimi, but the formula
does not show how the atoms are grouped—^whether A is combined with B or with
C, or with both; whether B is combined
with B or with AotC, and so fbrth. Suppos-
ing now that it was known definitely from
the mode of decomposition of the molecule
that C was combined with A, and also with
both atoms of B, tl^ the fwmula wmikl more
oeaiiy opress the ftett if it me wOOm
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ACB,. But each of the atoms concerned
in building up this molecule has its proper
vrieiwy. md can therefoie be bonded " with
Its associates in such a way as to indicate
the full stRicture or mode ot grouping thus,

A»C<(g or, more bri^y, A:C:B„ In which

formul-e it will be seen that A is bivalent, C
quadrivalent and B univalent. This is a type
rfwhatisknowa as a Uructurai or eongtitu-
tfottm /winh/ii. Si^i a fonnola is obviously
more expressive of the reaUty of structure
than the empirical formula AB,C, which teUs
us nothing more than that the molecule
contains one atom of A. two of B, and one
of C. All the compounds which have been re-
ferred to in former chapters can be formulated
on this principle. Thu^ H-Cl; H-O-H.NSH, CSH., 0=0. 0=C=0, Fe-I„
Fe-S, etc., stand as ttmetund fcnmd»
for hydrogen chloride, water, ammonia,
n^hane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
fenous iodide^ hnom sulphide. The valen-
cies of the atoms are evident in such formulc

;

not only the simple valencies of elements in
whi^ the atomic and equivalent weights are
»wtt«ed, but abe the variable valencies due
to multiple equivalence, as in the caw of the
above oxides of carbon, in which the atom
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may be bivaleiit or qiMcWvalcnt, or in sul-
phuretted hydragea aiid tbe ooddM of snlpliur
(p. 128) :—

H-S-H. OrS=0. Or in nhkik
sulphur is bivalent, qnadiivalrat, cr
avalent.

Structural or constitutional formula must
obiwuslyiamm in oomple^ty ^th increasem the number of at<Mns composing tfae mole-
cule. They may be written fully spread out
with all the bonds represented by lines, and
so ejqneased as " graj^ formulas," althoughm practice the chemist soon beootnes aeens-
tomed to substitute dots for lines, and to
pack up the symbols so as to occupy as little
space as poMiUe. Tlie significance of tiie
formula is in no way impaired by radi eon-
densation. It will be realized tiiat this metiiod
of formulation corresponds with something
very leal, ainee it expcesses the sum total of
ascertained fact—it is the pietotial repreeantft-
tion of the mode of attachment of the various
atoms in a molecule as ascertiuned by experi-
naeot. Tbe dMmieal structure of a mole-
cule IS not a purely matheauitied problem in
permutations and combinations ; it is some-
thing more than this-4t is a problem in
pccntiitetioiii and combinations controlled
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by fixed molecular aichitectaral xequiie-
ments neceuitated by the Talenoies of the
atoms.

The conception of chemical structure is

obviously of the same order as the conception
of valency upon which it is founded—it is

descriptive rather than explanatory. The
experimental evidence upon which a structural
fcnmula is based n oiUn difficult to obtain,
and still more frequently difficult to interpret.

The final aim of the investigator is to be
able to represent the atomic structure of

molecules by radi formulse. The progKss
which has been made in this direction is

synonymous with the progress of modem
Chmistry. By every available method of
attadc is this problem appzoaehed—by pulling
down and building up by chemical methods,
or by comparative physical methods staxliiig

bcm certain measurable physical properties
ecnrdated with simide compoQiids ot known
structure, and extending the results to mole-
cules of greater and greater complexity. Such
imperfection as exists in our structural
fbrmulsB is due partly to unpetfeet isdoaoB-
tion concerning the actual mode of grouping
of the atoms, and partly to that empiricism
which at preset attaches to the conceptifm
of ynkaaay. In m moleeale composed of » few
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atoms, the possibOitiet of grooping are

sarily limited ; when, as in the case of many
of the highly complex compounds of carbon
which build up the tissues of living organisms,

we have molecules composed of hundreds of

atoms, we have passed into a new order of

things—a domain at present beyond the
resources of structural formulation.

So, also, with respect to the gn^hie repre™

sentation of definite compounds of known
structure, there are limitations imposed by
our ignorance of the true cause of valency.

Thus, when a structural fnnmla has been
assigned to a particular compound, and all

the maximum valencies of the various atoms
have been accounted for, the molecule as a
whole may still po—ew the faculty of oom~
bining with other molecules. In oUier words,

molecules, the valencies of the atoms of which
are all apparently in chemical language

gaturated, may still bdiave as tmtalwrated.

Such molecular compounds are quite definite,

but a new order of combination appears to

come into play. Many metallic salts, for

instaiioe^ eotoibiM witii de&iifee qnaatities of

water of crystallization, or with definite

numbers of molecules of ammonia or other

compounds. The oxide of iron of scale,"

Fe/>» may be • moleenlar oonqKumd of
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FeO and Fe,0,. Thus it has been found
necessary to extend the main doctrine by
noc^puiBigMridul afBnities, partial valencies,
auxiliary valencies, etc A new field hM^ in
fact, been opened up in this direction ; and
the completion of the theory of valency cannot
be looked tat mitfl this field has been more
extensively cultivated. The pioaeen an at
work, and considerable advanoet have been
made of late yean.
But the defseU of the theory which have

been indicated in no way detmek from ito
utility as a means of representing chemical
structure as far as its applications can be
poibed. The bare recognition of the principle
that chemical character and atomic ooofigoia.
tion are interdependent marks an epoch in
^emical thought Thus, it has long been
known that ocrtain elements are capable of
existing in different forms—the lo-eaOad
alloiropictnodificaiioru. Oxygen, for instance,
imder the influence of the silent electric dis-
charge asnimes a diHeient and more active
form known as ozone. In this ease then it
no transformation of matter ; ozone is stiU
at basis oxygen. It is known that tJ- han«
ra ebaraeter is due to a difference in Jie sta*
of aggregation, the molecule of <mom bein^
triatomic, 0» wheraw oxygea it diatMoi^
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O.(p.l60). Tbttwpnnnedbjthevapoarte-
sity of ozone, or by the conversion o£ a known
quantity of ozone into oxygen by the action
of heat Oxygen being bivalent or quad-
rivalent, the structural iotmnU of oxygen
would be O : O, and of ozone oOq orO :O : O.
Carbcm, again, as an element is the same
" stuff *• whether transparent and crystalline,
as in the diamond, or Uaek and opaquem in
graphite and charcoal Phosphcmis, aiso,
may be an exceedingly inflammable wax-like
solid with a low melting-point, or a compara-
tively inert seddidi powder : ThetwDlonns
are interconvertible.

Such cases are possibly explained by
differaioes in the state of aXtmnc aggregaticm
—they may bdtmg to the same category as
oxygen and ozone, only the molecular weight
of solid carbon or red phosphorus cannot, for
the reasons abeady set forth (p. 172), at present
be detctrnmed ; Mid lo the actual numbers
of atoms contained in the different modifica-
tions cannot be definitely fixed. But inde-
pendently of the question of molecular weight,
the coneqitifm of struetuie asserts kadi. A
difference of molecular aggregation in a sense
implies difference of structure; but it will
also be seen that there might be difference of
straeture due to d^brat ooofllgiinitkBt ol
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atoms within the same moleeule. Sulphur,
for example, exists in sevend modiflcaf ons,
four solid and crystaUine, one a yellow mobile
liquid (119» - 160'), one a dark viscous sub-
stance (160» 448-5*), and a vapour above
the latter temperature. The vapour exists, as
we know (p. 167), in different states of atomic
aggregation. The differences between the
crystalline forms aie probably due to differ^
enoes of molecular arrangement, i.e., to physi-
cal structure; the difference between the
txMA and the other forms may be due to
differences of atomic aggregation, as with
f^gen and ozone ; while the difference
between the liquid and viscous forms may be
doe eitlwr to dUferences of atomic aggi^ation
or to differences of atomic grouping within
the molecule. It is evident that the H^M*iffit)n
between molecular grouping, atomic aggrega-
tion, and differences of intra-molecular struc-
ture can only be given when the moleonlar
weights of the solid and liquid ftams ean be
determined.

The Chemistry of Carbon.—WMe the con-
oeption of structure ean at pnsent be hrrne
in mind in its possible application to such
cases as the above, the triumph of the theory
finds fuU expression in the domain of wk*t is
called Organic Chemitirtf. Thii term is a
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survival from a period when the compounds
dealt with under this division wm supposed
to be producible only through living agency,
t.tf., by organisms belonging to the animal or
vegetable kingdom. With the progress of
sdenoe, this meanmg of the term ** <ngaaio **

disappears, since large numbers of these
compounds—identical with the natural pro-
ducts—are now produced by synthetical
methodsm our lalwratories, and many of them
of technical use are manufactured on a colossal
scale. Organic Chemistry is, in fact, the
chemistry of carbon, since it is this element
^iHudi, hi ooml^uitifm with a few crtlier

elements, notably hydrogen, oxygen, and
nitrogra, gives rise to the vast multitude of

\pounds of every degree of complexity
]i ocmstitttte the materials which, with

tain mineral or inorganic constituente,
build up all animals and plants. The ques-
tion whether " vitality " may be a function
ci the spedal diemieal and i^jrsical properties
due to the association of carbon with certain
other elements is of profoimd interest, but
cannot be discussed here. To the chemist,
organic nwttor is carbonaceous matter ; mod-
em science knows of no "vitalism** iq>art
from carbon compounds
The division of Chemistry into inorganic
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and organic is now only » mitUr of vw
venience arising from the enormous mass of
material supplied by carbon obemistry. Over
1M»000 definite **(»gniie'* compounds are
known, a smaD fcaction only of this number
being the products of "vitality." The re-
mainder are all artificial-synthetical com-
poonds onknofmi in natue till called into
existence by the exercise of the pamu of
chemical science over the inner constitution of
mdecules, a power made possible mamly by
the theory of straetoie faeeed upon valency.
In recording this trinmphaBt sooeeai of syn-
thetical chemistry, it must be emphasized
thrtthere has as yet been produced in the
Wwretofy no oompoond possessing in the
least degree those characters which pertain
to living organic matter. The great aud
fundamental problem of bridging the gap
between Hving and dead matter still remains
unsolved; it may remain unsolved tat aB
time, or it may not For aught that we
know. Nature may be solving this problem
dafly under our eyes, but her methods have
ee y«t remained unrevealcd. Any levdidioB
in this duection that awaits the science of
the future must perforce be through Qmiie
Chonistry.

Tb» potency of structural fotmolatisa as
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a means of giving nqpnuUMk to mnlmmlir
structure is manifest among owboB TOm-
pounds in every direction. The applioations
are so numeroii»—the field it go vMt that
only the barest hints OKI b»tlumm ovt in thfe
volume. It will be perceived as a general
principle that, with increase in complexity,
••ftf witih hierease in the number of atoms
composfug the molecule thsne mat NMdt •
continually and rapidly augmenting number
of possible formulc Are these formul*

<low eadi differoit oonflguiBtim of
atoms oorrespond with soma dslWie *»»tntfTra!
compound T—in brief, how far do sooh graphic
representations express the mtiU of ehsmieal
seienoe T

The answer to these qoeitkns aniet with
it the vindication of the chum of the theory of
structure to run parallel with, if not actually
to represent, the underlying physical reality
of the atomic eooflgimtioB of mcdeonks.
So close is the correspondence between theory
and observation that, given the number of
atoms eompoaing a molecule, it is possible
to predict the nundber of oompoondi that
ought to exist, with full confidence that such
compounds may actually be obtainable. In
hmi^Mds of the simpler cases, the cone-
q?«dnoe of tteoiy with faet is oooqileto—
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every compound required by theory has been
prepared. There, thiis emerges the great
prindple of itomeritm, whieh dmply indicates
that totally different compounds may be built
up of the same numbers of atoms of the
same elements. It is not only the total
number of atoms, but the grouping of the
atoms within the molecule that is the deter-
mining cause of individuality. A phenomenon
which at first appeared at vaaanoe with all

common sense notion*—the fact which stag-
gered the early investigators in this field,
viz., that two or more molecules might have
precisely the same ultimate composition, and
yet be quite diitinet fonm ol matter, has
become a commonplace doctrine in modem
science in the light of the theory of chemical
structure. Moreover, the development of
tmetuna diemistry hat of late years led to
the recognition of the internal mobility of
atoms within molecules—of structural con-
figurations so delicately balanced that the
atoms constituting the molecule may assume
one or another of two quite different configura-
tions according to the conditions to which
it is exposed. To this phenomenon, the
general term iautomerigm is applied.

Stereo-chemistry.—Yi:i another step in the
theory of chemical structure, and we are
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face to face with one of the inoek brffliant ol
modern achievements in the direction of
bringing Chemistry into the category of the
dednefcive idenoes. The atoms composing
a molecule must obviously fonn a group in
space—the configuration is not that of a
congeries of points all lying in one plane, but
a lystem occupying tridimensional space.
This conception was first definitely applied
to the structural formulation of carbon com-
pounds by Le Bd and van't Hoff in 1874.
The lour ** bonds *» of the carbon atom, for
example, may be represented by liiiee i-H^ftffaf
symmetrically from the carbon atom as a
centre. This is expressed geometrically by
supposing that the ewbon atom is in the
centre of a regular tetrahedrao, the points of
the angles of which represent the termmations
of the bonds to which are attached the other
at<»ns or groups of atoms which build up
the molecule. If the carbon atom, faided
from this point of view, is combined with four
different atoms or groups of atoms, there then
arises as a geometrical necessity the existence
of two different space groiqpmgs of the same
molecule which are non-superposable, and
which are related to each other in the same
<ray that an ol^ is rented to its reflected
iinace fat a minor—a ri^t and a kIt-hanM
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isomerism quite incapable of being reprefeated
by any formula which ignores the space con-
figuratioQ ct the atoms. This conception in
its modem devdopmoits may almost be Mid
to complete the theory of isomerism

; large
numbers of cases in which the differences
between compounds of the same ultimate
composition cannot be expressed by piane
surface structural formulae are now known to
becases of stereochemical isomerism. This
newer development of the atomic theory-
known as Stereo-diemistry—is gradually per-
vading and making its influence felt through-
out the whole domain of our science. The
fmdamental idea of space grouping is not
easy to foBowat fintwitlMrat the aid of models,
but the modem student is bcmg tought to
handle these formulae which, by virtue of their
rationality, are bound to dommate more and
more aU ouv notioiis eonoeming the stmcture
of molecules.

The possibilities of isomerism, regarded
from the stereochemical point of view, natur-
ally become move eomplex with the increase
in the number of carbon atoms which compfy
jj^the conditions of asymmetry just defined.
Bj^igjain, is there close parallelism between
**«ttation from the theory and observed facts—an dvvriMtiQf tteUmoiiy to tfa« Itrtttty
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of the idea. Thns, thp^a of sour milk, lactic
acid, contains an armmietrio carl-^ atom.
and ensts in two s e« <M5hemica' fonns, as

containedm the j«i8e of grape and otter fruits contains
two asymmetric carbon atom, and cod^B in
three stereo-isomeric forms as required by
theory. ^ group of sugars typified by grapesu^. orghHme, oonqnised under tte fomula
'-•4iiiO«. contain four asymmetiis esrbon
atoms, and can exist in sixteen stereo-isomeric
forms. Many of these sugars are natural pro-
ducts

; and nearly the whole series of sixteen
required by theory has been tynOiaised by
Emil Fischer and his colleagues—a veritebfo
triumph of modem carbon chemistry.
Ona ol tJM chief points of interest arising

from space formulation is the oomipondaiea
between configuration and a certam physical
pi^orty; via., ttat of optical activity, by
virtue of wbioli oertain compounds possess
the power of causing the rotation of poUuind
light in either a right-handed (dextro) or left-
handed (Uevo) direction. It is, in fact, by
tWa ohaneter akme that the sterteo-isomerism
IS m most cases revealed, nnee racii isomer-
Ides, unlike ordinary isomerides, are alike in
aUottw physical and chemical characters In
the h0A of Stioe - chemistry, optical activity
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is shown to be associated with this intra-

molecular asymmetry. Physics, Chemistry,
and Biology herein find another common
meeting ground, sioce it is to Pl^es tiiat we
look for the explanation of the mechanism of
the connection between asjrmmetry and opti-

cal activity; while the chemical processes
whidi go <Hi in the living organism ^squently
result in the apparently direct productimi
of optically active carbon compounds—^an

achievement which some chemists believe to
be an essmtial privily oi ** vitalism." But
laboratory syntheses also result in optically
active compounds; the lactic and tartaric
acids, the 6-carbon-atom sugars, and hosts of
other compounds have all been synthesized
in their F^ereo-isomeric optically active forms.
The main difference is that biochemical
synthesis is directive in the sense of leading
to tiie final -produetkm oi the optically aetive
compoimd, while laboratory synthesis is at
present without such directive power—^the

two possible configurations are produced
sunultaiieoiisly, and the final product is, there-
fore, optically inactive by compensation. But
such inactive compounds can be afterwards
separated or resolved into t' eir stereo-iso-
merides by temp(»ary eomhinatioii with other
•ctivtt eou^KNinds ol vital origL With tba
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solutkm of the fundamental problem of con-
trolling laboratory syii^^iens lo as to rappress
the production of the one or the other of the
possible intra-molecular configurations, the
temporary aid oi the optically active vital
compound would be dispensed with. Then
would then disappear another of the barriers
which have been erected between living and
dead organic matter.

The asymmetry possible for a quadrivaloit
atom, such as carbon, is obviously conceivable
in the case of other atoms. The hint given
by caifocm chemistry has been taken with all

the seriousness whidi attaches to what the
man of science knows to be a great truth.
Other quadrivalent elements, such as tin,

siliccm, and so^Imr; quinquevalent elements
such as nitrogen and phosph<»us, and, quite
recently, the atoms of certain metals such as
cobalt, chromium, platinum, and rhodium,
have beta made to form optically active
stereo-isomerides. The reader wiU raaliae
that this new and vast domain which is being
opened up by many workers in many lands
invests the i^om of modem Chemistry with a
reality so vivid that the oomqxmdeooe
between mental imagery and observed fact
cannot be said to be surpassed in any of the
purely deductive sciences.
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VBB rauODXC CLAMOnCATION OF THE

ELXXENTB—CONCLUSION

A 8C3SMCB which, in its purely materialistic
aspects, daims for its sabfeek matter the
study of some eighty odd elements, and all the
compounds capable of being formed by these
elements, would be but a heterogeneous jum-
ble of faeU wiklMmt guicUnoe firom general
principles. It has only been posaUe within
the compass of this volume to give the reader
a glimpse here and there into some <A these
prindirfei. The treatment has perforce been
narrowly materialistic ; and yet it must not
be concluded that the chemist takes only into
consideration the matter of which the universe
is eomposed. TU energy associated with
this matter—its distribution during ehmnical
change, the development or absorption of
Iwat as concomitants of chemical transforma-
tions, the prodnetioa of deetricity, of light,
and, gmmdly, the i^ydeal matiiei^^iong
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rasottmg lirmn this xedislnbiitm
as much within the province of modem Chem-
istry as is the natural history of the elements
and their compounds. An introductory frag-
mmt <nly km been offered in tiie hope that a
stimulus may be given to the denie for fuller
and more specialized study.
With reference to matter as such, it will be

leadUy Men tiMt any sebeme which enables
the whole body of elements to be grouped and
classified according to their natural relation-
ships must mark an advance towards the sys-
tematiatioii ol oar knowledge of the highest
order of importance. That natural relation-
ships exist among the members of chemical
famiUes, which possess certain characters in
COTunoii, ami wfai^ alto show v^iular grada-
tions of properties when considered in sories
arranged in the order of their atomic weights,
has already been illustrated by reference to
the halogens (p. 100). Any other family, non-
metals or metals, mi^t have been made to
enforce the same lesson. But such classifica-

tion is restricted ; a wider and more compre-
heniive adieme which embraces all the natural
groups or families of elements wm first su9>
gested by J. A. R. Newlands in 1864, and was
elaborated and put upon a scioitific basis by
MaMMH and LoUar Meyer in 1869. Brief
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I « I * consideration to this scheme may

J
" J JJ

be given in this concluding chapter.

^ If the elements are arranged in

I « 1^ $ the ordor of their atomic weights.

^ "*

J 8 a remarkable recurroice will be

^ m noticed after a certain number of

I" 9 i ? elements have been passed through.

I S §* 3 Thus, oamtting hydrogctt—whieh
^ S stands in a unique position—

a

J N 1 •?
series of eight members must be

a I a arranged in order to bring out the

a fact that with the ninth there

I « I -r
begins another series, in which the

I "
I S; chemical and physical properties

^ of the first series recur with that

B I
modiflcaticm due to gradational

I I M transition illusbwted in the case

I
* I S of the halogens. The two series
* are given here for comparison.

||| Reading these lirts hi the first

a • J P^*c« in horizontal sequence it
will be seen that there is con-

i « J 8 *^"»uous increase in atomic weight
w from right to left In the next
a 1 1 1 place> it will be noticed that

I I f recurrence of characters takes

! 5 "8 5 P^«« after the eighth element

I I
(ftunine), this zeouRence bemg

^ ^ made evidoit by raidaig the
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series votically—each votical column as
here arranged consists of a pair of elements
belonging to the same family. Now, if the
whole of the chemical elements are arranged
on this principle, there xesults a general
scheme which brings out the fact that not only
are the properties of the elements connected
with their atomic weights, but that there is

periodMity in the rdaticmships. The two
series given above consist of eight membecs
each ; after these, the periods become longer,
but the relationship between the members
of the vatical *wi«mnf jg gtill maintained

—

the grouping in these columns is into natural
families with ascending atomic weights and
consequent gradation of diaracters. The
law cgqmssing this periodicity is known as the
Periodic Law ; and the general scheme is Uw
Periodic Classification. The Table (A; next
page) gives the arrangement at a glance, the
syrahoiU ci tba donents being used for the
sake ol oompactness. The atomic weights
can be supphed from the international list

appended to this chapter.

The first p(»nt to iriiid& attention is directed
is naturally the periodic arrangement, whkdi
is the basis of the whole scheme. The Roman
numerals in the first horizontal column are
group BQiBbtrt labelling the groups below
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them k the TertiMl odumng. The first two
(short) periods, ccmsisting of eight membert
each, are given on p. 282. The third (long)
period begins with argon, and ends with
bromiiie; the fourth (long) period begins
with lorypton, and ends with iodine. It wiU
be noticed that in these cases the elements of
the long periods are arranged in two horizontal
Mrie«, soM to faring the moidMn of the same
family into their respective groiqM (vcttieel
columns). After the foiirth group, the sjrs-

tematic uniformity is no Icmger maintained,
beeaoM^ foBonkgleiithaBuw then hM to be
interpolated a whole cohort of *>»*>"r»*ntir whieh
are moc* closely related among themselves.
These aie the so-called " zaxe earth " metals;
and for the salDe of compaetnesi they are sim-
ply inserted en bloe in the order of their atomie
weights. The list of these metals is probably
still incomplete; new members may be
iwbted as tiw nsult of further rnearch.
The known metab of this group exist as
compoimds in a complex mixture of minerals
known as monazite sand, which is found in
varieos parts of the worid, and which is

worked up on the large scale for the mauifoe-
ture of the earthy mantles used as incandes-
cent gas burners. These manties are com-
posed manly of the omdes of thorium and
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eeriiim, supported by a suitable framework.
Aft«r these elements, the horizontal series
bectmie fragmentary—^they are suggestive of
incomplete periods.

Considering the scheme, in the next jdace,
with reference to the natural families or
groups in the vertical columns, it will be
seen tiut the rdationships are more faithfully
e9qn«ssed by a further division into two sab-
groups. This simply indicates that, while
the members of the group as a whole are
dosdy related ehemicaOy, there is a still

closer inner relatioiislup between tbe membera
of the sub-group. These points will be made
dear by a few examples. Thus, in Group I.

will be found the very natural family of metals,
beginning with lithium and ending with
caesium, known as the alkali metals. Their
oxides form strongly basic, alkaline solutions
(p. 108) ; and they all form similar types of
jfunpounds. The sub-group—copper, sflver
and gold—is related to the alkali metals by
virtue of certain types of compounds which
tlw metals named are capable of forming;
but the relationship, althou^ crafesiedly
not very close, is more intimate between the
three metals themselves—they resemble each
<^her m<ne dosdy in their general characters
than thqr do the metab ^ the alkdii. In
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Group II., again, wUl be found the metals of
the " alkaline earths " (calcium, barium, etc.),
the oxides of which are alkaline earthy sub-
stances typified by lime (p. 102). The metals
of the sub-group (glucinum, magnesium, etc.)
are naturally related to these, but ttill moie
closely related to each other. The halogens
(p. 100), as will be seen, fall into Group VII.,
and are (somewhat remotely) related to
manganese.

The general nature of the scheme should be
made evident by these examples. It will be
seen that, on the whole, chemical dissimilarity
charact«nzes the members <rf the hoii«mtid
series until the period recurs. It would
appear as though something added to the mass
of the atom caused it to differ qualitatively
in its chemical dumetsn fkom its left-Juu^
neighbour until a certain number addi-
tions had been made, when the difference
bcewnes quanHtalive instead of piuely qualita-
tive. And yet this princifde is not generally
complied with. The triplets of Group Vm.,
for example^ tre separated out because,
among oUi» reasons, they show close re-
semblaoee of character anM»g tiieinsdves.
Still more closely related among tiiem-
selves are the metals of the " rare earths."
the s^Mntioii of which has necessitated
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the most laborious woA euried on for
very many years. In these cases, there is no
abrupt change of character in passing from
^ment to element akmg tbe hcMftaontal
series. Other discrepancies occur—notably
with the elements argon (89.88) and potassium
(89.1), which are out of place if the strict order
of atomic weights islollmd. lodme (126.92)
and teUurium (127.5), have likewise to be
taken out of or ier to bring them into the
groups to which they naturally belong. It
may be that such diseiepaiMies in^Beate Uiat
the atomic weights need further revision.

Passing over these and certain minor
^serqwiicies as problems yet awaiting solu*
tkm, the signiflcanee of the sdieme as a
comprehensive whole must be fully naliiedm
order that its systematizing influence upon
our science may be adequately appreciated.
That it corresponds witii some underlying
reality is made manifest by the coincidence of
periodicity m several distinct sets of charac-
ters. The horizontal series, for instance, clas-
sified originaUy simply ia tbe older ci the
atomic weights, will be found to correqxmd
also with a classification according to valency-
due aUowaaoe being made for the variability of
this property (p. 906). Moimiag the valwicy
of the atom Ify tlio Baadmnm nus^Mr ct
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hydrogen atom with whidi il —ni%iiwi if it
forms hydrogen compounds, ai> witfi lulogens
if it formi no hydrogen compounds, the
ynkndn of the s^ms of the first

nuky be in^cated tjr attM^ing «»Hi
numerals to the symbols :

—

He"; Li'; Gl«; ; C ; N"* ; ^. F.
The periodicity here shown is observed

also in a precisely similar way in the next
series. If tbe valency is measaied by the
number of oxygen atoms in^ add mad b«-v
oxides in any series which comprises sacu >.

set of oxygen compounds, a r^olar ineiease
is observed:--

2nd Series:—Ne«; Na'^; W^; Aljl'O";

Si'^(^;P;0};S*08j OW
The scheme thus emphasizes the association

of chemical character with valency—distinct-
ness marking the transition from member
to member aioBf the hsriiuuiri series aad
sinularity among the natural groups in the
vertical columns. In general terms, the Roman
nmnerals heading the eight columns may be
regarded as indexes ofvaianey—iiot, ofeomse,
in too rigid a sense, but as jaftsaiing iwil^i»»i^
yalency. The zero sign over the first colunm
w t*, be t«ken MtraaUy as xz^aning no vsiausy.
The dements from heihmi downwaids
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no compounds with other elements ; they are
all chemically inert monatomic gases (p. 170)
contamed in mmute quantities in atmoq>heric
air (p. 46). Their sepantioa htm neoenarily
been effected by physical methods, since,
chemically speaking, they are dead matter.
Hdium, it may be mentioned incidentally,
is present in the atmospheie of the son, and
has been foimd m small quantities in some
terrestrial minerals and also dissolved in
certain mmeral waters. The history of this
element is inthnatdy OQnneeted with the
subject of radioactivity.

The key-note—periodicity—having been
struck, the characters of the elements generally
will be found to leipcmd. Notiee how each
period begins with an inert element, and then
passes through a series, one extreme of wiiich
is aa intensely electro-positive base-forming
metal, and the other extreme an inteneely
electro-negative acid-forming non-metal (halo-
gai), the extremes bemg connected by inter-
UMdiate dements of decreasingly electro-
positive and inereadngly eleetro-negative
characters.

Another physical property of the ele-
ments, viz., their specific gravity, can also
be shown to be oooHonoaiih witk the periodic
rlawiflmitioa. This eoafonmliil^ it mott
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strikingly revealed by tddiig^ inatefed of the
specific gravity, the number obtained by
dividing the atomic weight by the specific
gmvrty—the KHialled "atomic volume."
which may be regarded m the volume occu-
pied by the atom of the solid or liquid element
The reader must be careful to distinguish
between this " atomic volume " of solid and
hqmd elements and the vohimes occupied by
the atomic weights of the elements in the
gaseous state (p. 166), in which state only does
the hypothesis of Avogadro (p. 158) apply. If
the numbers lepxeseating the atomic weights
(arranged in ascending order) are taken as
abscissae and the numbers representing the
atomie vohimes as ordinates, the points of
intersection, when jomed up hi the usual way
familiar in co-ordinate geometry, give a curve
Jjich reveals the periodicity at a glance.
Hie curve thus constructed has a wave-like
form

;
and the chemically rdated elements

of the natural families occupy corresponding
positions on the curve. Thus, the strongly
eleetxo-positive alkali metals of Group I. are
at the wave summits, the eleetro-negative
halogens of Group VII. at corresponding
positions on the ascending slopes, the alkaline
earthy metals of Group II. on the desoendintf
tiopm, and the Ugh adting-point metabof
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lower chemical activity belonging chiefly to
Group VIU. in the hollows between the
wavei*

Further deta& arising from the periodic
classification, the cr'^-ical discussion of its

imperfections, and the various suggested
menAmeats nn^ be sought for m^ stand-
ard works. The value of the scheme—apart
from philosophical considerations—^is due not
only to its systemat'ung influence, but quite
M moel^ to its mggesUvmesa. R not only
con-3lidates existing knowledge, but it has
indicated and still points to gaps in the
series which may at some future time be
filled. In other words, where the small
increment in the numbers representing suc-
cessive atomic wei^ts suddenly becomes large,
a hint is given that one or more elements
yet mnttn tp be discovered, or that some of
the elements do not occur on this earth.
Moreover, since all the properties of the
elements and their compounds are gradational
in the asoending series of natural groups or
families, and since these families tM Mt ioto
the general scheme, it is possible to predict
within narrow limits the properties of missing
^ments. Two examples of such gaps are
inserted in the form of queries in the tabular
•eheme in Group YIL, wim then i» an
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indication of an element haying m atonie

96) and ruthenium (lOl-T) and belonging tothe sub-group oontiaiiing manganese ; and ofanother element belongingto tb» ^unssu^^up between tungsten (184) and osmium

^^^A^'
^^^^^"^ ""^"^ " »»«ady stated,

stands «t pmnt alone, might be regard
as the only known representatW© of asenes the members of which, both of higiier^«bly) of lower atomic ..i^
A scheme which haanoaiaM so maBv

of properties might legitimately
beujed deductivdy. The pmiiction of tli
P'^'P^^^^^tkmits and their com-pounds illustrates such use ; —it thn itriiiiimli^the scheme dates from the period^

^ ffy were filled in by newly-otwomed eleraeiiti» the properties of which-Hw foretold by MendeMcff-wt» iowid tocoTOpond closely with the prediction. Thus.
^"^•2^ Boisbaudran. 1875). scand-

1886) aU found appropriateMm\m^iiai
ttjem on their discovery. So also/^dedjrtivd^ ciamacation ha. led both
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of elements from positions where there was no
gap to be filled to positions where they were
wanted. This is tantamount to determining
the group to which a doubtful demmt belongs,
and so to the determination of its natural rela-

tionships and its valency. The scheme thus
beetnnes availaUe as another method of
control for deciding in doufatftil oases the
relationship between the equiTaknt and the
atomic weight (p. 178).

In its philosophical aspects, the periodic
classification is naturally suggestive of evolu-
tion. Clearly, the elements have not been
launched haphazard into existence as inde-
pmdaA entities: the contemplation of their
varimis idatianships and mtowi^aliondiips
eanses to arise spontaneously the question
whether the known forms of elemental matter
may not be gmetically related—whether the
regularities arinng from tht soooessive addi-
tions to the mass of the atom may not be
interpreted in terms of the development of the
dements from some primordial "stuff." It
may be so—^it would only be in huammy with
the whole scheme of Nature that such should
be the case. The consideration of the various
attraipts -wtdeh have been made to prove
elemental genesis would, however, take us
too far into the rqpon of qteeulatkn. The
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"Pjsrio^ Law" as it rtands is, in strict
plulosopfaical terms, butm empiriMl smmiyay
—Its interpretation has yet to be found. Is
It too great a stretch of prophecy to suggest
that the ultiinate coalescence of Physics and
Chemistry wiU be brought about throi^ the
mterpretotion of the principle of periodicity ?

«v»d«nce in support of genetic*w«a«»^ ii •» piweat scanty; but it is
slowly and aiiidy aoemniilatinf in tiw fleid of
radioactivity. Here, again, the scheme, as
lar as it goes, harmonizes with the latest
dMooveriet. The tfaee elements of highest
atomic weight—radium,tMom and ufanhim.
with possibly " radium emanation " or niton—
faU naturaUy into in the last series. That
senes may be incomplete—there are gaps
which may or may not be filled up by fntmre
discovery

; but it is in this series that the
atoms appear to have reached the limit of
mteraal stability. It is these elements which
are undergoing that jmwess of ^Mmtaneoaa
decay or disintegration with the liberation of

°* ^'^^^«y manifests
itMifin the jdmunnena of radioactivity. The
final material product of thk afcomie disinte».
ration which has thus far been definitely
Identified is the inert gas helium. It is in this" ^ afready stated (p. 90), that transmu-
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tation, as distinguished from transfonnatioii,
receives recognition in modem Ckcmitfczy.

Conclusion.—The reader who has followed
the development of the subject up to this
stage will now realize that he has been
brought to the thieahold of • great edifioe
crowded with departmental chambers. The
various compartments are not watertight
divisioni—*b«»e is free intercommunicatifm
by means cross passages mine or less faxoad
and numerous, according to the particular
label on the door of the chamber. In this
small vdume it has not been possible to do
more than to point to mom of these Ubelf in
the hope that the reader may be tempted to
explore in greater detail the contents of the
various ehambers. The inscriptions on a few
of these UBope&ed doon mn wortby of bong
noted.

The redistribution of energy which acoom-
paoiet ehemical change is dealt with in works
iXk^mnochetnistry. When heat itdBvdtoped
as the result of chemical combination, such as
when sulphur and iron combme (p. 89), or
wiien carbon bums in oxygen to carbon dioxide
(p. 125), and, genanOly, hi a& khidi of bonhig
ogwwnhwBtioiw thftpiodaetaof itt^cambhufc*
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tioD aie Mid to be eeothermic Combustion ism fact eneifetie ozidiitioQ. The develop-
ment of heat in such cases means that the
products of combustion contain less energy
than the materials which combine—that the
«y*tem has run down in maegy to the extent
represented by the heat evolved. On the
other hand there are compounds that can only
be fotmed from their dements when enersy is
supplied ftrom witfcairt, hwaniia tiia prolW
cratMn m^ energy than their eoaponests.*™ " CTMtottmiwe compounds.
Ami thus we enlarge our conceptionof chemical
change byassodalingthaaaterlaltiansfonna-
tion with the accompanying redistribirtion d
^«^. Moreover, the heat evolved or ab-
•oroed is as fixed and definite in quantity for
each paTticiOar ehemiMi change as is the
weight of the matter concerned, llwehanfie^+0,-2H,0 to the chemist meanTSe
develcymttt of ise^soo calories (p. 178) quite
asexphdtlyasitdoesthatftiurpaJtt by wdght

hydrogen and 82 parts of oxygen gfv» M
ports of water. Thus we come once SMhi

^L^r^** ®' ehemieal atom, now
deinite Slow of wrafliaile energy as well

tli^t."**"^
t«tWs pomm^0M^

As the result of the study of ehemual ohiBft
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from the above point of view a quantitatiTtt

measure of chemical activity has been pro-
vided. The " heat of formation " ot com-
poimds beeomn a meMine of the aethrities

the atoms of the combining dements. It matt
be noted however that the heat evolved repre-
sents but a small fraction of the total internal

enogyof theat(miB. bo ordinary chnnical
change can it be said that there is tapped
more than a definitely limited quantity of this

vast store—^the greater part of the energy
lodud vp in the eiioDieal atom is fltin unavail-
able, llie practical solutkm ct the proUon
of liberating this store of energy—^if it is ever
solved->would mark the dawn of a new era
for the hmnan race.

Then again with respect to the conditicms
which determine chemical change there is a
great field which we have left untrodden.
Some of tlw apparently amplest cases of
direct combination reveal their ii^nfr e(Hn«
plenty through the fact that water vapour—^if only a minute trace—is essential for the
reaction. Thus SH, -f- O,« 2H,0 ; H, -f CI,

= 2Ha; and even NHa-f-HQ^NH^a (p.

169) represent chemical changes which do not
take place when the gases are absolutely dry.
Other chemical tiaaagn which at first sight
would appear to be quite ainqiie^ nuh, 04,,
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M S0,+ O- SO, (p. 207), take place only in
the presence of heated finely divided platiiiaa
or other metals which remain imchanged at
the end of the reaction. Metals and other
Babstanoes wfaidi exert this mysterious in-
fluence are said to act by eontaei or eakh
lytically. It may be that the presence of a
catajrst of Mme kind is a necessary oonditioii
of au chemical <Aaoge.
Among other unconsidered oooditkmi of

chemical change is the influence of the active
massM of the reacting materials upon the
ftecfty of tlw vnetion (p. 78), upon the
direction in which the change takes ]daoe in a
reversible reaction such as 8Fe4- 4H,0~*Fe4
O4+ 4H, (pp. 187 and 108), and in deterihung
the aetoal quantitiea of the products present
when the system reaches equiifariam n**^
various conditions, ».«., when the reversible
reaction becomes balanced owing to the velo-
cities of the ehange in each direction being
equal. The contents of the chambm labelled
Chemical Stetics and Dynamics are well
worthy of detaUed exploration, for here the
reader will find that modem Chemistry has
been broughtnmdn the zeaeli of m«fi.^nHp,j
treatment.
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)
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